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Abstract

Multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) wireless communication systems are

capable of achieving significantly higher channel capacities than single-antenna sys-

tems. Furthermore, there has been a trend toward installing a larger number of cellu-

lar base stations and wireless access points (APs) over the same physical coverage area

in order to meet increasing capacity demands. An in-room MIMO system—in which

an AP and a user with a portable device (PD) occupy the same room—is considered.

The associated channel is dominated by line-of-sight (LOS) components, which tend

to increase the received signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) but can degrade MIMO perfor-

mance. Therefore, the application of elevation-directional (θ-directional) AP antennas

which emphasize wall-reflected non-line-of-sight (NLOS) components is investigated

to improve in-room MIMO capacity. Simulation results based on the experimental

set-up suggest an improvement in mean MIMO capacity on the order of 13 % coupled

with a 4 % increase in mean relative MIMO gain if the AP antenna radiation pat-

terns strike a balance between improving MIMO channel conditions and maintaining

an appropriate SNR. The associated measurements revealed only a 5 % improvement

in mean MIMO capacity and a small reduction in mean relative MIMO gain due to

the increased multipath richness associated with the real environment. However, the

measured results validated the predicted relationship between the main lobe directions

of the AP antenna radiation patterns and the resulting in-room MIMO performance,

suggesting that more significant improvements could be achieved for in-room MIMO

systems experiencing less multipath richness.
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In the design of ultra-high frequency (UHF) radio-frequency identification

(RFID) tags, the cost of the tag antenna is significant relative to that of the entire

tag. As a result, cost-effective alternatives to copper as a UHF RFID tag antenna

conductor have been explored in recent years. The feasibility of constructing such

antennas using electrically conductive paper is investigated through simulations and

experimental measurements. Results suggest that the conductivity of the paper is

prohibitively low; however, reasonable performance would be achieved if the paper

conductivity were increased by an order of magnitude.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This dissertation presents contributions to two distinct areas of wireless com-

munications: multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems and radio-frequency

identification (RFID) systems operating in the ultra-high frequency (UHF) band.

MIMO systems—in which multiple antennas are used at both the transmitter and

receiver—can achieve significantly higher information capacities than single-input

single-output (SISO) systems by exploiting differences among the channels linking

each pair of transmit and receive antennas. As a result, MIMO finds application in

many wireless communication standards such as Long Term Evolution (LTE), World-

wide Interoperability for Microwave Access (WiMAX) and Wireless Fidelity (Wi-Fi).

In addition, cellular base stations and wireless local area network (WLAN) access

points (APs) are being installed closer together in order to meet increasing capacity

demands [1]. It is therefore conceivable that MIMO-equipped WLAN APs may only

be responsible for providing service to individual rooms in the near future.

An in-room MIMO system consists of a room in which a MIMO-equipped

WLAN AP and a user with a portable device (PD) are confined. The associated mul-

tipath interference is typically dominated by line-of-sight (LOS) components and, to a

lesser extent, wall-reflected non-line-of-sight (NLOS) components [2–4]. Although the
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existence of strong LOS components typically increases the received signal-to-noise

ratio (SNR), it also reduces the achievable MIMO capacity improvements relative to

the SISO case [5,6]. Conversely, NLOS channel conditions yield a lower received SNR

while presenting a greater opportunity for capacity improvements with MIMO. The

purpose of the MIMO-related research presented in this dissertation is to investigate

the effect of exchanging the typically non-directional AP antennas with elevation-

directional (θ-directional) AP antennas which emphasize wall-reflected NLOS com-

ponents on in-room MIMO capacity. If the gains exhibited by the θ-directional AP

antennas are sufficient to compensate for the relatively low power levels associated

with these NLOS components, the system would benefit from NLOS channel condi-

tions without incurring a reduction in the received SNR. This concept is explored

through simulations based on an idealized in-room MIMO system model and experi-

mentally via MIMO channel measurements conducted in an unoccupied classroom.

UHF RFID provides a means of automatic identification and finds applica-

tion in a variety of industries such as retail, automotive, shipping and storage. A

typical UHF RFID system includes a reader—which is usually equipped with a ra-

dio transceiver—and a tag consisting of an antenna and a simple integrated circuit

(IC). In the interest of reducing both cost and complexity, UHF RFID tags are often

passive, meaning that they do not feature an independent power supply such as a bat-

tery [7]. They are instead powered from radio-frequency (RF) energy incident from

the reader. Communication from the tag to the reader is achieved via modulated

backscatter.

As UHF RFID tag IC costs are reduced, the costs associated with the tag an-

tennas become increasingly significant. Consequently, low-cost alternatives to copper

as an antenna conductor have been investigated in recent years, such as silver ink [8]

and advanced carbon-fibre composites [9]. The RFID-related research presented in

this dissertation investigates the feasibility of replacing copper as an antenna conduc-
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tor with electrically conductive paper, which has recently been developed as a low-cost

and eco-friendly material for applications such as electrostatic discharge (ESD) pack-

aging [10, 11]. A UHF RFID tag based on conductive paper could therefore be built

into the packaging of a product and recycled along with it, increasing eco-friendliness

in addition to reducing costs. A simulation model is developed in order to evaluate

the performance of a conductive-paper dipole antenna and to characterize the rela-

tionship between the performance of the antenna and the conductivity of the paper.

Measurements are performed using constructed copper and conductive-paper dipoles

in order to validate the simulation results.

1.1 Contributions

Directional antennas, adaptive beamforming and a variety of antenna config-

urations have been applied to outdoor, outdoor-indoor, indoor and in-room environ-

ments in an effort to improve MIMO performance [12–17]. The primary contribution

associated with the MIMO-related research presented here stems from the recog-

nition that the directions-of-arrival (DOAs) associated with some of the dominant

in-room multipath components—such as the aforementioned wall-reflected NLOS

components—are quasi-predictable, regardless of the location of the PD within the

room. As a result, exchanging the non-directional AP antennas for θ-directional an-

tennas with radiation patterns which favour these general directions is a potentially

simple way to improve MIMO capacity throughout the room. This concept has not

been previously explored in the literature. Consequently, the results associated with

its investigation through simulations and experimental measurements form a contri-

bution to the field.

Although a variety of materials have been investigated as potential antenna

conductors, conductive paper is relatively new and has never been applied in this
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context. Consequently, the design, construction, simulation and measurement of

conductive-paper antennas contribute new knowledge to the field. At this point,

it is appropriate to acknowledge the work performed by Mr. Michael R. Kurz at the

University of New Brunswick (UNB), who constructed one of the conductive-paper

antennas, both of the copper antennas and provided valuable assistance during the ex-

perimental measurements. By characterizing the relationship between the conductiv-

ity of the paper and the performance of the associated antenna, a target conductivity

is identified which directs further research efforts and forms an additional contribu-

tion. The research associated with the performance evaluation of conductive-paper

dipole antennas has been published [18].

1.2 Organization of the Dissertation

This dissertation is organized into six chapters and two appendices. Chapter 1

introduces the subject areas under consideration: MIMO communications systems

and UHF RFID systems. For each subject area, the motivations driving the cor-

responding research efforts are outlined. A discussion of the relevant contributions

resulting from these efforts is presented.

Chapter 2 provides relevant background information for both MIMO and UHF

RFID systems. In the subsequent chapters, it is often assumed that the reader is

familiar with this background material in addition to the fundamentals of signal

processing, microwave engineering and antenna theory. Due to the breadth of research

which has been conducted in the area of MIMO communication systems, a review of

the most significant and relevant literature is also provided.

Simulation details associated with improving in-room MIMO capacity using

θ-directional AP antennas are presented in Chapter 3. The in-room MIMO system

model is completely described; a code listing of the software written to implement the
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model can be found in Appendix A. Simulation results corresponding to the use of

non-directional AP antennas and a variety of θ-directional AP antenna configurations

are presented for a particular room geometry. The influence of room geometry on

performance is explored for a particular θ-directional AP antenna configuration.

Chapter 4 describes an experimental investigation of the results obtained in

Chapter 3. Design, simulation, fabrication and measurement details associated with

the antennas used during the measurements are presented. The selection and char-

acterization of the room in which the measurements are taken is discussed. The

experimental set-up is described and the measured results are presented.

The performance exhibited by dipole antennas constructed using conductive

paper is presented in Chapter 5. The van der Pauw method is used to measure the

paper conductivity; Appendix B offers a theoretical treatment of this method. Details

associated with the construction of the conductive-paper antennas are also provided.

The antennas are characterized over a range of conductivities through simulation in

order to assess the performance associated with the current paper technology and

identify a conductivity target to direct further development. The validity of the

simulation model is tested via measurement of the gains exhibited by the constructed

antennas. It should be noted that the contributions associated with Chapter 5 are

largely unrelated to those associated with Chapters 3 and 4.

Chapter 6 concludes the dissertation. The key results associated with the

research efforts presented in Chapters 3, 4 and 5 are summarized. Opportunities for

future work in each research area are discussed.
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Chapter 2

Background

The following sections will present background material relating to MIMO and

UHF RFID systems. Where possible, the material will be introduced chronologically

in an effort to add historical context to the discussion. Since the research conducted

in the field of MIMO communication is quite extensive, Section 2.1.5 offers a review

of some of the most significant and relevant literature.

2.1 MIMO Communication Systems

In order to meet the increasing demand for higher data rates, research in

the area of wireless communication focuses primarily on discovering new ways to

exploit the available frequency spectrum more efficiently. One method which has

been gaining popularity over the past few decades is the use of multiple antennas at

one or both ends of the communication link. Wireless systems which employ more

than one antenna at both the transmitter and receiver are often referred to as MIMO

systems. This is somewhat unfortunate since the term MIMO is relatively vague; it

could be used to describe any system with multiple inputs and outputs. However,

the name has most commonly been associated with wireless communication systems

employing spatial multiplexing, which are discussed in Section 2.1.4. In any case, a
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MIMO system relies on differences among the channels linking each pair of transmit

and receive antennas in order to achieve better performance than the equivalent SISO

system. While MIMO can be used to achieve multi-user communication, only single-

user MIMO—in which there are only two radios communicating with each other—will

be considered.

2.1.1 Single-antenna Systems

The majority of wireless communication systems employ a single antenna at

both the transmitter and receiver. Assuming the transmit power to be limited, the

performance of the resulting SISO system is typically governed by additive white

Gaussian noise (AWGN) and the effects of multipath interference. Co-channel and

adjacent channel interference, which are often significant in multiple access systems,

will not be considered here. A typical wireless channel exhibits mobility, causing

the associated multipath to be time-varying. As a result, the envelope of the signal

appearing at the receiver fluctuates with time in accordance with periods of construc-

tive and destructive interference. This phenomenon is known as fading. The effects

of fading can significantly impact the reliability of a wireless link; for example, a

particularly deep fade may result in a dropped call or a lost internet connection.

A SISO system is illustrated in Figure 2.1; note that Tx and Rx serve as short-

hand for transmitter and receiver, respectively. The impact of fading on the received

signal depends on the signal bandwidth and the degree of mobility associated with

the channel. For now, it will be assumed that the signal bandwidth is narrow enough

that the transfer function associated with the channel is approximately constant over

the band. A wireless channel which exhibits this behaviour is commonly referred to

as a flat fading channel. Employing a complex baseband signal notation, the received

symbol bR can be expressed in terms of the transmitted symbol aT as
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bR = h aT + nW, (2.1)

where h is the narrowband discrete complex baseband channel impulse response and

nW is an AWGN signal. As indicated in Figure 2.1, fading in the channel causes |bR|

to fluctuate over time, where | · | denotes the magnitude operation.

Tx

Rx

aT

bR

h

|bR|

t

nW

Figure 2.1: A SISO wireless communication system with AWGN and flat fading.

In many wireless communication systems, the transmitter has no knowledge of

the channel and the receiver learns the channel via training symbols embedded within

each block of data; such systems are commonly referred to as open-loop. A closed-

loop wireless link can be achieved via some form of feedback from the receiver to the

transmitter, but the added complexity associated with such a system is beyond the

scope of the contributions presented in the following chapters. As a result, open-loop

wireless links will be considered.

2.1.1.1 SISO Capacity

The Shannon capacity defines the maximum rate at which information can be

communicated over a given channel with an arbitrarily low probability of error [19].

Although this limit cannot be achieved in practice, it can be closely approached under

certain circumstances. For example, the application of turbo codes to an AWGN

channel has been shown to yield information rates within 1 dB of the associated

Shannon capacity [20].
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For a time-invariant channel the associated capacity, denoted by C, can be

expressed in bps/Hz as [19,21]

C = log2

(
1 +

PT

PN

|h|2
)
, (2.2)

where PT is the transmit power and PN is the noise power at the receiver. If the SNR

at the receiver is much larger than unity, Equation 2.2 suggests that a change in SNR

of 3 dB results in a corresponding change in capacity of approximately 1 bps/Hz.

The capacity of a fading channel is more difficult to quantify because h is a

sample of a stochastic process. In this case the capacity can be defined in terms of the

ergodic capacity, obtained by taking the mathematical expectation of the right-hand

side of Equation 2.2, or in terms of the capacity with outage, which is the maximum

data rate that can be achieved based on a certain probability that the receiver will be

unable to decode the data without error [20]. Since the capacity evaluations carried

out in the subsequent chapters assume static channel conditions, no further treatment

of channel capacity in the presence of fading is given.

The capacity of a frequency-selective time-invariant channel can be evaluated

with relative ease by observing that the complex baseband form of a frequency-flat

channel impulse response is equivalent to its Fourier transform. Let H(f) denote

the transfer function of a frequency-selective channel, where f is frequency. The

value H(f0) can be interpreted as the complex baseband form of a frequency-flat

channel impulse response for an infinitesimally narrowband system operating at a

particular frequency, f0. Therefore, the capacity of a frequency-selective SISO channel

is obtained by replacing h in Equation 2.2 with H(f) and integrating over f [22,23]:

C =
1

2W

∫ +W

−W
log2

(
1 +

PT

PN

|H(f)|2
)
df, (2.3)

where W is the single-sided baseband channel bandwidth.
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2.1.2 Spatial Diversity

There are two distinct ways in which multiple antennas can be employed to

improve wireless radio performance. The first technique to be developed, spatial

diversity, involves using multiple antennas at the receiver, transmitter or both in

order to suppress the effects of fading, thereby improving the reliability of a wireless

link. Spatial multiplexing, presented in Section 2.1.4, was developed more recently

and requires multiple antennas at both the transmitter and receiver in order to take

advantage of the effects of fading, thereby achieving higher channel capacities.

2.1.2.1 Receive Diversity

The concept of employing multiple receive antennas in order to improve the

reliability of a wireless link has existed since the 1920s [24]. However, it did not truly

come to fruition until the theory of spatial correlation—discussed in Section 2.1.3—

was developed in the late 1960s [25, 26]. Consider a wireless communication system

consisting of a single transmitter and two receivers at different physical locations, as

illustrated in Figure 2.2(a). The values of h1 and h2 will be distinct because the paths

linking the transmitter to each receiver are different. As a result, the fading exhibited

by the received signals bR1 and bR2 will also be different. If the processes associated

with h1 and h2 can be assumed to be independent, it is unlikely that both received

signals will experience a deep fade simultaneously.

Now, suppose that the two receivers are replaced by a single receiver with

two antennas which are separated by the same distance as before. This situation is

depicted in Figure 2.2(b). If the received signals were combined in some clever way, the

degree of fading experienced by the resulting signal (bR) would be much less severe.

This is the underlying concept of receive diversity. Systems incorporating receive

diversity can also be referred to as single-input multiple-output (SIMO) systems.

Some of the most well-known combination techniques employed by receive
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|bR1|

t

Rx1
bR1

nW1

Rx2
bR2

nW2

Tx
aT

h2

h1

t

|bR2|

(a) A wireless communication system with a single transmitter and two
separate receivers.

|bR|

Rx
bRnW1

nW2

Tx
aT

h2

h1

Combiner

t

 

(b) A wireless communication system with receive diversity.

Figure 2.2: Diagrams illustrating the concept of receive diversity as a technique to
mitigate the effects of fading.

diversity systems are: [24, 27]

• selection combining, where the receiver simply chooses the received signal with

the highest instantaneous SNR;

• maximal ratio combining, which is optimal in the presence of fading and AWGN;

• equal gain combining, a mildly sub-optimal technique which is easier to imple-

ment than maximal ratio combining;
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• optimum combining, which out-performs maximal ratio combining in the pres-

ence of co-channel and adjacent channel interference.

Of course, the effectiveness of each of these methods depends strongly on the degree

of correlation associated with the fading; the best performance is achieved when h1

and h2 are statistically independent [25].

2.1.2.2 Transmit Diversity

Most wireless communication links are bi-directional, meaning that both of the

communicating devices are transceivers. For example, consider the cellular telephone

system in which a single base station provides service to each mobile within the

corresponding cell. Communication from the base station to the mobile occurs on

what is known as the forward link, while communication from the mobile to the base

station occurs on the reverse link. It is assumed for the purpose of this discussion that

the forward and reverse links occupy different frequency bands. Implementing receive

diversity at the base station is feasible because there is ample physical space and the

additional cost and complexity is effectively divided among all of the mobiles within

the cell. However, it is not always practical to implement receive diversity at the

mobile terminal as space tends to be limited, the additional cost can be prohibitive

and any additional complexity tends to reduce the battery life of the unit. This was

certainly the case in the mid-1990s [28]. Consequently, only the base station would

be equipped for diversity.

This does not pose a problem for the reverse link; reliability is improved via

receive diversity at the base station. Figure 2.3(a) depicts this situation for the case of

two base station antennas. However, the forward link does not benefit from diversity

in an open loop system because the transmitter has no knowledge of the channel. Even

if the base station employs both of its antennas when transmitting and the associated

signals fade independently, the mobile has no way of distinguishing between them
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once they have superimposed at its antenna. This issue motivated research devoted

to achieving transmit diversity in the absence of a priori channel knowledge [28].

Figure 2.3(b) illustrates a cellular link employing two-antenna transmit di-

versity on the forward link. Transmit diversity systems can also be referred to as

multiple-input single-output (MISO) systems. In essence, multiple copies of the in-

put symbols aT are independently pre-coded and radiated from different antennas

such that they can be separated after superposition at the receiving antenna. This

allows the receiver to learn the associated channels and thus the reliability of the

forward link can be improved in the same way as the reverse link without employing

diversity at the mobile.

While a number of precoding methods have been developed to achieve transmit

diversity, the Alamouti code is perhaps the most well-known. This code, which was

published in 1998, achieves transmit diversity in a very elegant way; refer to the

original paper by Alamouti for details [28]. Thus, transmit diversity came to fruition

near the turn of the century.

2.1.2.3 Transmit/Receive Diversity

In wireless systems for which the added complexity associated with diversity

is acceptable at both ends, transmit diversity can be implemented in conjunction

with receive diversity [29]. Figure 2.4 illustrates a transmit/receive diversity system

with two antennas at each end. Such a system can also be referred to as a MIMO

system; however, as previously mentioned, this name is often attached to systems

implementing spatial multiplexing. Conveniently, the benefits associated with the

independent use of transmit and receive diversity stack with their combined use; the

maximum diversity gain is given by the multiplication of the corresponding transmit

and receive diversity gains [30]. The result is a wireless link which is very resilient to

fading.
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(a) A cellular system with receive diversity on the reverse link.

Rx
bR

nW

Tx
aT h2

h1

Mobile

Precoder

Base Station

(b) A cellular system with transmit diversity on the forward link.

Figure 2.3: Employing transmit and receive diversity at the base station in a cel-
lular system to improve reliability without significantly increasing the size, cost or
complexity of the mobile.

2.1.3 Spatial Correlation

As previously mentioned, the signals present at each antenna in a diversity

system would ideally be statistically independent, allowing the system to achieve the

maximum possible diversity gain. Unfortunately, this is not the case in practice, as

the associated antennas are often tightly spaced. The performance of both transmit

and receive diversity is therefore limited by the degree of correlation between the

antenna signals. Since the antennas are located at different points in space, this
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Figure 2.4: A wireless communication system with transmit/receive diversity.

correlation is commonly referred to as spatial correlation.

If the antennas are assumed to be isotropic point sources and the effects of

mutual coupling are ignored, the degree of spatial correlation associated with a given

antenna array is completely defined by the angular distribution of the incident mul-

tipath [25]. Spatial correlation is minimized when the received signal envelope is

constant with respect to the angle of incidence and the phase is completely random.

This is most often the case in environments exhibiting very dense multipath. Con-

versely, the degree of spatial correlation tends to be much higher in environments

exhibiting sparse multipath since the associated angular distribution would strongly

favour only a few directions-of-arrival (DOAs).

It has been demonstrated experimentally that as long as the spatial correlation

coefficient is less than or equal to 0.7, spatial diversity continues to be effective [26].

Consider once again the example of a cellular system. For a mobile in an urban

environment—which typically exhibits very dense multipath—an antenna spacing of

one half-wavelength is usually sufficient. On the other hand, cellular base station

antennas are typically mounted high above most scatterers and the associated an-

gular distribution strongly favours the general direction of the mobile. As a result,

antenna spacings on the order of 25 wavelengths might be required for good diversity

performance [26].
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The presence of an LOS component can have a significant impact on spatial

correlation. LOS components tend to be much stronger than NLOS components since

they do not incur reflection, diffraction or penetration losses and, by definition, they

incur the lowest possible free space path loss. If an LOS path exists between the

transmitter and the receiver, the associated angular distributions will be shaped such

that they focus on the LOS directions. As a result, it is often found that NLOS

environments characterized by Rayleigh fading experience lower spatial correlations

than LOS environments, which are often characterized by Ricean fading [5].

2.1.4 Spatial Multiplexing

The fundamental principle of spatial diversity, whether it be at the receiver,

transmitter or both, is to improve the reliability of a wireless link by averaging over a

number of channel realizations. In a transmit/receive diversity system, this involves

generating multiple copies of the original data stream, encoding the copies separately,

transmitting them over the fading channel and combining the received signals back

into a single data stream at the receiver. Suppose that instead of transmitting sepa-

rately encoded copies of the same data stream, a completely independent data stream

is transmitted from each antenna. Upon propagation through the channel, the data

streams would become mixed and it would be the responsibility of the receiver to sep-

arate them in an effective manner. This is the basic premise of spatial multiplexing,

developed in the mid-to-late 1990s [21,31].

Consider the MIMO system depicted in Figure 2.5. It will again be assumed

that all of the individual channels are frequency-flat. Expressing such a situation

mathematically lends itself well to matrix notation. Let aT = [aT1, aT2]
T , nW =

[nW1, nW2]
T and bR = [bR1, bR2]

T , where (·)T denotes the transpose operation. The

channel transfer matrix (CTM) can be expressed as
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H =

h11 h12

h21 h22

 , (2.4)

in which case the communication scenario is described by

bR = HaT + nW. (2.5)

Tx
aT2

h22

h11

nW2

bR1

nW1

h21

h12

bR2

aT1

Rx

Figure 2.5: A MIMO spatial multiplexing system.

The difficulty with spatial multiplexing arises due to coupling between the

independent data streams which inevitably occurs during propagation through the

channel. Mathematically, this is attributed to the off-diagonal terms in the CTM: h21

and h12 in this case. If these terms were forced to zero, the CTM would be diagonal

and the system could be expressed in terms of uncoupled SISO channels. In general,

this issue can be approached through singular value decomposition [31]:

H = UΞVH , (2.6)

where Ξ is a diagonal matrix consisting of the singular values of the CTM, U and V

are unitary matrices consisting of the singular vectors of the CTM and (·)H denotes

the conjugate transpose operation [32]. Substituting Equation 2.6 into Equation 2.5

yields
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bR = UΞVHaT + nW. (2.7)

Multiplying both sides of this expression by UH gives

UHbR = ΞVHaT + UHnW (2.8)

since UHU = UUH = I, where I is the identity matrix. The system can then be

written in diagonal form as [29]

b′R = Ξa′T + n′W, (2.9)

where the following transformations have been applied:

a′T = VHaT; (2.10)

n′W = UHnW; (2.11)

b′R = UHbR. (2.12)

The MIMO channel can thus be expressed in terms of two uncoupled spatial sub-

channels [31]. Mathematically, these are written as

b′R1 = ξ1 a
′
T1 + n′W1 (2.13)

and

b′R2 = ξ2 a
′
T2 + n′W2, (2.14)

where ξ1 and ξ2 are the singular values of H.

The columns of U and V are composed of the singular vectors of H. The

transformations expressed by Equations 2.10–2.12 therefore involve scaling the origi-
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nal transmitted, received and noise signals by the complex conjugates of the singular

vectors of H. Due to the unitary nature of both U and V, the power levels associated

the signals are unchanged. Applying such a transformation to AWGN is immaterial;

the statistics of n′W are identical to those of nW [29]. Using the singular vectors to

transform the transmitted and received signals can be interpreted in the context of

beamforming [33]. The radiation patterns of the transmit and receive antenna arrays

are steered and phased for each data stream such that the off-diagonal terms in H

are forced to zero. Figure 2.6 illustrates the resulting communication system.

Beamformer
aT2

'

ξ1

nW2
'

bR1
'

nW1
'

bR2
'

aT1
'

RxTx Beamformer

ξ2

Figure 2.6: A MIMO spatial multiplexing system with beamforming which reduces
the channel to a pair of spatial subchannels.

The performance improvements that can be achieved through spatial multi-

plexing are largely governed by the singular values of the CTM. Ideally, all of the

singular values would be equal, implying that the maximum number of spatial sub-

channels are available and can be exploited with equal effectiveness. The singular

value spread is often quantified by the condition number, expressed as [32]

cond(H) =
ξmax

ξmin

(2.15)

where ξmax and ξmin are the maximum and minimum singular values of H, respectively.

A condition number of unity implies that all of the singular values are equal and the

CTM is perfectly invertible, whereas a condition number which approaches infinity
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suggests that the CTM is rank-deficient. Using the condition number as a metric

for the performance of spatial multiplexing is most effective for systems employing

two antennas at both the transmitter and receiver, in which case only two singular

values exist. Otherwise, care must be taken as the additional singular values are

unaccounted for.

2.1.4.1 MIMO Capacity

The capacity of the MIMO channel depicted in Figures 2.5 and 2.6 can be ex-

pressed as the sum of the capacities associated with the spatial subchannels expressed

in Equations 2.13 and 2.14: [29]

C = log2

(
1 +

PT

2PN

ξ21

)
+ log2

(
1 +

PT

2PN

ξ22

)
. (2.16)

Since the system is assumed to be open loop, the transmit power is divided equally

between the two antennas. If the condition number of the CTM is unity, ξ1 = ξ2 and

the received SNR can be expressed as

ρ =
PT

PN

ξ21 . (2.17)

The channel capacity associated with this ideal case is

C = 2 log2

(
1 +

ρ

2

)
. (2.18)

Extending to the case of M antennas at the transmitter and receiver gives

C = M log2

(
1 +

ρ

M

)
. (2.19)

This expression is of enormous significance; in the ideal case of a perfectly invertible

CTM, the achievable spectral efficiency of a MIMO system increases almost linearly
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with the number of antennas. If ρ/M � 1, Equation 2.19 suggests that a 3 dB change

in SNR results in a corresponding change in capacity of approximately M bps/Hz.

The ability of a spatial multiplexing system to approach the ideal capacity ex-

pressed in Equation 2.19 is dictated by many of the same factors which affect the per-

formance of spatial diversity systems. A high degree of spatial correlation will degrade

the achievable MIMO capacity, which implies that MIMO is most effectively used in

NLOS environments exhibiting rich scattering. Sparse multipath or the presence of

a strong LOS component can result in a rank-deficient CTM, which significantly re-

duces the achievable MIMO capacity. However, unlike for spatial diversity, low spatial

correlation does not guarantee good spatial multiplexing performance [34]. Even if

the antenna signals are completely uncorrelated, the presence of what are known as

pinholes or keyholes—addressed in Section 2.1.5—can drastically reduce the achiev-

able MIMO capacity. In the absence of these impairments, lowering the degree of

spatial correlation associated with the channel improves MIMO capacity.

The capacity of a MIMO channel can also be expressed in matrix form as [21,

35]

C = log2 det

[
I +

PT

MT PN

HHH

]
, (2.20)

where MT is the number of transmitting antennas. This expression is obtained based

on the eigenvalue equation for HHH , since the associated eigenvalues are simply the

squared singular values of H [29]. If the entries of the CTM are frequency-selective,

the associated MIMO capacity can be expressed as [22,23]

C =
1

2W

∫ +W

−W
log2 det

[
I +

PT

MT PN

H(f)H(f)H
]
df, (2.21)

for the same reasons as those given for Equation 2.3.
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2.1.5 MIMO Literature Review

Some of the earliest research relating to the capacity of MIMO systems was

conducted by Winters in the late 1980s [36]. However, it was the seminal paper by

Foschini and Gans [21] along with the mathematical developments of Telatar [31,37]

which truly sparked interest in the area in the mid-to-late 1990s. These contributions

focused on the achievable capacity gains associated with the use of multiple transmit

and receive antennas in deterministic or uncorrelated Rayleigh fading channels which

were assumed to be frequency-flat and known only at the receiver.

In cases where the transmitter does have access to a priori channel knowledge,

higher capacities can be achieved. This is accomplished through adaptive power

allocation among the transmit antennas. The allocation is based on an elegant water-

filling solution [31,38,39] which can be readily implemented in practice. However, in

cases where the received SNR is high and the CTM is well-conditioned, the benefits

of channel knowledge at the transmitter are negligible.

The influence of spatial correlation on MIMO capacity has been previously

investigated [40,41]. As might be expected, these contributions revealed that correla-

tion among the antenna signals reduces the achievable MIMO capacity, particularly if

the associated correlation coefficient exceeds 0.5. Mutual coupling among the anten-

nas at the transmitter and receiver would be expected to add to the degree of spatial

correlation and degrade performance. However, it has been shown that mutual cou-

pling can actually increase MIMO capacity in certain circumstances [42, 43]. This

can be explained as follows: the radiation pattern of a given antenna is distorted due

the presence of other antennas within its near-field region. Depending on the geome-

tries associated with the receive and transmit antenna arrays, the distortion will be

different for each antenna. This is known as pattern diversity and serves to reduce

the correlation associated with the antenna signals, thereby increasing the achievable

MIMO capacity.
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As previously mentioned, the presence of pinholes or keyholes can drastically

reduce the capacity of a MIMO system, regardless of the degree of spatial correlation

exhibited by the channel [34,44–46]. This is commonly referred to as the keyhole ef-

fect. Consider a transmitter and receiver located in separate regions, each exhibiting

dense multipath such that the associated angle spreads are roughly uniform and spa-

tial correlation is low. If the regions are linked by a single or strongly dominant path,

the resulting CTM will be inherently rank-deficient, greatly limiting the effectiveness

of spatial multiplexing. Fortunately, the keyhole effect rarely occurs in practice [35].

One drawback to the implementation of MIMO systems is that each antenna

must be connected to a complete RF chain, which increases the cost and complexity

of the associated devices. Based on channel conditions, some of the antennas may

not be necessary to achieve the corresponding MIMO capacity. For example, under

circumstances where the CTM is rank-deficient, at least one of the antennas will be

useless in the context of spatial multiplexing. This issue can be addressed through

the implementation of antenna selection [47, 48], which involves constructing devices

with more antennas than RF chains. By switching the available RF chains to those

antennas which result in the highest capacity improvements at a given time, RF

resources are used more efficiently.

The capacity of frequency-selective MIMO channels is considerably more com-

plex to analyse; the channel can either be modelled as a Toeplitz matrix based on the

number of resolvable multipath components [38], or as a set of frequency-flat channel

matrices corresponding to a sufficient number of discrete narrowband frequency in-

tervals [49]. As with SISO systems, MIMO systems in which the bandwidth is wide

enough that the associated channel is frequency-selective exhibit increased resilience

to fading relative to narrowband systems; this is usually measured as an increase

in outage capacity. However, the ergodic capacity of a frequency-selective MIMO

channel has been shown to be theoretically higher than for flat fading [38, 49]. This
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is because the ability to resolve multipath components provides an opportunity for

additional diversity between the individual channels. A significant increase in outage

capacity and a small increase in ergodic capacity for frequency-selective channels have

been observed during MIMO channel measurements [22].

Of course, the capacities reported in MIMO research can only be achieved

if there exists a receiver structure capable of decoding MIMO signals. The Bell-labs

Layered Space-Time (BLAST) architecture proposed by Foschini [50] defines just such

a receiver. This design, commonly referred to as diagonal BLAST (D-BLAST) was

intended for open loop MIMO systems operating in frequency-flat Rayleigh fading

environments and achieved signal recovery through successive interference cancella-

tion. A simplification to D-BLAST was later published in the form of vertical BLAST

(V-BLAST) [51], which has become a standard receiver structure in MIMO research

and implementation. It has also been shown that V-BLAST can be modified for op-

eration under frequency-selective fading conditions [52]. The effectiveness of BLAST

was investigated in a measurement campaign, the results of which clearly demon-

strated that significant improvements in spectral efficiency can be achieved through

the application of MIMO with a BLAST receiver [53].

In addition to BLAST, a variety of space-time coding techniques exist which

are applicable to both spatial diversity and spatial multiplexing systems. For ex-

ample, the Alamouti code is a space-time block code applicable to spatial diversity

systems. Relatively little attention will be given to these techniques here; the inter-

ested reader is referred to a text on the subject [29] and a tutorial paper which offers

of brief summary of some of the techniques along with a literature survey [39]. For

space-time coding to be effective, the codes must span across the individual branches

of the multi-antenna system. In the case of spatial multiplexing, this tends to reduce

the independence associated with the data streams, thereby limiting capacity. Ini-

tially, this would seem disadvantageous; however, the resulting similarities between
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the data streams can be used to achieve spatial diversity gains [39]. As a result,

the bit error rate (BER) of the system can be reduced for a given signalling scheme

and SNR, increasing the reliability of the link. Alternatively, the improved BER per-

formance can be leveraged to implement higher-level modulation schemes, indirectly

increasing the bit rate of the system [39]. Thus, a combination of spatial diversity

and spatial multiplexing is often applied in practice; the associated tradeoffs have

been investigated [30,54].

The performance of a MIMO system is strongly influenced by the environment

in which it is operated. As such, a wide variety of spatial channel models have

been developed in the literature; an overview of these models is presented in [55].

Although the work presented in the subsequent chapters deals exclusively with ray

tracing, most communication environments are stochastic in nature. Consequently,

an understanding of the associated channel models is critical when simulating MIMO

channels.

The effects of antenna array geometry on MIMO capacity in a purely LOS

environment have been thoroughly investigated [56–60]. This work has primarily

been devoted to characterizing optimal antenna spacings or developing antenna array

geometries which improve the achievable MIMO capacity despite the highly corre-

lated nature of the environment. The associated contributions are largely applicable

to tower-to-tower communication links in which channel conditions are static and

strongly LOS dominated. Considerable attention has also been given to the design of

antenna arrays for operation in environments exhibiting both a strong LOS compo-

nent and fading [61–64]. In this case, the channel is either characterized by a Ricean

distribution, a Rayleigh distribution coupled with geometrically obtained LOS compo-

nents or geometrically through the use of ray tracing. Antenna array design in NLOS

(Rayleigh fading) environments has been investigated as well [12,13,15,65–67]. These

contributions were largely concerned with the effects of the antenna array topology
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and element polarization on performance.

More generally, the performance of MIMO systems in outdoor environments

has been investigated both theoretically [68] and experimentally [22]. These studies

identified some of the key issues associated with a variety of outdoor MIMO channels

and offered either performance predictions or measured results for each. Similar

studies have been conducted for indoor environments [5,6,69], where measured results

are more readily obtained and used to assess the accuracy of indoor channel models.

In addition to single user systems, MIMO is also applicable to multiple access

systems. For instance, mobile communication standards such as WiMAX and LTE

employ MIMO technology to provide service to multiple users [70]. The capacity

formulations for multiuser MIMO are considerably more complex than for the single

user case; Goldsmith et al. present an excellent overview of some the research con-

ducted in this area [35]. Relatively little attention will be given to these systems here;

however, it is interesting to note that the interference which the users present to one

another can be mitigated by employing antenna spacings on the order of a symbol

wavelength—defined as the physical length of a single symbol propagating through

space—instead of a carrier wavelength. This is based on a similar result obtained for

code division multiple access (CDMA) systems and has been proven both theoreti-

cally [71] and experimentally [72]. This is primarily applicable to systems where the

symbol wavelength is relatively short, such as ultra-wideband (UWB) MIMO systems

which have been gaining popularity in recent years [73].

2.2 UHF RFID Systems

Automatic identification is essential in a variety of industries such as retail,

automotive, shipping and storage. In addition to optical character recognition (bar-

codes), biometric procedures (voice recognition, fingerprinting, etc.) and smart cards,
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RFID technology has found widespread application in these and other industries over

the past several decades [74].

An RFID system consists of a tag—also known as a transponder—which is

typically affixed to an object, animal or person of interest, along with a reader—

also known as an interrogator—which identifies and communicates with the tag via

wireless link. Most industrial RFID systems operate in either the low frequency (LF)

band from 125–134 kHz or the high frequency (HF) band at a centre frequency of

13.56 MHz [75]. The primary disadvantage of operation in these bands is that the

associated wavelengths are relatively large, prohibiting the design of resonant tag

antennas. As a result, near-field communication between electrically small antennas

is employed. More specifically, information transfer is often achieved via inductive

coupling between coils at the reader and tag. The relative strengths of the near-field

components fall off with r−3, where r is the radial distance from the reader to the tag,

thereby limiting the range of the system from a few centimetres to, at most, 1 m [7,76].

Conversely, far-field components fall off with r−1, suggesting that operation in a higher

frequency band would significantly increase the achievable range. Extensive research

has therefore been conducted in order to develop and improve RFID systems operating

in the UHF band [77]. Since the antenna development presented in Chapter 5 is

intended for UHF RFID applications, LF and HF RFID systems are not considered

further.

UHF RFID systems are interesting in that the tags often do not feature a

transmitter. Communication from the tag to the reader is instead achieved via mod-

ulation of the radar cross-section (RCS) presented by the tag to the reader. This

is usually accomplished by adjusting the load impedance connected to the tag an-

tenna in accordance with a message signal [78]. In the interest of reducing costs

and maintenance considerations, UHF RFID tags are typically passive, meaning that

they do not feature an independent power source [7]. A portion of the RF power
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incident from the reader is instead converted to a direct current (DC) voltage within

the tag IC, which, when sufficiently large, activates the remaining circuitry. The use

of active—or battery-assisted—UHF RFID tags results in longer read ranges due ei-

ther to the presence of a transmitter or the fact that they are capable of using all

of the incident RF power from the reader for communication. It is also much easier

to incorporate sensors into active tags, permitting the development of RFID-based

sensor networks [79]. Regardless, active tags are far less applicable than their passive

counterparts [7] and will not be considered further. Details regarding the operation

of passive UHF RFID tags is presented in Section 2.2.1.

The concept of scattered modulation dates back to World War II when radar

systems were first developed. Friendly aircraft were outfitted with backscatter mod-

ulation technology so that they could be distinguished from enemy aircraft on radar;

this was known as the “identify friend or foe” (IFF) system [76,80]. Covert listening

devices based on backscatter modulation were developed for the purposes of espi-

onage in the mid-1940s [80]. The first academic research devoted to communication

via modulated backscatter was published by Stockman in 1948 [81] and proposed the

mechanical adjustment of elaborate radar targets to achieve the modulation. A series

of patents and related theoretical contributions throughout the 1950s and 1960s—for

example, the development of the theory of loaded scatterers in 1964 [82]—culminated

in the development of the first passive UHF RFID system for monitoring livestock in

1975 [83, 84]. Since then, UHF RFID has been continually improved and developed

for various industrial and academic applications. Further details regarding the history

of RFID technology can be found in a number of overview papers [7,80,84], while the

handbook by Finkenzeller offers a comprehensive introduction to RFID systems [74].
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2.2.1 Passive UHF RFID

A simplified block diagram depicting the RF details associated with a passive

UHF RFID system is presented in Figure 2.7. The RFID reader includes a baseband

processor which drives an internal transmitter and interprets data from an internal

receiver. A circulator ensures that the transmission signal is delivered exclusively to

the reader antenna. This signal includes periods of continuous wave (CW) behaviour

to power nearby tags and modulation based on querying data intended for the tags

once they have been activated [77,78]. In North America, the centre frequency of the

transmission signal must fall within either the 915 MHz, 2.4 GHz or 5.8 GHz indus-

trial, scientific and medical (ISM) bands [74]. Data rates on the order of hundreds

of kbps are typical of passive UHF RFID systems and the effective isotropic radiated

power (EIRP), denoted by PEIRP, is limited to 4 W in North America [80]. The EIRP

can be expressed as

PEIRP = PTG0,reader, (2.22)

where G0,reader is the maximum gain exhibited by the reader antenna. For example, if

the reader antenna is a half-wavelength dipole with a maximum gain of approximately

2.15 dBi, the transmit power must not exceed approximately 2.44 W.

Tx

Rx

Baseband 

Processor

Reader

Tag

Z1 Z2

Power + Data

Data

Figure 2.7: A block diagram representing the RF details associated with a passive
UHF RFID system based on load modulation.
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Once a tag is close enough to the reader that there is sufficient RF energy to

activate the associated IC, communication between the tag and reader is possible.

Upon activation and reception of the reader query, the tag responds by switching

between distinct antenna load impedances, denoted by Z1 and Z2, in accordance with

the associated response data. The resulting variation in the load reflection coefficient

experienced by the tag, denoted by Γtag, modulates the backscatter from the tag.

At the reader, the backscattered signal passes through the circulator to the receiver

for detection. In situations where numerous tags may be present, an anticollision

scheme such as time division multiple access (TDMA) can be employed to avoid

interference [74].

Two distinct forms of backscatter modulation are typically employed by passive

UHF RFID tags. Amplitude shift keying (ASK) involves selecting Z1 and Z2 such

that the magnitude of Γtag is varied, while phase shift keying (PSK) is obtained when

Z1 and Z2 are such that only the phase of Γtag is varied. The use of ASK will be

considered as it is simpler and tends to offer superior range performance than PSK;

the interested reader is referred to the text by Curty et al. [7] for further details

regarding backscatter modulation techniques.

Figure 2.8 presents a more detailed block diagram of a passive UHF RFID

tag employing ASK for backscatter modulation. As the tag approaches a reader,

the incident RF energy is collected by an antenna and matching network external

to the tag IC. A voltage multiplier consisting of cascaded clamping and rectification

circuits [7] converts the RF voltage at its input to a DC voltage of greater magnitude

at its output [85]. Provided that there is enough available RF power, the demodulator,

control logic and memory circuits become active. For example, 1.2 V at the output of

the voltage multiplier is typically sufficient to activate the remaining tag circuitry [7].

The demodulator is then capable of relaying the query signal from the reader to

the control logic circuitry. In this example, the response from the tag is achieved
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via toggling a switch which shorts the input terminals of the IC in accordance with

binary data read from memory. Relating this situation to that depicted in Figure 2.7,

Z1 is the input impedance of the tag IC, denoted by ZIC = RIC + jXIC, and Z2 is 0 Ω.

Matching

Tag Integrated Circuit

Voltage 

Multiplier

Demodulator

Control 

Logic and 

Memory

Figure 2.8: A more detailed block diagram for a passive UHF RFID tag employing
ASK for backscatter modulation.

The operating range of a passive UHF RFID tag is ultimately dictated by

the amount of incident RF power necessary to fully activate the tag IC. Numerous

research efforts have been devoted to improving the efficiency with which the circuitry

internal to the tag IC makes use of the available RF power [85–87]. Such circuit-level

details are beyond the scope of this discussion. The RF details which determine the

range performance of the tag are instead emphasized.

Let Pmin denote the minimum incident RF power required to activate the

tag IC. Furthermore, define the RFID read range as the maximum range from the

reader at which the tag is fully active. This range, denoted by rmax, is obtained via

reformulation of Friis’ transmission equation [77]:

rmax =
λ

4π

√
PEIRPG0,tag

Pmin

κ, (2.23)

where λ is the free space wavelength, G0,tag is the maximum gain exhibited by the

tag antenna and κ is the power transmission coefficient from the tag antenna and

matching network to the tag IC. If ZMA = RMA + jXMA denotes the input impedance
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of the matching network and antenna taken from the terminals of the tag IC, κ is

given by [75,77]

κ =
4RMARIC

|ZMA + ZIC|2
. (2.24)

The power transmission coefficient achieves its maximum value of unity when ZMA =

Z†IC, where (·)† denotes the complex conjugate operation. However, it is difficult

to achieve both a conjugate impedance match at the input terminals of the tag IC

and a high value of G0,tag. The RFID tag antenna designer must strike a balance

between these and other competing factors in order to achieve the best RFID read

range performance [77].

Although a suitable impedance match can be achieved using lumped compo-

nents, transmission line techniques and specialized antenna designs are more common

in practice as they reduce the cost and fabrication complexity associated with the tags.

For example, matching can be achieved by driving a dipole by an appropriately de-

signed T-match or inductively coupled loop [75]. Miniaturization of the tag antenna

is also desirable and is popularly achieved via meandering. Meander-line dipole an-

tennas with various feed and matching arrangements are popular passive UHF RFID

tag design solutions [75,77].
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Chapter 3

Improving In-room MIMO

Capacity Using

Elevation-directional Access Point

Antennas: Simulations

MIMO technology has been employed in a number of wireless communication

applications in order to meet the ever-increasing demand for mobile data. There has

recently been a trend toward installing a larger number of cellular base stations [1]

and WLAN APs over the same physical coverage area in order to meet increasing

capacity demands. It is therefore possible that in the near future a MIMO-equipped

WLAN AP may be primarily responsible for providing service to a single room.

The in-room MIMO channel—where a WLAN AP and a user with a PD oc-

cupy the same room—presents an interesting communication environment in that

there are often strong LOS components linking the AP and PD antennas and many

of the dominant NLOS components arise due to wall reflections [2–4]. The impact

of LOS components in MIMO systems is two-fold: an LOS situation typically means
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a higher SNR at the receiver [88], while measurements have shown that it also leads

to a higher degree of spatial correlation in both frequency-flat [5] and frequency-

selective [6] fading channels, which limits the achievable spatial multiplexing gain.

Often, the SNR increase associated with the presence of a strong LOS component

outweighs the higher degree of spatial correlation, resulting in a net increase in chan-

nel capacity [88]. On the other hand, the relative multipath richness exhibited by

an NLOS situation results in less spatial correlation and measurements have demon-

strated that for the same level of SNR the capacity of a MIMO channel may be

improved by artificially obstructing the LOS components [22,69].

The goal of this research is to determine whether or not replacing the typically

non-directional WLAN AP antennas with θ-directional antennas which emphasize

wall-reflected NLOS components is viable as a simple way to improve in-room MIMO

capacity. APs with non-directional antennas benefit from receiving multipath com-

ponents equally from all (or most) directions, while APs using θ-directional antennas

enjoy conditions which approximate an NLOS situation, where the high antenna gains

compensate for the relatively low power levels associated with the wall-reflected mul-

tipath components. Each situation is illustrated in Figure 3.1; the non-directional

AP antennas are depicted as isotropic and the weights of the LOS and NLOS rays

express the associated power levels. Note that the θ-directional AP antennas are

omnidirectional in azimuth (φ) in order to avoid sectoring which can degrade MIMO

communication performance [89]. In order to realize such a radiation pattern and al-

low different main lobe θ-directions to be explored, vertically oriented linear-phased-

array AP antennas will be considered and the associated results will be compared

with those obtained for single-element AP antennas.

The impact of different antenna configurations on MIMO performance has

been investigated in both indoor and outdoor environments [12, 13, 15]. The appli-

cation of directional antennas to indoor and outdoor-indoor communication systems
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(b) Elevation-directional AP antennas.

Figure 3.1: An illustration of the AP configurations under consideration, where z is
the vertical direction within the room.

was explored in cases where the location of the receiver was known or could be esti-

mated by the transmitter [16,17]. The quasi-predictable directions-of-arrival (DOAs)

associated with some of the dominant in-room multipath components—such as the

aforementioned wall-reflected NLOS components—suggest that performance can be

improved through the use of AP antennas with static θ-directional radiation patterns;

adaptation of the AP antenna radiation patterns based on channel conditions will not

be considered. The use of phased arrays has been investigated in an isolated corridor

in the context of applying adaptive beamforming for each independent data stream to

increase MIMO capacity [14]. In contrast, phased arrays will be used here to realize

AP antennas with directional radiation patterns which take advantage of the na-

ture of the in-room MIMO channel in order to improve communication performance

throughout the room.

3.1 In-room MIMO System Model

This section outlines details associated with the in-room MIMO system model.

Software was developed in MATLABr in order to implement this model. Refer to
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Appendix A for a complete code listing.

3.1.1 In-room Environment

Figure 3.2 depicts the communication environment consisting of a room which

contains the AP and a PD. The dimensions of the room in the x, y and z directions

are given by dx, dy and dz, respectively. The AP is mounted at a distance of dz−dAP

below the centre of the ceiling, where dAP is the distance from the AP to the floor,

and a PD is located somewhere in the room at a height of dPD above the floor. The

effects of mobility on communication performance are not considered as the channel is

assumed to be quasi-static. The room is completely isolated, meaning that everything

other than a surface reflection is ignored. This assumption is reasonable given the

relative proximity of the AP and PD. With the exception of the communicating

devices, the room is also assumed to be empty. The goal here is not to accurately

model a particular room and develop an optimal AP design, but to demonstrate that

performance may be improved for a large subset of practical rooms. Furthermore,

the dominant shape of a room is most often a rectangular parallelepiped (a box),

suggesting that the geometry of Figure 3.2 is representative of the majority of practical

rooms.

The PD and the AP both feature M antennas. Since omnidirectional coverage

throughout the room is desired, the shape of the AP antenna array should be sym-

metric in x and y [40]. As a result, the AP antennas are assumed to be arranged in a

uniform circular array (UCA) oriented within the xy-plane, with adjacent antennas

separated by sAP. The radius of the AP, rAP, is therefore given by

rAP =
sAP√

2

(
1− cos

(
2π

M

)) . (3.1)

The associated antennas are evenly spaced in azimuth, with the first antenna being
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Figure 3.2: An illustration of the in-room MIMO communication system environment
which depicts the locations and orientations of the AP and a PD.

placed at φ = 0◦. For the sake of simplicity, the PD antennas are similarly arranged,

with adjacent antennas separated by sPD. In the case of the AP, each antenna may

consist of a single radiating element, such as a half-wavelength dipole, or a vertically

oriented linear-phased-array of N radiating elements with a progressive phase shift

of β; each of these situations is depicted in Figure 3.3 for M = 3. The PD array is

always comprised of single-element antennas and the associated geometry resembles

Figure 3.3(a) but with sPD and rPD in place of sAP and rAP, respectively.

3.1.2 Antennas

Since the MIMO performance results are to be directly compared for different

AP antenna types, the antennas themselves must be accurately modelled in an elec-

tromagnetic sense. In order to properly account for the reflections associated with

the NLOS paths linking the PD to the AP, the antennas are characterized in terms
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Figure 3.3: AP geometries for an M = 3 MIMO example.

of field parameters as opposed to power-based parameters such as gain and radiation

pattern. More specifically, a given antenna will be primarily modelled by its vector

effective length, which serves to uniquely define it in terms of directivity, radiation

pattern and polarization [90]. This approach has been used in previous work to model

radiators in a similar environment [91].

It is assumed that the wireless link is sufficiently narrowband that the fields

can be approximated as sinusoidal. Thus, phasor notation can be used to represent

the field components and the associated propagation parameters can be modelled as

frequency-independent. As such, the electric field vector in the far-field of an antenna,

denoted by ~E, can be expressed as [90]

~E = −j ηIin
~le

2λr
exp

(
−j 2πr

λ

)
, (3.2)

where η in the wave impedance, Iin is the current through the input terminals of

the antenna, ~le is the vector effective length, λ is the wavelength and r is the radial

component of the point at which the field is being evaluated in spherical coordinates.

It is convenient to note that Iin can be written as
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Iin =
Vin
Zin

, (3.3)

where Vin is the voltage across input terminals of the antenna and Zin is the antenna

input impedance. It is assumed throughout the simulations that the antennas are

lossless and resonant, making

Zin = Rrad, (3.4)

where Rrad is the radiation resistance [90]. Antenna vector effective length can be

further expressed as

~le = 0 r̂ + lθ θ̂ + lφ φ̂, (3.5)

where lθ and lφ are elevation and azimuth components of ~le, respectively. The unit

vectors in the r, θ and φ directions are denoted by r̂, θ̂ and φ̂, respectively. Of course,

the radial component of ~le is always zero for propagation in the transverse electro-

magnetic (TEM) mode. Thus, the far-field behaviour of the antenna is completely

described by ~le and Rrad.

Vector effective length is also applicable upon signal reception. Consider an

electric field incident upon an antenna from the far-field. The voltage across the

open-circuited antenna terminals, Voc, is given by [90]

Voc = ~E •~le, (3.6)

where • denotes the vector inner product operation. Assuming the output of the

antenna is conjugate matched, the corresponding output voltage, Vout, is simply

Vout =
Voc
2
. (3.7)
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3.1.2.1 Radiating Elements

The isotropic source, though purely theoretical, is a fundamental radiating

element which is often used as a reference for quantifying the behaviour of practical

antennas. For example, the gain of an antenna is typically expressed relative to that

of an isotropic source. Due its impractical nature, it does not have readily applicable

values for Rrad and ~le; however, they can be derived theoretically. Consider two

antennas in free space, separated by a distance of r12 which is much larger than the

associated far-field distances. Assuming the antennas are lossless, conjugate matched

and polarization-aligned, the power delivered to the load at the output of antenna 2,

Pout2, due to radiated power from antenna 1, Pin1, can be expressed based on Friis’

transmission equation as [90]

Pout2 = Pin1

(
λ

4πr12

)2

G01G02, (3.8)

where G01 and G02 are the maximum gains associated with antennas 1 and 2, respec-

tively. Based on the current assumptions, this can be re-written as

|Vout2|2
2Rrad2

=
|Vin1|2
2Rrad1

(
λ

4πr12

)2

G01G02, (3.9)

where Vout2 is the voltage across the output terminals of antenna 2, Rrad2 is the

radiation resistance associated with antenna 2, Vin1 is the voltage across the input

terminals of antenna 1 and Rrad1 is the radiation resistance associated with antenna 1.

Using Equations 3.2–3.7:

|Vout2| =
η |Vin1|

∣∣∣~le1 •~le2∣∣∣
4λ r12Rrad1

, (3.10)

where ~le1 and ~le2 are the vector effective lengths associated with antennas 1 and

2, respectively. Note that the propagation medium is also assumed to be lossless
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throughout the simulations. Substituting this into Equation 3.9 and rearranging

gives

∣∣∣~le1 •~le2∣∣∣
Rrad2

=
λ2

η π

√
G01G02. (3.11)

If both antennas are isotropic sources, this reduces to

∣∣∣~le∣∣∣2
Rrad

=
λ2

η π
, (3.12)

since the gains are unity, regardless of the values of θ and φ. Finally, the radiation

resistance and vector effective length of an isotropic source can be expressed as

Rrad = η (3.13)

and

∣∣∣~le∣∣∣ =
λ√
π
, (3.14)

respectively. Since only the magnitude of the vector effective length has been ob-

tained, the polarization behaviour of the antenna remains unspecified. For ease of

comparison with half-wavelength dipoles, the isotropic sources are assumed to be

θ-polarized, meaning lθ =
∣∣∣~le∣∣∣ and lφ = 0.

Of course, the application of more practical radiators must also be investigated.

Half-wavelength dipoles are the most fundamental and well-understood radiating ele-

ments. The associated vector effective length can be derived based on readily available

field results using Equation 3.2, while the radiation resistance is known to be approx-

imately 73 Ω [90]. In addition, resonant loops are considered despite the fact that

they do not exhibit omnidirectional radiation patterns because their properties pro-

vide an interesting contrast with those of the other elements. A resonant loop has a
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circumference of approximately one wavelength, at which the radiation resistance is

known to be approximately 135 Ω [90]. The complete field description has been pub-

lished [92], from which the far-field results are used in conjunction with Equation 3.2

to derive the associated vector effective length. Table 3.1 summarizes the values of

Rrad, lθ and lφ associated with each of the radiating elements under consideration.

The zeroth-, first- and second-order Bessel functions of the first kind are denoted by

J0, J1 and J2, respectively.

Table 3.1: Radiating parameters of an isotropic source, a half-wavelength dipole and
a resonant loop.

Parameter
Isotropic
Source

Half-wavelength
Dipole

Resonant Loop

Rrad (Ω) 377 73 135

lθ (m)
λ√
π

−λ cos
(
π
2

cos (θ)
)

π sin (θ)

λ cos (θ) sin (φ) J1 (sin (θ))

sin (θ)

lφ (m) 0 0
λ cos (φ) [J0 (sin (θ))− J2 (sin (θ))]

2

3.1.2.2 Phased Arrays

Table 3.1 provides sufficient information to accurately model the electromag-

netic behaviour of the PD and single-element AP antennas. However, additional steps

must be taken to effectively model the phased-array AP antennas. In general, the

behaviour of an array consisting of identical elements can be described in terms of

two quantities: the element factor and the array factor [90]. Table 3.1 can be used

to evaluate the element factor, as it simply expresses the electromagnetic behaviour

of a single array element positioned at the geometric centre of the array. Conversely,

the array factor only accounts for the electromagnetic behaviour resulting from the

geometry of the array and the excitation phase associated with each element.
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For an N -element uniform linear array with an inter-element spacing of se and

a progressive phase shift between elements of β, the array factor, denoted by FA, is

given by [93]

FA =
N∑
a=1

√√√√√√√
Rrad

N

Rrad +
N∑
b=1
b6=a

Rba

 exp

(
j(a− 1)

(
2π

λ
se cos (θ) + β

))
, (3.15)

where Rba is the mutual resistance between the b-th and the a-th array element. The

exponential term accounts for the fact that the elements have been independently

phased and are radiating from different physical locations, while the terms under the

square root ensure that the radiated power is constant regardless of the values of N ,

se and β. This allows for a fair comparison between results associated with the use of

phased-array and single-element AP antennas. The transmit power is divided equally

among the elements in the array, which explains the presence of N in the denominator.

The summation over Rba in the denominator accounts for mutual coupling between

the array elements. In order to make use of Equation 3.2, ~le must be replaced by the

vector effective length of the array, denoted by ~le,array, which can be expressed as

~le,array = FA
~le,element, (3.16)

where ~le,element is the elemental vector effective length.

For the case of isotropic elements, the mutual resistance, Rba,isotropic, is given

by [93,94]

Rba,isotropic = Rrad sinc

(
2de
λ

)
cos ((b− a)β) . (3.17)

where de = (b−a)se. Mutual resistance is solely considered as it is assumed that each
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element is conjugate matched.

While Equation 3.17 is relatively easy to obtain, the formulations are consid-

erably more difficult for practical antennas. For example, consider the use of dipoles

as array elements. Since the radiation pattern of the array should be omnidirectional

in the azimuth plane, the case of parallel collinear dipoles is assumed. The resulting

mutual resistance, Rba,dipole, is given by [93]

Rba,dipole =

(
−15 cos

(
2πde
λ

)[
−2Ci

(
4πde
λ

)
+ Ci

(
4π(de − l)

λ

)
+ Ci

(
4π(de + l)

λ

)
− ln

(
d2e − l2
d2e

)]
+ 15 sin

(
2πde
λ

)[
2Si

(
4πde
λ

)
− Si

(
4π(de − l)

λ

)
−Si

(
4π(de + l)

λ

)])
cos ((b− a)β) , (3.18)

where Ci (·) denotes the cosine integral, Si (·) denotes the sine integral and l is the

length of the dipole. Despite the fundamental nature of this radiator, the analytic

expression for Rba,dipole is elaborate.

For the case of resonant loop elements, a closed form expression for mutual

resistance is not available. Instead, values for Rba,loop were computed manually under

the following circumstances:

• the loops were vertically oriented;

• the loops were driven from the positive x-direction; and

• the inter-element spacing (se) was one half-wavelength.

Figure 3.4 illustrates such an array for the case of N = 4. The MATLABr code

found in Appendix A can only be used to accurately model phased-array AP antennas

with resonant loop elements under the above conditions. The values of Rba,loop were

obtained by first computing the radiated power, denoted by Prad, from a single loop

excited by Vin = 1 V. In general, this can be accomplished using the expression [90]
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Prad =
1

2η

∫ 2π

0

∫ π

0

| ~E|2 sin(θ) dθ dφ. (3.19)

The radiated power resulting from each pair of loops in the array was then computed

for the case of β = 0◦ and Rba = 0 Ω. The difference between these powers and that

obtained for a single loop can be attributed to changes in antenna input resistance.

Subtracting the radiation resistance from the corresponding input resistances yields

the values of Rba,loop for β = 0◦. The dependence on β is restored by multiplying each

result by cos ((b− a)β) [93].

z

y
x

λ/2

Figure 3.4: An illustration of a 4-element phased-array AP antenna comprised of
resonant loop elements for simulation purposes.

3.1.3 Channel Model

The complex and time-varying nature of most wireless propagation environ-

ments suggests the application of stochastic channel models [55]. However, the static

and relatively simplistic nature of the in-room environment presented in Section 3.1.1

lends itself to a deterministic channel model. The dimensions of the room are assumed

to be very large relative to the wavelength of the radio signals under consideration.

As a result, ray tracing is used in order to identify the propagation paths linking each

pair of antennas [95, 96]. Ray tracing finds application in the development of com-
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puter graphics and is based on the concepts of geometrical optics such as reflection

and diffraction [97]. In the context of channel modelling, there are two distinct ap-

proaches: shoot-and-bounce ray tracing (SBR) and electromagnetic image theory [98].

SBR is very flexible to changes in the scattering environment, but is more complex

and computationally intensive. Electromagnetic image theory is fast and intuitive,

but is only practical for very simplistic environments [98]. Under the circumstances,

ray tracing with electromagnetic image theory is the appropriate choice.

The walls, floor and ceiling are assumed to be smooth, linear, isotropic, homo-

geneous and non-magnetic electromagnetic boundaries. Each boundary is therefore

characterized by a relative permittivity, εr. As a result, NLOS paths arise solely

from specular reflections. Diffuse scattering is not considered as the resulting mul-

tipath components tend to be much weaker than those associated with specular re-

flections [98]. The spherical wave model is applied due to the relative proximity of

the PD and the AP [99]. This is in contrast to the plane wave model, in which the

average length associated with all of the rays linking a given PD antenna to each

of the AP antennas would be used for free space path loss calculations. The plane

wave model finds application in purely LOS MIMO channels where the transmitter

and receiver are often separated by a very large distances. Conversely, the spherical

wave model treats path loss and phase shift calculations equivalently: each ray is

attributed its own length subject to the distance separating the corresponding PD

and AP antennas.

3.1.3.1 Ray Tracing

The ray tracing algorithm will be described for a SISO system, as it is simply

repeated a number of times for a MIMO system. Stepping back from electromagnetic

details for the moment, a ray can be completely described by a series of points in space:

a start point, a number of reflection points, if any, and an end point. Throughout
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the simulations, it is assumed that the PD is transmitting and the AP is receiving.

The start and end points of a given ray are therefore denoted by APD and AAP,

respectively.

The LOS ray is the simplest to model as it is completely described by APD and

AAP, which are already known. Modelling the NLOS rays is more computationally

intensive as the coordinates of the boundary reflection points must be determined.

All of the possible combinations of boundaries upon which the ray may reflect based

on the total number of boundaries and the number of reflections under consideration

must be identified; this is readily accomplished using the appropriate MATLABr

commands. The number of NLOS rays which must be evaluated increases rapidly

with the maximum number of reflections which are to be evaluated. Table 3.2 presents

the total number of NLOS rays when one to four reflections are considered. Since

the execution of the ray tracing algorithm requires a significant portion of the total

simulation time, selecting the lowest possible number of reflections without degrading

the accuracy of the results is desirable. Depending on the relative locations of the

PD and AP, some of the NLOS rays may not be valid. This can only be ascertained

upon evaluation of the associated ray reflection points.

Table 3.2: The number of NLOS rays which must be evaluated by a ray tracing
algorithm employing electromagnetic image theory based on the maximum number
of reflections under consideration.

Max. Reflections NLOS Rays

1 6

2 36

3 396

4 3636

The ray tracing algorithm is best described with an example. Consider the

case depicted by Figure 3.5 in which the ray starts at APD, reflects off of Boundary 1,

then Boundary 2 and ends at AAP. Although Figure 3.5 illustrates a two-dimensional
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situation for clarity, all of the quantities and calculations are three-dimensional. The

geometry of the situation can be evaluated using image theory [100]. The final desti-

nation of the ray, AAP, must be mirrored about each of the reflection boundaries in

reverse order to give the first ray destination, which is denoted by A′′AP in this case.

In general, a point A which has been mirrored about a boundary, denoted by A′, can

be expressed as

A′ = A− 2 dAB n̂B, (3.20)

where n̂B is the unit normal vector associated with the boundary and dAB is the

distance from A to the boundary. This distance is given by

dAB = A • n̂B + dB, (3.21)

where dB is the distance from the boundary to the origin.

APD

AAP AAP
'

AAP
''

AR1

AR2

Boundary 1

Boundary 2

Figure 3.5: A two-reflection ray tracing example.
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Once the coordinates of A′′AP are known, the first reflection point, AR1, must be

computed. This is accomplished by determining the directional unit vector associated

with the first segment of the ray, denoted by ÂD1, which can be expressed as [97]

ÂD1 =
A′′AP − APD

|A′′AP − APD|
. (3.22)

Thus, an arbitrary point along the line associated with the first ray segment,

A1, is given by [97]

A1 = APD + α ÂD1, (3.23)

where α is a number which indicates the position along the line relative to APD. The

value of α associated with the point of reflection upon Boundary 1, denoted by αR1,

can be written as [97]

αR1 = − n̂B1 • APD + dB1

n̂B1 • ÂD1

, (3.24)

where n̂B1 is the unit normal vector associated with Boundary 1 and dB1 is the distance

from Boundary 1 to the origin. Equation 3.24 assumes that n̂B1 • ÂD1 6= 0; otherwise

the ray segment is parallel to the boundary and the reflection will not occur. In this

case, the ray is deemed invalid and the algorithm is terminated. If the ray is still

valid, determining AR1 is simply a matter of evaluating Equation 3.23 using the value

of αR1. As long as AR1 is within the confines of the room, the complete ray segment

remains valid.

The above procedure is repeated in order to evaluate AR2 by using AR1 and

A′AP as the start and end points of the second ray segment, respectively. In fact, it can

be repeated an arbitrary number of times based on the number of reflections under

consideration. Once all of the reflection points have been computed and the full ray

is deemed valid, the complex channel gain and propagation delay can be computed
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via electromagnetic calculations.

3.1.3.2 Electromagnetics

Based on APD and the first ray destination, the transmitted electric field can

be computed using Equation 3.2. For the purposes of evaluating wave reflections or

the incident field upon an AP antenna, it is convenient to first express the electric

field in rectangular coordinates. This can readily be accomplished using a conversion

matrix [90]:

~Erectangular =


sin (θ) cos (φ) cos (θ) cos (φ) − sin (φ)

sin (θ) sin (φ) cos (θ) sin (φ) cos (φ)

cos (θ) − sin (θ) 0

 ~Espherical. (3.25)

In the case of a NLOS path, the electric field is subject to one or more reflec-

tions off of the floor, the ceiling or one of the walls. If the electromagnetic wave is

normally incident upon the boundary, the reflection is relatively simple to evaluate.

The wave reflection coefficient for this case, Γnormal, is given by [100]

Γnormal =
1−√εr
1 +
√
εr
. (3.26)

The reflected electric field, ~Eref, can be expressed in terms of the incident electric

field, ~Einc, as

~Eref = Γnormal
~Einc. (3.27)

Typically, the wave is obliquely incident upon the boundary. In this case, the

first step is to identify the plane of incidence, which contains both the unit normal

vector associated with the boundary and the unit vector associated with the direction
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of wave incidence. The latter, denoted by Âinc, is obtained similarly to ÂD1 based on

the wave origin point and the point of reflection upon the boundary. The unit normal

vector associated with the plane of the incidence, n̂inc, is therefore given by

n̂inc = Âinc × n̂B. (3.28)

where × denotes the vector cross product operation. Figure 3.6 illustrates the plane

of incidence for the wave reflection under consideration. The associated reflection

coefficient depends on whether or not the incident electric field is parallel or perpen-

dicular to the plane of incidence [100]. Consequently, oblique reflection also affects

the polarization of the wave. The perpendicular electric field component, denoted by

~E⊥, can be expressed as

~E⊥ = (n̂inc • ~Einc) n̂inc. (3.29)

The parallel field component, ~E‖, can then be determined:

~E‖ = ~Einc − ~E⊥. (3.30)

The corresponding reflection coefficients are given by

Γ⊥ =
cos(θinc)−

√
εr cos(θtra)

cos(θinc) +
√
εr cos(θtra)

(3.31)

and

Γ‖ =
cos(θtra)−

√
εr cos(θinc)

cos(θtra) +
√
εr cos(θinc)

, (3.32)

where θinc is the angle of incidence upon the boundary and θtra is the angle of trans-

mission into the boundary medium [100]. The value of θtra can be determined from

θinc using Snell’s law [100]:
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θtra = arcsin

(
sin(θinc)√

εr

)
. (3.33)

Boundary Medium

ninc

nB

E  

ε0εr 

ε0 Free Space
θinc 

θtra 

θinc 

E Eref

Ainc

Figure 3.6: An illustration of the plane of incidence for an oblique reflection.

Upon reflection, the component of the electric field which is normal to the

boundary is inverted. This is addressed by first expressing the field relative to the

local coordinate system of the boundary. The wave reflection point acts as the origin

of the boundary coordinate system, while the boundary itself occupies the associated

xy-plane. This conversion is achieved using an Euler rotation matrix, for which the

Euler angles φE, θE and ψE must be evaluated [101]. Let ôx, ôy and ôz denote the unit

vectors associated with the x-, y- and z-axes of the boundary coordinate system. Since

θE is the angle between the z-axes of the global and boundary coordinate systems, it

can be expressed as

θE = arccos(ẑ • ôz). (3.34)

The corresponding rotation matrix, RE,θ, is given by [101]
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RE,θ =


1 0 0

0 cos(θE) sin(θE)

0 − sin(θE) cos(θE)

 , (3.35)

In order to evaluate the remaining Euler angles, the unit vector associated with the

line of intersection between the xy-planes of the two coordinate systems must be

evaluated. This is known as the line of nodes and its unit vector, v̂n, can be written

as [101]

v̂n =
ẑ × ôz
|ẑ × ôz|

. (3.36)

The angle between the x-axis of the global coordinate system and the line of nodes

is φE and is given by

φE = arccos(x̂ • v̂n). (3.37)

The corresponding rotation matrix, RE,φ, is expressed as [101]

RE,φ =


cos(φE) sin(φE) 0

− sin(φE) cos(φE) 0

0 0 1

 . (3.38)

Finally, ψE is the angle between the line of nodes and the x-axis of the boundary

coordinate system, given by

ψE = arccos(v̂n • ôx) (3.39)

and the corresponding rotation matrix, RE,ψ, can be written as [101]
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RE,ψ =


cos(ψE) sin(ψE) 0

− sin(ψE) cos(ψE) 0

0 0 1

 . (3.40)

The complete Euler rotation matrix, RE, is therefore given by [101]

RE = RE,ψ RE,θ RE,φ. (3.41)

Expressing the electric field in terms of the boundary coordinate system is accom-

plished via multiplication with RE. Conversely, multiplication by RT
E converts the

field from the boundary coordinate system back to the global coordinate system.

Based on the above considerations, the reflected electric field, denoted by ~Eref

can finally be expressed as

~Eref = RT
E

((
RE

(
Γ‖ ~E‖ + Γ⊥ ~E⊥

))
◦ (ôx + ôy − ôz)

)
, (3.42)

where ◦ denotes the Hadamard product.

Once all of the required reflections have been evaluated, the output voltage

resulting from the electric field incident upon the appropriate AP antenna can be

computed using Equations 3.6 and 3.7. This requires converting the electric field

back into spherical coordinates, which is accomplished via multiplication with the

transpose of the matrix in Equation 3.25 [90].

3.1.3.3 Communications

The remainder of the model is governed by communication theory. The impulse

response due to multipath between the a-th PD antenna and the b-th AP antenna,

denoted by mba(t), can be expressed as
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mba(t) =
L−1∑
i=0

gba(i) δ(t− τba(i)), (3.43)

where L is the number of multipath components, δ(·) denotes the Dirac delta function

and t is time. The gain associated with the the i-th multipath component linking

the a-th PD antenna and the b-th AP antenna is denoted by gba(i), while the cor-

responding propagation delay, τba(i), is obtained by dividing the total length of the

associated ray by the speed of light.

The use ofmba(t) as the channel impulse response implies operation in the pass-

band, an infinite channel bandwidth and analog communication. The steps required

in order to arrive at the bandlimited and discrete complex baseband channel impulse

response are illustrated in Figure 3.7 via block diagram. After down-conversion, the

baseband multipath impulse response, mba,baseband(t), is given by

mba,baseband(t) =
L−1∑
i=0

gba(i) exp(−j2πfcτba(i)) δ(t− τba(i)). (3.44)

where fc is the passband centre frequency. This expression can be related to the

results of the electromagnetic calculations by observing that

gba(i) exp(−j2πfcτba(i)) =
Vout,b(i)

Vin,a(i)

√
Rrad,a

Rrad,b

. (3.45)

where Vout,b(i) is the output voltage from the b-th receive antenna due to the i-

th multipath component, Vin,a(i) is the input voltage to the a-th transmit antenna

associated with the i-th multipath component, Rrad,a is the radiation resistance of the

a-th transmit antenna and Rrad,b is the radiation resistance of the b-th receive antenna.

The continuous-time complex baseband channel impulse response, hba(t), results from

the convolution of mba,baseband(t) with the impulse response of the baseband filter,

wf(t). An ideal low-pass filter with a cut-off frequency of W is assumed. As a result,
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wf(t) = 2W sinc (2Wt) (3.46)

and hba(t) is given by

hba(t) = 2W
L−1∑
i=0

gba(i) exp(−j2πfcτba(i)) sinc (2W (t− τba(i))) . (3.47)

All that remains is to apply the sampling operation to hba(t), giving hba,sampled(t):

hba,sampled(t) = 2WTs

n=+∞∑
n=−∞

L−1∑
i=0

gba(i) exp(−j2πfcτba(i))

sinc (2W (nTs − τba(i))) δ(t− nTs), (3.48)

where n is the time sample index and Ts is the sampling period. As a result of

the ideal low-pass filter assumption, sampling can be performed at the Nyquist rate

without incurring aliasing. Consequently,

Ts =
1

2W
. (3.49)

Furthermore, the complex baseband channel impulse response can be represented

more compactly using discrete signal notation:

hba[n] =
L−1∑
i=0

gba(i) exp(−j2πfcτba(i)) sinc (n− 2Wτba(i))) . (3.50)

Thus, each of the impulse responses—which include the effects of the antennas—

associated with the MIMO channel were computed.

Applying a K-point discrete Fourier transform (DFT) to hba[n] results in a

transfer function given by Hba[k], where k is the frequency sample index. For a
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mba(t)

hba[n] 

exp(-j2πfct)

wf (t)

Ts Σn δ(t - nTs) 

Figure 3.7: A block diagram of the complex baseband channel model.

MIMO system in which both the transmitter and receiver have M antennas, a total

of M2 transfer functions exist. At a particular value of k, the corresponding set of

transfer function values can be organized into a CTM with M rows and M columns,

given by Hk. Once the CTMs have been obtained, channel modelling is complete and

the appropriate performance metrics can be computed.

3.1.4 Performance Metrics

It is assumed that the transmitter has no knowledge of the channel, the trans-

mit power is limited to PT, the receiver has perfect knowledge of the channel and

the received signal is corrupted by AWGN. Based on Equation 2.21 and the discrete

signal notation introduced in Section 3.1.3.3, the MIMO capacity, CMIMO, in bps/Hz

can be expressed as [22]

CMIMO =
1

K

K−1∑
k=0

log2 det

[
I +

PT

MPN

HkH
H
k

]
. (3.51)

The use of MIMO capacity as the sole performance metric can be problematic

as it is difficult to distinguish between the effects of the received SNR and spatial

multiplexing gains on CMIMO. This issue is typically resolved through normalization

of the CTMs and the selection of a fixed SISO-equivalent SNR such that only spatial

multiplexing gains affect capacity [33]. However, the application of directional anten-
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nas to the in-room scenario will most likely result in significant changes to both of

these factors. Consequently, received SNR and relative MIMO gain [102] are used as

additional performance metrics, allowing for the effects of each on the MIMO capacity

to be observed.

In order to calculate the SNR associated with the MIMO system, the received

power at each AP antenna must be determined. This is accomplished by addition

of the contributions from each of the M PD antennas and averaging over k since a

frequency-selective channel has been assumed. Therefore, the total received power at

the b-th AP antenna, PRb, is given by

PRb =
1

K

K−1∑
k=0

M∑
a=1

|Hba[k]|2 PT

M
. (3.52)

The total received power, PR, is readily obtained by averaging PRb over b:

PR =
1

KM

K−1∑
k=0

M∑
b=1

M∑
a=1

|Hba[k]|2 PT

M
. (3.53)

Note that the summation of |Hba[k]|2 over both b and a is the squared Frobenius norm

of Hk, written as ‖Hk‖2F. The received SNR, ρ, is therefore given by [103]

ρ =
PT

KM2PN

K−1∑
k=0

‖Hk‖2F. (3.54)

Since SNR is conveniently expressed in dB, let ρdB denote 10 log10 ρ.

Relative MIMO gain is defined as the ratio of the MIMO capacity to that of

the equivalent SISO system in which the PD and AP antennas are of the same type

as those in the MIMO system and are each located at the centre of the respective

MIMO UCAs. Denoted by gC , the relative MIMO gain is simply given by [102]

gC =
CMIMO

CSISO

, (3.55)
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where CSISO is the SISO capacity, which can be calculated using Equation 3.51 for

M = 1. It should be noted that gC is not completely insensitive to variations in SNR;

the SNRs associated with the MIMO and SISO systems may not be equal due to the

different antenna placements.

3.2 Results

Most of the simulation results presented in the following subsections were

generated for the case of dx = dy = 8 m and dz = 3 m, as these represent room

dimensions which would be typical for an office or academic environment. Results for

other room geometries can be found in Section 3.2.2.1. The value of dPD is assumed

to be 1 m, as it roughly corresponds to the height of a PD being operated while the

user is seated. In order to ensure that nothing occupies the near-field region of the

AP antennas, dAP and sAP are given by dz − 2λ and 2λ, respectively [104]. In the

interest of simplicity, the physical dimensions of the antennas are ignored; even if the

phased-array AP antennas become quite large, dAP and sAP remain unchanged. The

value of se affects the directivity and sidelobe level of the associated phased array. A

value of λ/2 is used as it maximizes antenna directivity while maintaining the sidelobe

level at approximately 10 dB below that of the main lobe. Since it is likely that a

PD would be relatively compact, sPD is λ/2. Furthermore, a distance of over 2λ is

always maintained between the location of the PD and the walls.

The choice of M has a significant impact on simulation time as the number of

individual channels which must be modelled is equal to M2. As a result, a lower value

of M is desirable; however, M > 2 is required for the AP and PD arrays to be UCAs.

Therefore, the case of M = 3 is considered. While mutual coupling between phased-

array elements is accounted for as detailed in Section 3.1.2.2, coupling between the

PD and AP antennas is ignored. To avoid making assumptions about the radiation
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patterns of the PD antennas, they are assumed to be isotropic sources.

As previously mentioned, the maximum number of reflections considered by the

ray tracing algorithm also has a strong effect on simulation time. It has been shown

that the contributions of paths with three or more reflections to the overall channel

impulse response tend to be negligible due to additional propagation and reflection

losses [2, 95]. As a result, only paths with up to two reflections are evaluated. For

the walls, floor and ceiling, an εr of 4 is used as this is a typical dielectric constant

for building materials at microwave frequencies [105–107]. At normal incidence, this

gives a reflection loss of approximately 9.5 dB; therefore, the LOS components are on

the order of 10 dB more powerful than the single-bounce NLOS components.

In accordance with the North American 2.4 GHz ISM band, the values of fc

and W are 2441.75 MHz and 41.75 MHz, respectively. For the DFTs, K = 32 is

sufficient to properly model the frequency-selective behaviour of the channel. The

ratio PT/PN was chosen to be 80 dB, which ensures that the received SNR is high

enough to avoid noise-limiting the achievable MIMO capacity. Based on W and an

antenna temperature of approximately 300 K, the expected antenna noise would be

approximately -98 dBm [104]. Transmit powers of over 0 dBm are typical for indoor

wireless systems. Therefore, the choice of PT/PN = 80 dB is conservative, even if the

losses and noise figure associated with the receiver are taken into consideration [108].

3.2.1 Single-element AP Antennas

The performance results obtained when single-element AP antennas are con-

sidered first as they serve as benchmarks for the phased-array cases. Figure 3.8

shows a surface plot of the MIMO capacity for M = 3, isotropic source AP antennas,

dx = dy = 8 m and dz = 3 m. The PD locations form a uniform grid within the

available space and the communication performance is evaluated at each point. A

30 by 30 point grid was found to be sufficient in terms of generating reliable results
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while maintaining reasonable computation times. Similar plots of ρdB and gC are not

included as they convey little additional information. From Figure 3.8 it is clear that

CMIMO generally increases as the location of the PD approaches the centre of the

room, which is to be expected as the received SNR is also increasing. Exceptions to

this trend occur in certain areas of the room largely due to reduced relative MIMO

gain performance.
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Figure 3.8: A surface plot of CMIMO in bps/Hz for M = 3 isotropic source AP antennas
in a room with dx = dy = 8 m and dz = 3 m.

The MIMO capacity results associated with the use of half-wavelength dipoles

and resonant loops as AP antennas are shown in Figures 3.9 and 3.10, respectively.

Comparing these plots to Figure 3.8 highlights the influence of vector effective length

on capacity. Figure 3.9 shows a generally higher degree of coverage near the walls

and a capacity minimum directly below the AP, which is expected given the radi-

ation pattern exhibited by a vertically oriented half-wavelength dipole. Conversely,

Figure 3.10 shows that the centre of the room is favoured when resonant loop AP

antennas are used, as is the y-axis relative to the x-axis in general. This is expected
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given the associated radiation pattern and the fact that the loops are oriented such

that they are fed from the x-direction. The use of loops also yields the largest range

of channel capacities observed throughout the room. This is a result of the higher

gain exhibited by resonant loops relative to the other elements coupled with the fact

that loops favour the φ-polarization as opposed to the θ-polarization exhibited by the

isotropic PD antennas, resulting in significant polarization losses in some areas of the

room.
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Figure 3.9: A surface plot of CMIMO in bps/Hz for M = 3 half-wavelength dipole AP
antennas in a room with dx = dy = 8 m and dz = 3 m.

While surface plots fully present the in-room MIMO performance results, they

do not easily allow for sets of results to be compared directly. For this reason, results

are compared based on CMIMO, ρdB and gC , which represent the averages of CMIMO,

ρdB and gC taken throughout the room, respectively. For the case of M = 3 single-

element AP antennas and a room with dx = dy = 8 m and dz = 3 m, these values

are summarized in Table 3.3. Of particular interest is the fact that CMIMO increases

slightly with the use of half-wavelength dipoles in place of isotropic sources, which
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Figure 3.10: A surface plot of CMIMO in bps/Hz for M = 3 resonant loop AP antennas
in a room with dx = dy = 8 m and dz = 3 m.

occurs in spite of a reduced ρdB due to a corresponding increase in gC . The fact that

the relative MIMO gain is highest on average for this case should not be surprising as

vertical dipoles naturally favour NLOS over LOS components in this configuration.

Conversely, it is lowest on average when loops are used as they favour LOS compo-

nents in this configuration. The corresponding value of ρdB is also lower due to the

aforementioned losses arising due to polarization mismatches; as a result, CMIMO is

lowest when loops are used.

Table 3.3: Room-averaged MIMO capacity, SNR and relative MIMO gain results for
single-element AP antennas.

Element Type CMIMO (bps/Hz) ρdB (dB) gC (-)

Isotropic Source 21.2 30.0 2.18

Half-wavelength Dipole 21.6 29.5 2.27

Resonant Loop 13.9 22.2 1.96
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3.2.2 Phased-array AP Antennas

Consider the case of N -element phased-array AP antennas. Figure 3.11 shows

plots of CMIMO, ρdB and gC for a variety of N values with isotropic source elements as

a function of the elevation angle associated with of the main lobes of the AP antenna

radiation patterns, denoted by θ0. Note that the single-element results have also been

included for convenience. Only the range of 90◦ ≤ θ0 ≤ 180◦ has been considered,

which corresponds to directing the main lobes from straight out toward the walls to

straight down toward the floor; steering the main lobes upward results in significant

reductions in received SNR values and, consequently, lower capacities.

Figure 3.11(a) shows that the maximum achievable value of CMIMO increases

with N , suggesting an opportunity for MIMO capacity improvement through the

application of θ-directional AP antennas to the in-room scenario. Since the relative

improvements over the single-element case diminish with increasing N , results were

not generated for N > 8. Based on Figure 3.11(b), improvements in ρdB relative to

the single-element case can also be achieved; however, it is interesting to note that the

maximum result is actually associated with N = 4, suggesting that the SNR coverage

might degrade if the AP antennas become overly directional. Finally, Figure 3.11(c)

shows improvements in the maximum achievable gC over the range of 90◦ ≤ θ0 ≤ 180◦,

which increases along with N in a similar manner as CMIMO.

Unfortunately, these benefits do not all occur for the same main lobe directions.

Based on the geometry of the situation, the value of θ0 should fall between approx-

imately 90◦ and 114◦ to emphasize single-bounce wall-reflected NLOS components.

In the case of isotropic elements, β is related to θ0 by [90]

β = −2πse
λ

cos(θ0). (3.56)

As a result, the corresponding phasing angle range is 0◦ ≤ β ≤ 72◦. The ρdB results
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Figure 3.11: Room-averaged performance metrics for phased-array AP antennas with
isotropic elements as functions of θ0. Solid line: single element, ◦: N = 2, �: N = 4
and +: N = 8.
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seem largely insensitive to these details, with maxima occurring between θ0 = 120◦

and θ0 = 125◦. This is consistent with aiming the main lobes of the AP antenna

radiation patterns down toward the PD locations near the walls, thereby directly

emphasizing LOS components over the largest possible surface area in the room. On

the other hand, the maximizing value of θ0 for gC increases toward the centre of the

expected θ0 range as the AP antennas become more directional, reaching 103◦ for

N = 8. This behaviour is consistent with directing the main lobes such that LOS

components are not emphasized. For N = 2, the maximizing θ0 associated with gC is

actually less than 90◦, effectively directing the main lobes upward to avoid the LOS

components. As the directivities of the AP antennas increase, it becomes possible to

emphasize the wall-reflected NLOS components without also creating dominant LOS

components. The maximizing value of θ0 associated with CMIMO appears to strike a

balance between the competing results associated with ρdB and gC . For N = 2 the

behaviour of the associated CMIMO curve more closely resembles that of ρdB based on

both similarities in the shapes of the curves and the fact that the maximizing θ0 is

relatively high at 115◦. The opposite is true for N = 8, where the shape of CMIMO

resembles that of gC and the maximum occurs at θ0 = 108◦.

The results obtained for half-wavelength dipole and resonant loop elements

are shown in Figures 3.12 and 3.13, respectively. Due to the nature of the element

factor associated with the half-wavelength dipole, it is not possible to direct the main

lobes down toward the floor. Consequently, the dipole results are only plotted up to

θ0 values of 120◦, 140◦ and 150◦ for N = 2, 4 and 8, respectively. Qualitatively, the

dipole and loop results are quite similar to those obtained with isotropic sources.

The primary objective associated with improving the quality of a commu-

nication link is to increase the channel capacity as it dictates the highest level of

performance which can be achieved by the system. For MIMO communication, a

secondary objective would be to increase the relative MIMO gain as it represents
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Figure 3.12: Room-averaged performance metrics for phased-array AP antennas with
half-wavelength dipole elements as functions of θ0. Solid line: single element, ◦:
N = 2, �: N = 4 and +: N = 8.
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Figure 3.13: Room-averaged performance metrics for phased-array AP antennas with
resonant loop elements as functions of θ0. Solid line: single element, ◦: N = 2, �:
N = 4 and +: N = 8.
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the level of improvement associated with employing multiple antennas. Table 3.4

summarizes the MIMO performance results associated with the use of phased-array

AP antennas. The θ0 which maximizes CMIMO is identified for each antenna config-

uration and the corresponding values of both CMIMO and gC are included. For each

performance metric, the improvement relative to the single-element case, ∆SE, is also

shown as a percentage.

Table 3.4: The maximum CMIMO results along with the corresponding θ0 values and
the gC results at those values for each phased-array AP antenna configuration under
consideration.

Element Type N
CMIMO gC

Max. (bps/Hz) θ0 (◦) ∆SE (%) At θ0 (-) ∆SE (%)

Isotropic
2 23.5 115 +10.8 2.23 +2.29

Source
4 24.8 110 +17.0 2.37 +8.72

8 25.0 108 +17.9 2.64 +21.1

Half-wavelength
2 24.1 113 +11.6 2.27 +0.00

Dipole
4 24.7 110 +14.4 2.37 +4.41

8 24.8 108 +14.8 2.71 +19.4

Resonant Loop

2 15.9 123 +14.4 1.98 +1.02

4 16.0 110 +15.1 2.01 +2.55

8 16.4 108 +18.0 2.33 +18.9

The CMIMO results shown in Table 3.4 indicate that improvements of approx-

imately 10–18 % can be achieved through the use of θ-directional AP antennas. The

use of half-wavelength dipole elements yields the lowest overall improvement, which

might be expected given that they exhibited the best performance in the single-

element case. As previously mentioned, there tends to be relatively little change in

CMIMO when N is increased from 4 to 8. While the θ0 values are distinct among the

different element types for N = 2, they tend to align as the antennas become more

directional.
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When the AP antennas are phased such that θ0 approaches the value which

maximizes CMIMO, the degree of improvement in gC strongly depends upon N . When

N = 2, the improvements relative to the single-element case are negligible. The

improvements remain quite low for the case of N = 4; however, for N = 8 they

are far more significant, ranging between approximately 18–22 %. This behaviour

is consistent with the main lobe becoming sufficiently narrow that the wall-reflected

NLOS components can be solely emphasized.

Since N = 8 yields the most significant simultaneous improvement of CMIMO

and gC , the remainder of the results will be evaluated for this case. Of course,

achieving such high directivities would necessitate the construction of AP antennas

which are electrically quite large. This suggests that the use of directional antennas

to improve in-room MIMO performance might be best-suited for a system operating

at a relatively high centre frequency so that the AP is not too physically large.

Figure 3.14 shows a surface plot of MIMO capacity for the case of N = 8,

isotropic source elements and the CMIMO-maximizing condition of θ0 = 108◦. In com-

parison with the single-element results presented in Figure 3.8, the coverage provided

by the phased-array AP antennas for this value of θ0 tends to be more uniform. The

range of capacity values observed throughout the room has shifted up from approxi-

mately 18–25 bps/Hz for the single-element case to approximately 19–26 bps/Hz; the

spread of observed capacity values is largely unaffected.

Surface plots of CMIMO associated with the use of phased-array AP antennas

consisting of N = 8 half-wavelength dipole and resonant loop elements for θ0 =

108◦ are shown in Figures 3.15 and 3.16, respectively. The MIMO capacity coverage

resulting from the use of half-wavelength dipole phased-array elements is very similar

to that of the single-element case; Figure 3.15 strongly resembles Figure 3.9 with the

exception of an overall increase in capacity. In the case of resonant loop elements,

Figure 3.16 shows far more uniform capacity coverage than was observed for the single-
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Figure 3.14: A surface plot of CMIMO in bps/Hz for M = 3 phased-array AP antennas
consisting of N = 8 isotropic source elements with θ0 = 105◦ in a dx = dy = 8 m and
dz = 3 m room.

element case shown in Figure 3.10. Overall, comparing Figures 3.15 and 3.16 with

Figure 3.14 reinforces the notion that the potential improvements associated with

the use of elevation-directional AP antennas which emphasize wall-reflected NLOS

components can be achieved regardless of minor changes in the terminal properties

of the AP antennas.

3.2.2.1 Influence of Room Geometry

To this point, the results have been specific to the case of dx = dy = 8 m and

dz = 3 m. The concept of employing θ-directional AP antennas to improve in-room

MIMO capacity should naturally apply to a variety of rooms. In order to investigate

this, three distinct room geometries are considered: a small room with a high ceiling, a

large room with a low ceiling and a room in which dx 6= dy. AP antennas consisting of

8-element phased arrays with isotropic elements are considered. Table 3.5 summarizes
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Figure 3.15: A surface plot of CMIMO in bps/Hz for M = 3 phased-array AP antennas
consisting ofN = 8 half-wavelength dipole elements with θ0 = 108◦ in a dx = dy = 8 m
and dz = 3 m room.

the results associated with each room geometry under consideration. The expected

range of θ0 values which would emphasize wall-reflected NLOS components is shown

in addition to the CMIMO-maximizing θ0; in the case of dx = 6 m, dy = 10 m and

dz = 3 m, this range is obtained by averaging the x and y dimensions of the room.

The results for dx = dy = 8 m and dz = 3 m have been included for convenience.

In each case, the CMIMO-maximizing value of θ0 falls within the expected range

given the geometry of the environment. It is found that the maximum CMIMO results

tend be lower for larger rooms, which is expected as the relative multipath richness

decreases with increasing room dimensions. However, the associated improvement

over the single-element case increases for larger rooms because the θ0 values which

maximize ρdB and gC become closer together. Adjusting the room aspect ratio is

found to have only a minor effect on the CMIMO results.

As the x and y dimensions of the room grow larger the LOS components
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Figure 3.16: A surface plot of CMIMO in bps/Hz for M = 3 phased-array AP antennas
consisting of N = 8 resonant loop elements with θ0 = 108◦ in a dx = dy = 8 m and
dz = 3 m room.

become increasingly dominant and, as a result, the corresponding values of gC tend

to decrease. However, the associated improvements relative to the single-element case

are dictated by how well the wall-reflected NLOS components can be emphasized while

avoiding the LOS components and, therefore, do not follow this trend. In addition,

the improvement in gC lowers when dx 6= dy because it is more difficult to emphasize

the wall-reflected NLOS components equally.

Of course, in a real room the presence of additional scatterers will impact the

behaviour of CMIMO as a function of θ0. Based on the results presented in Table 3.5,

it is suggested that the MIMO performance can be improved in general by directing

the main lobes of the AP antenna radiation patterns toward the middles of the walls

at heights which correspond to the average of dPD and dAP. For the room geometries

considered, this results in θ0 values of 121◦, 102◦, 103◦ and 96◦ respectively, which

agree quite well with the θ0 results associated with CMIMO.
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Table 3.5: The maximum CMIMO results along with the corresponding θ0 values and
the gC results at those values for a variety of room geometries. The use of 8-element
phased-array AP antennas with isotropic source elements is assumed. Based on the
room geometries, the expected θ0 range is also included.

dx, dy, dz Expected CMIMO gC

(m) θ0 (◦) Max. (bps/Hz) θ0 (◦) ∆SE (%) At θ0 (-) ∆SE (%)

4, 4, 3.7 90–141 26.9 124 +12.1 2.77 +16.4

8, 8, 3 90–114 25.0 108 +17.9 2.64 +21.1

6, 10, 3 90–114 25.2 108 +17.2 2.62 +18.0

12, 12, 2.5 90–102 24.5 100 +25.6 2.40 +7.14

3.3 Summary

Through simulation, it has been found that replacing the radiating elements

comprising the AP antennas with N -element vertically oriented linear-phased-arrays

could increase the in-room MIMO capacity, SNR and relative MIMO gain perfor-

mance, depending on N and θ0. Improvements in the received SNR are best achieved

by simply directing the main lobes of the AP antenna radiation patterns toward the

PD locations near the walls, thereby emphasizing LOS components over the largest

possible area of the room. Conversely, the relative MIMO gain benefits from direct-

ing the main lobes such that LOS components are largely avoided, thus increasing

multipath richness and reducing spatial correlation. Improvements in MIMO ca-

pacity are generally achieved for main lobe directions falling between those which

maximize the room-averaged SNR and relative MIMO gain. The simulated results

show that directing the main lobes of the AP antenna radiation patterns such that

wall-reflected NLOS components are emphasized can improve in-room MIMO com-

munication performance. Since the results were qualitatively similar for isotropic

source, half-wavelength dipole and resonant loop elements, it can be concluded that

the achievable performance improvements are robust to minor changes in the terminal

properties of the AP antennas. It has also been found that the capacity improvements
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are more significant for larger rooms in which LOS components are more dominant.

However, the improvement in relative MIMO gain performance has a more complex

relationship with the room dimensions as it is dictated by the degree to which the

wall-reflected NLOS components can be emphasized while avoiding the LOS compo-

nents.
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Chapter 4

Improving In-room MIMO

Capacity Using

Elevation-directional Access Point

Antennas: Measurements

The results of Chapter 3 suggest that the use of θ-directional AP antennas

which emphasize wall-reflected NLOS components can improve MIMO performance

in an in-room environment. However, they were obtained solely through simulation

and must be verified experimentally. To accomplish this, a 2.4 GHz MIMO channel

measurement campaign was carried out in an unoccupied classroom on the UNB

Fredericton campus. The channel measurements were performed using an Agilent

N5242A performance network analyzer (PNA) capable of acquiring S-parameter data

on four distinct ports. This motivated performing MIMO channel measurements for

M = 2, which differs from the simulations where M = 3 was considered. Ultimately,

the same concepts can be explored regardless of the number of MIMO antennas.
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4.1 Antennas

The design choices associated with the fabrication of the antennas are impor-

tant because they impact the end results as evidenced by Table 3.4. Although the

concept of employing θ-directional AP antennas to the in-room scenario applies most

directly to the case of isotropic sources, such elements are impractical and cannot

be readily approximated for measurement purposes. The performance improvements

associated with the use of phased-arrays over the single-element case are most signifi-

cant when resonant loop elements are used. However, the added complexity associated

with constructing custom phased-arrays that conform to the geometry shown in Fig-

ure 3.4 coupled with the fact that the elements are not omnidirectional in azimuth

made resonant loops an undesirable choice. Consequently, half-wavelength dipole

elements were chosen for the measurements.

The results of Table 3.4 clearly demonstrate that the most significant improve-

ments to both CMIMO and gC at the same θ0 occur for N = 8. The resulting antenna

would be approximately 0.5 m long upon fabrication, which would be difficult to

work with. Since the results of Table 3.4 also indicate that increasing N from 4 to 8

elements has only a minor impact on CMIMO when dipoles are used, 4-element phased-

arrays of half-wavelength dipole elements were fabricated. As a result, the predicted

improvements in CMIMO and gC over the single-element case are only on the order of

12 % and 3 %, respectively. While the purpose of the measurements is to confirm that

in-room MIMO performance can be improved using phased-array AP antennas, it is

perhaps less important for the demonstrated improvements to be significantly large,

but rather that they confirm the predicted behaviour of the metrics as a function of

θ0. If this is the case, simulation can be used to reliably determine if phased-array

AP antennas would be effective for a particular room.
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4.1.1 PD and Single-element AP Antennas

Due to the popularity of the half-wavelength dipole as a radiating element,

generating a design for the PD and single-element AP antennas was unnecessary. A

previously published design for a printed half-wavelength dipole with an integrated

balun was selected for fabrication on flame resistant-4 (FR-4) board [109]. The pres-

ence of a balun is essential as the antennas will undoubtedly be driven by unbalanced

coaxial cables throughout the measurements.

The printed dipole was modelled in Computer Simulation Technology (CST)

Microwave Studior to verify the findings of the corresponding paper [109] prior to

fabrication and to generate a set of results with which the subsequent measurements

could be compared. A printed circuit board (PCB) layout was created using the

Agilent Advanced Design System (ADS) software package. The layout was exported

in Gerber format for interpretation by a PCB router available at UNB and the boards

were fabricated. Photographs of one of the completed dipoles are shown in Figure 4.1.

An edge-mount subminiature version A (SMA) connector acts as the input while a

short length of solid-core wire soldered to both sides of the hole—or via—drilled

during the routing phase completes the feed network. Note that the design of the

feed network is consistent with a quarter-wavelength balun [90]; therefore, the dipole

conductors are driven by a balanced signal as desired.

The PNA was calibrated and measurements were carried out inside the UNB

anechoic test chamber (ATC) to characterize the performance of a representative sam-

ple of the set of fabricated dipoles. Figure 4.2 presents measured and simulated input

voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR) results from 2–3 GHz. The primary source of

error between the measured and simulated results is the fact that the electromag-

netic properties of the FR-4 dielectric are not generally controlled; the simulation is

only based on the typical values of 4.3 and 0.025 for the relative permittivity and

loss tangent, respectively. A VSWR of less than 2:1 is typically considered accept-
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(a) Top layer photograph. (b) Bottom layer photograph.

Figure 4.1: Photographs of a printed dipole with an integrated balun fabricated for
the PD and single-element AP antennas.

able in terms of input matching performance [104]. The measured results indicate

that the fabricated dipole meets this specification over the desired frequency range of

2400–2483.5 MHz.
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Figure 4.2: Measured and simulated input VSWR curves for one of the printed
dipoles. Solid: simulated and ◦: measured.

Measured and simulated principal elevation-plane radiation patterns for the
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printed dipole at 2.4 GHz are shown in Figure 4.3. The measured results agree well

with those obtained through simulation. In addition to the aforementioned uncon-

trolled nature of the electromagnetic properties associated with the FR-4 dielectric,

the presence of the SMA connector, feed cable and mounting apparatus are expected

to impact the measured radiation patterns.
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Figure 4.3: Measured and simulated elevation-plane (φ = 90◦) radiation patterns for
one of the printed dipoles at 2.4 GHz. Solid: simulated and ◦: measured.

Figure 4.4 shows the measured and simulated principal azimuth-plane radia-

tion patterns for the dipole. Note that the simulated curve is difficult to see because

it lies very close to the outer edge of the plot. Results indicate that the fabricated

dipoles are less omnidirectional in azimuth than predicted through simulation; a vari-

ation of as much as 3 dB is observed. This is most likely due to the presence of the
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SMA connector and feed cable, which would tend to direct the radiation pattern in

the forward direction.
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Figure 4.4: Measured and simulated azimuth-plane (θ = 90◦) radiation patterns for
one of the printed dipoles. Solid: simulated and ◦: measured.

Finally, the maximum gain of the dipole was measured using the three antenna

method [90]. A maximum gain of 2.0 dBi was obtained, which compared closely with

the simulated value of 1.9 dBi. It would be reasonable to expect the measured gain

to be lower than that obtained through simulation due to losses unaccounted for in

CST Microwave Studior. However, since it was found that the measured azimuth-

plane radiation pattern slightly favoured the forward direction due to the presence

of the feed apparatus, it is likely that the maximum directivity exhibited by the

fabricated dipole is larger than that found through simulation. Consequently, even
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if the measurements include extra losses it is still possible for the associated gain to

exceed the simulated result. In any case, the measurements indicate that the printed

dipoles behave largely as expected and are acceptable for use as PD and single-element

AP antennas.

4.1.2 Phased-array AP Antennas

Since printed dipoles are used as radiating elements, it follows that each

phased-array should consist of a single PCB which includes N = 4 such elements

along with an appropriate feed network. The phased-arrays were required to be

driven by a single coaxial input, deliver equal power to each element and support

independent element phasing. A block diagram illustrating the phased-array design

is shown in Figure 4.5. The corporate feed structure employing 3 dB splitters ide-

ally serves to divide the input power among the element branches equally. It also

ensures that the signals on each branch are in-phase prior to the implementation of

the desired progressive phase shift.
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Figure 4.5: A block diagram illustrating the design of the phased-array AP antennas.

Microstrip transmission lines form the basis of the phased-array feed network

as this type of line feeds the printed dipoles. An ideal microstrip line consists of
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an infinite ground plane upon which rests an infinite dielectric slab of thickness dd

and a conductive trace of width dw. An illustration of the cross-section of such a

transmission line is shown in Figure 4.6. Since the dielectric is finite in thickness and

does not envelop the trace, the fields associated with electromagnetic waves travelling

along the line experience both the permittivity of free space and that of the dielectric.

As a result, it is common to define the effective dielectric constant of the microstrip

line, denoted by εe, which can be approximated as [104]

εe =
εr + 1

2
+
εr − 1

2

1√
1 + 12

(
dd
dw

) . (4.1)

Based on the desired characteristic impedance, Z0, the ratio of the trace width to the

thickness of the dielectric can be expressed for dw/dd < 2 as [104]

dw
dd

=
8 exp(a)

exp(2a)− 2
, (4.2)

where

a =
Z0

60

√
εr + 1

2
+
εr − 1

εr + 1

(
0.23 +

0.11

εr

)
(4.3)

For example, achieving a 50 Ω microstrip transmission line on FR-4 board with a

dielectric thickness of 1.6 mm and relative permittivity of 4.3 requires a trace width

of approximately 3.1 mm; this is indeed the width of the trace feeding the printed

dipole shown in Figure 4.1(a).

The 3 dB splitters in Figure 4.5 were implemented via equal-split Wilkinson

power dividers. This type of divider is readily implemented using microstrip lines and

presents a matched impedance at all three ports, exhibits isolation between the two

output ports and is lossless provided that the outputs are match-terminated [104].

Figure 4.7 presents a block diagram illustrating the basic structure of the Wilkin-
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Figure 4.6: An illustration of the cross-section of a microstrip transmission line on
FR-4 dielectric.

son power divider. The input is assumed to be a microstrip line of characteristic

impedance Z0 and is directly connected to two parallel microstrip lines of characteris-

tic impedance
√

2Z0. These lines are of length l = λm/4, where λm is the wavelength

on the microstrip line. For the case of FR-4 and Z0 = 50 Ω, the value of dw associated

with these microstrip lines is reduced to approximately 1.7 mm. The corresponding

effective dielectric constant can be computed using Equation 4.1 to be approximately

3.1. Since λm is related to the free-space wavelength by [104]

λm =
λ√
εe
, (4.4)

the required length of these microstrip lines is approximately 17 mm. Each is directly

connected to an output microstrip line of characteristic impedance Z0. A lumped

impedance of 2Z0—or 100 Ω in this case—is connected across the output terminals

to ensure that they exhibit a matched impedance [104].

Output 1 

(Z0)
Input 

(Z0)
Output 2 

(Z0)

2Z0

Microstrip

√2Z0, l=λm/4

Microstrip

√2Z0, l=λm/4

Figure 4.7: A block diagram illustrating the basic structure of the Wilkinson power
divider.
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Although RF phase shifters are available which would permit the main lobes of

the phased-array radiation patterns to be steered electronically, the associated conve-

nience would be outweighed by a significant increase in PCB complexity, prohibiting

fabrication of the antennas at UNB. Furthermore, each antenna would require con-

trol and power lines in addition to the RF feed cable, which would act as additional

sources of measurement inaccuracy and make the overall experimental set-up more

cumbersome. Consequently, several sets of passive phased-arrays are used, each ex-

hibiting a fixed main lobe elevation direction. Through in-room MIMO simulations

it was determined that phased arrays with θ0 = 90◦, 100◦, 110◦ and 120◦ would be

sufficient to verify the findings of Chapter 3. The CST Microwave Studior model

for the printed dipole discussed in Section 4.1.1 was expanded to include four such

elements separated by se = 60 mm on a single dielectric strip. Waveguide ports were

defined to drive each element independently such that any value of β could be applied

to the array without modelling the entire feed structure. Thus, the approximate β

values required in order to achieve the desired main lobe elevation directions could

be estimated; the results are summarized in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1: The θ0 values desired for measurement purposes and the approximate β
values required to achieve them for a 4-element array of printed dipoles with se =
60 mm.

Desired θ0 (◦) Required β (◦)

90 0

100 35

110 70

120 105

Phasing of the arrays is achieved by feeding the associated elements with mi-

crostrip transmission lines of different lengths. Referring to Figure 4.5, Dipole 2 would

be fed by a transmission line which is longer than that feeding Dipole 1 by a length

denoted by lβ. Similarly, the feeds for Dipole 3 and Dipole 4 would be longer by 2lβ
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and 3lβ, respectively. Based on Equations 4.1 and 4.4, lβ can be expressed as

lβ =
λβ

2π
√
εe
, (4.5)

where in this case the units of β would be radians. The value of εe associated with the

50 Ω microstrip line is approximately 3.3. Therefore, an lβ of approximately 6.6 mm

would be required in order to achieve a θ0 of 100◦.

The feed networks for each phased-array were designed using ADS. In this way,

the overall feed structure required to achieve the desired element phasing could be

determined. A custom schematic symbol implementing the Wilkinson power divider

was created and simulated separately to ensure proper operation. Where possible,

right-angle bends in the microstrip lines were swept with a radius of curvature of 3dw

to reduce the impact of the discontinuities [104]. In cases where sweeping was not

practical, mitred bends were used [104]. Through simulation it was found that the loss

in power delivered to each element due to conductor and dielectric losses in the PCB

ranged from approximately 2.2–2.7 dB . The loss is not consistent for each element

due to the additional microstrip line lengths used to achieve phasing. However, since

the deviation is relatively low at less than 0.5 dB, the design was deemed acceptable.

PCB layouts for the phased-arrays were created in ADS and the boards were

fabricated at UNB. Photographs of one of the completed phased-arrays exhibiting

a θ0 of 100◦ are shown in Figure 4.8. In addition to the edge-mount SMA input

connector and the short wires required to complete the element feed networks, 100 Ω

chip resistors were soldered to the board at the outputs of each of the Wilkinson

power dividers.

The input VSWR was measured for each of the fabricated phased-arrays and

it was confirmed to be less than 2:1 over the range of 2400–2483.5 MHz. Due to the

complexity of the feed structure, the VSWR exhibited by the PCB input has little

bearing on the radiation performance of the associated antenna. Consequently, the
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(a) Top layer photograph. (b) Bottom layer photograph.

Figure 4.8: Photographs of a fabricated phased-array exhibiting a θ0 of 100◦.

results of the VSWR measurements are not presented.

With the exception of the main lobe elevation angle, the antenna measure-

ment results obtained for all of the fabricated phased-arrays are qualitatively similar.

Therefore, only the results associated with one of the θ0 = 100◦ antennas will be

considered for ease and clarity of presentation. Figure 4.9 shows the measured and

simulated elevation-plane (φ = 90◦) radiation patterns associated with this phased-

array. There is a strong agreement between the simulated and measured results

with respect to the shapes and elevation angles of the main lobes. The discrep-

ancies associated with the minor lobes are largely attributed to the fact that the

CST Microwave Studior model did not include the feed network. Otherwise, the

sources of error are similar to those associated with the printed dipole results in

Section 4.1.1.

The measured and simulated azimuth-plane radiation patterns for the same

antenna are presented in Figure 4.10. The simulated results are again difficult to see

as they lie very near to the edge of the plot. The presence of the feed structure—
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Figure 4.9: Measured and simulated elevation-plane (φ = 90◦) radiation patterns for
one of the θ0 = 100◦ phased-arrays. Solid: simulated and ◦: measured.

which was not included in the simulation—has a significant impact on the measured

azimuth-plane pattern; instead of being omnidirectional, the pattern exhibits a front-

to-back ratio of over 10 dB. This is unacceptable in the context of reproducing the

conditions of the simulations from Chapter 3. Since the pattern is relatively constant

from −90◦ ≤ φ ≤ 90◦, MIMO channel measurements obtained for PD locations in

front of the antennas should be relatively accurate. Refer to Section 4.3 for more

details regarding how this issue is addressed in the design of the experimental proce-

dure.

The maximum gain exhibited by the fabricated phased-array was measured

using the three antenna method [90] to be approximately 6.2 dBi, while the simu-
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Figure 4.10: Measured and simulated azimuth-plane (θ = 100◦) radiation patterns
for one of the θ0 = 100◦ phased-arrays. Solid: simulated and ◦: measured.

lated gain was approximately 6.4 dBi. Considering the projected losses of 2.2–2.7 dB

associated with the feed structure, the measured gain is higher than expected. How-

ever, both Figures 4.9 and 4.10 show that the fabricated phased-array tends to be

more directive. Consequently, the maximum directivity is expected to be higher than

that obtained through simulation, which most likely accounts for this discrepancy.

4.2 Room Selection and Characterization

Several factors impacted the selection of the room in which the channel mea-

surements were taken. An unoccupied classroom was a logical choice due to availabil-
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ity as the measurements were taken during the summer months and a general absence

of conductive materials, which would not have been the case in a laboratory filled

with equipment and computers. A classroom with reasonably square dimensions was

desired in order to better match the simulation conditions. Furthermore, several of

the classrooms on campus have been renovated such that they feature windows which

have been treated with a low-emissivity (low-e) coating, making them near-perfect

reflectors of radio signals [110]. This is undesirable because the presence of large and

highly reflective planes along the walls would significantly reduce the dominance of

the LOS components, making the use of θ-directional AP antennas somewhat unnec-

essary. Consequently, a classroom with regular windows was required. Unfortunately,

the blackboard present in every classroom available exhibited near-perfect reflectivity

and could not be avoided. This was addressed by tailoring the experimental set-up

such that reflections coming from the associated wall are de-emphasized; refer to

Section 4.3 for details.

Room HB-8 was ultimately chosen. Neglecting a small alcove at the entrance,

the approximate dimensions of the room are dx = 9.1 m, dy = 10.4 m and dz =

3.1 m. Three of the walls are made of concrete blocks while the fourth is made of

plasterboard. One of the concrete block walls includes a set of regular windows while

another supports the blackboard. The room features a tile floor and a dropped ceiling

comprised of fibreglass tiles and lighting fixtures.

In order to characterize the room prior to the measurement campaign, the

reflection losses associated with each of the boundary materials were measured via

reflectometry. Figure 4.11 depicts the measurement set-up for the example of char-

acterizing one of the walls. The PNA was configured for a reflection measurement

on port 1 (S11) over 1001 frequency points from 2–4 GHz and was calibrated to the

end of an antenna feed cable. Applying an inverse discrete Fourier transform (IDFT)

to the data yielded a time domain trace displaying the magnitudes and time delays
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associated with all of the reflected signal components. The antenna consisted of a

wideband horn specified for operation from 2–12 GHz. The maximum dimension of

this horn is approximately 0.22 m, which results in a mid-band (3 GHz) far-field

distance of approximately 0.97 m [90]. Consequently, the antenna was positioned

1 m from any obstructions. An aluminum sheet which exhibits a reflection loss of

approximately 0 dB was used as a reference for the measurements. The required

size of the sheet is governed by the half-power beamwidth (HPBW) associated with

the radiation pattern of the horn, which is approximately 50◦ at 3 GHz. To a first

approximation, the main lobe illuminates a circle of 0.9 m diameter at a distance of

1 m. As a result, a readily available square aluminum sheet of 1.2 m side-dimension

was used.

1 m

Floor

Horn

PNA
W

al
l

1 m

Aluminum Sheet 

(Reference)

Figure 4.11: Reflectivity measurement set-up for determining the reflection loss asso-
ciated with one of the classroom wall materials.

A plot of the reflected signal magnitude as a function of time for a section of

concrete block wall is shown in Figure 4.12. The reference results obtained using the

aluminum sheet in place of the wall are included for comparison. Below 7 ns, the two

curves a very similar. The reflection due to the boundary occurs at approximately
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8.8 ns; the magnitudes of the reflections due to the aluminum sheet and concrete block

wall are approximately -29 dB and -37 dB, respectively. Therefore, the associated

reflection loss at normal incidence is roughly 8 dB. This agrees reasonably well with

the simulations of Chapter 3, which assumed a reflection loss of approximately 9.5 dB

at normal incidence.
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Figure 4.12: An example plot of the reflected signal magnitude as a function of time
for a concrete block wall. Solid line: reference and ◦: wall.

In some cases, highly reflective objects located beyond the boundaries would

generate stronger reflection components than the boundaries themselves. Figure 4.13

shows an example of this, in which the measured signal from the floor exhibited a

strong secondary reflection. Consequently, the multipath richness associated with the

real room may be higher than that predicted by the simulations, where signals which

penetrated the boundaries were ignored. This phenomenon was only significant in

the floor and ceiling measurements, where it is more likely that conductive surfaces

would be present beyond the boundaries.

For each boundary, a number of measurements were taken and the results were
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Figure 4.13: An example plot of the reflected signal magnitude as a function of time
for the floor which shows a strong secondary reflection. Solid line: reference and ◦:
floor.

averaged to give a first approximation to their electromagnetic behaviour. Table 4.2

summarizes the results. For the floor and ceiling results including multiple strong

reflections, the averaging is based on the maximum observed reflection regardless of

the associated time delay. Measurements associated with the windows and lighting

fixtures are included in the averages computed for their respective boundaries; how-

ever, the effect of the blackboard is ignored as it is addressed in the design of the

experimental procedure presented in Section 4.3.

In order to generate simulation results with which the measurements can be

compared, the reflection losses included in Table 4.2 can be converted to relative

permittivities. Let |ΓRL| denote the magnitude of the normal-incidence boundary

reflection coefficient associated with the reflection loss entries in Table 4.2. Assuming

the boundary dielectrics to be lossless, the corresponding relative permittivity can be

expressed as
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Table 4.2: The average reflection losses and corresponding real-valued relative per-
mittivities associated with the walls, floor and ceiling in room HB-8.

Boundary Reflection Loss (dB) Simulation εr (-)

Concrete Wall 7.5 6.0

Concrete Wall, Windows 8.3 5.1

Concrete Wall, Chalkboard 7.5 6.0

Plasterboard Wall 9.5 4.0

Floor 8.2 5.2

Ceiling 10.8 3.3

εr =

(
1− |ΓRL|
1 + |ΓRL|

)2

. (4.6)

The results of these calculations have also been included in Table 4.2 for convenience.

4.3 Experimental Set-up and Procedure

An illustration of the complete measurement set-up is shown in Figure 4.14,

while photographs of the most important components of the experiment are shown

in Figure 4.15. The AP antennas were affixed to a table-mounted tripod located in

the middle of the room; the resulting value of hAP was 2.7 m. Due to the azimuth-

directional nature of the phased-array AP antennas as evidenced by Figure 4.10,

channel measurements could only be obtained for PD locations on one side of the

room. The side opposite to the wall supporting the blackboard was used due to its

near-perfect reflectivity at microwave frequencies. The AP antennas were separated

along the x-direction by an sAP of 1.5λ. By orienting the phased-arrays such that

they were fed from the direction of the blackboard, the abnormally strong NLOS

components incident from that direction were suppressed by the associated front-to-

back ratios. A photograph of this AP configuration is shown in Figure 4.15(a). Since
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the single-element AP antennas exhibit near-omnidirectional azimuth-plane radiation

patterns as shown in Figure 4.4, the blackboard-reflected components were suppressed

by suspending microwave absorber material with a measured attenuation of approx-

imately 6 dB at 2.4 GHz in the far-field region behind the AP. Figure 4.15(b) shows

a photograph of this AP configuration.
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Figure 4.14: Experimental set-up.

The PD antennas were mounted on a floor-based tripod such that hPD =

1 m and the associated dipoles were separated along the x-direction by an sPD of

λ/2. A photograph of the PD is shown in Figure 4.15(c). The PD locations were

defined by a 14 by 7 point grid in which the distance between adjacent points was

approximately 0.6 m. This distance was also maintained between the locations on
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the edges of the measurement area and the walls. Early experimentation revealed

that the tables and chairs within the measurement area had only a minor impact

on the results. The radiation patterns associated with the dipole-based antennas

employed in the measurements most likely contributed to this behaviour; multipath

components incident from above or below the antennas would be naturally suppressed.

It is also worth noting that although the additional scattering from the tables and

chairs would be expected to have a measurable effect on the channel conditions at a

given PD location, it may not significantly contribute to the overall room coverage

or the room-averaged performance metrics. On the other hand, the presence of the

tables and chairs made moving the PD to each measurement location much more

cumbersome. For these reasons, they were moved to the unused areas of the room.

Data acquisition was achieved using the PNA, which was located near and

below the AP in an effort to minimize its effect on the measurements. Each antenna

was connected to one of the four ports and the effects of the feed cables were removed

via calibration. Figure 4.15(d) shows a photograph of the PNA set-up for the mea-

surements. S-parameter data was obtained for 201 frequency samples over the range

of 2400–2483.5 MHz. Therefore, the resulting frequency step, denoted by fstep, was

417.5 kHz. In the context of radio channel measurements, the unambiguous range,

runamb, is defined as the range over which a received multipath component can be

unambiguously related to a particular sounding pulse and can be expressed as [111]

runamb =
c

fstep
, (4.7)

where c is the speed of light in free space. In this case, the unambiguous range is

approximately 720 m which is more than sufficient for the in-room channel measure-

ments. The PNA was configured such that all of the S-parameters were acquired and

averaged before stepping to the next frequency point. This ensured that the effects of

channel time-variation on the results could be readily observed; the traces were only
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recorded when these variations were found to be negligible. An acceptable dynamic

range was achieved with an averaging factor of 256.

(a) Phased-array AP arrangement. (b) Single-element AP arrangement with
absorber.

(c) PD arrangement. (d) PNA configured for S-parameter mea-
surements.

Figure 4.15: Photographs of the AP, PD and PNA arrangements used during the
measurements.

Each channel measurement involved placing the PD at the appropriate loca-

tion, returning the PNA to restart the averaging and, once averaging was complete,

recording the associated S-parameter data. The operator was therefore seated by the
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PNA throughout the measurements. The AP antennas were connected to ports 1

and 2 on the PNA during the measurements while the PD antennas were connected

to ports 3 and 4. As a result the relevant S-parameters were S13, S14, S23 and S24.

Channel measurements were conducted at all of the PD locations for each of the AP

configurations under consideration.

4.4 Results

Based on the measured S-parameter results, the performance metrics given by

Equations 3.51, 3.54 and 3.55 were computed; the effects of mutual coupling were

neglected. The ratio PT/PN was again assumed to be 80 dB and in this case the value

of K was 201. The CTMs can be expressed in terms of the measured S-parameters

as

Hk =

S13k S14k

S23k S24k

 . (4.8)

Figure 4.16 presents the room-averaged performance results. The in-room

MIMO simulation parameters were adjusted to model the measurement scenario as

closely as possible and the associated results are included for convenience. Although

the simulation model is idealized, it does predict the qualitative behaviour of each

of the performance metrics with θ0 reasonably well. This is evident given that the

measured CMIMO, ρdB and gC results for phased-array AP antennas follow curves

which are similar to those associated with the simulated results as a function of θ0.

The increased multipath richness associated with the real environment results

in a higher measured CMIMO relative to the simulated value for the case of single-

element AP antennas; the associated ρdB and gC values are also higher. Of course,

antennas which are relatively non-directional benefit more strongly from a rich multi-
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Figure 4.16: Measured and simulated room-averaged performance metrics as functions
of θ0. Solid line: measured single-element, ◦: measured phased-array, dashed line:
simulated single-element and dashed ◦: simulated phased-array.
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path environment because they receive signals nearly equally from all directions. As a

result, the measured improvements associated with the use of θ-directional AP anten-

nas are modest relative to those observed through simulation. The peak improvement

in the simulated CMIMO relative to the single-element case occurs for θ0 = 106◦ and is

approximately 13 %. A relative improvement of only 4 % is observed in the measured

results for θ0 = 110◦. Since the shapes of the measured and simulated CMIMO curves

are quite similar, it is reasonable to suggest that better CMIMO measurement results

would be obtained for θ0 ≈ 106◦, in which case an improvement of 5 % might be

expected. Unfortunately, the measured results indicate that operation at this steer-

ing angle would result in a net decrease in gC . It may be possible to achieve more

significant performance improvements for in-room MIMO systems experiencing less

multipath richness. This may be the case for systems operating in higher frequency

bands; for example, a similar model to the one used in Chapter 3 was used to as-

sess the feasibility of indoor millimetre-wave MIMO [112]. The use of phased-arrays

with N = 8 elements may also be more physically feasible when operating at higher

frequency bands, which could lead to more significant performance improvements.

Finally, the results shown in Figure 4.16 were obtained with half-wavelength dipole

elements, which inherently exhibit strong single-element in-room MIMO performance;

the measured performance improvements may be more significant for other element

types.

While the room-averaged results for CMIMO, ρdB and gC provide valuable in-

sight regarding the relationship between θ0 and MIMO performance, they do not ex-

press the degree of performance variability throughout the room. For the simulated

results of Chapter 3, this variability was investigated via surface plots of CMIMO. This

approach is relatively ineffective when considering measured data obtained in a real

room as there is far less order and symmetry to the behaviour of the environment.

As a result, the observed spread in MIMO capacity results is investigated based on
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the associated empirical cumulative distribution functions (CDFs). Figure 4.17 shows

the empirical CDF curves associated with each of the AP antenna configurations.
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Figure 4.17: Empirical CDFs for the measured CMIMO results. Solid line: single
element, ◦: phased array with θ0 = 90◦, �: phased array with θ0 = 100◦, +: phased
array with θ0 = 110◦ and ∗: phased array with θ0 = 120◦.

The empirical CDFs for the CMIMO-improving cases of θ0 = 100◦ and 110◦ show

that the spreads in the observed capacity values are comparable to that of the single-

element case. It is interesting to note that the spread is smallest for θ0 = 90◦ and

tends to increase as the main lobe is tilted down toward the PD. This suggests that

employing AP antennas with radiation patterns which avoid the LOS components

might give more reliable capacity performance in addition to increasing gC .

4.5 Summary

Improving in-room MIMO capacity through the use of θ-directional AP anten-

nas which emphasize wall-reflected NLOS components has been investigated experi-

mentally in an unoccupied classroom. Through both measurement and simulation, it
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was found that the application of phased-array AP antennas did not significantly af-

fect the MIMO capacity coverage throughout the room. While simulations projected

room-averaged MIMO capacity improvements on the order of 13 % coupled with minor

increases in room-averaged relative MIMO gain, the measured results revealed more

modest performance improvements due to the increased multipath richness exhibited

by the real environment relative to the idealized simulation environment. The results

suggested that a room-averaged capacity improvement on the order of 5 % could be

achieved, but this would be accompanied by a minor degradation in room-averaged

relative MIMO gain. Since the relationships between the room-averaged performance

metrics and the main-lobe θ-directions of the AP antenna radiation patterns were

well-defined by the simulation model in a qualitative sense, it is possible that more

significant performance improvements could be obtained for in-room MIMO systems

experiencing less multipath richness.
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Chapter 5

Performance Evaluation of

Conductive-paper Dipole Antennas

Antennas are typically constructed using metals such as copper or aluminium.

The widespread use of these metals as conductors can be attributed to the fact that

they are highly conductive, linear and isotropic. However, in applications such as

UHF RFID tag design, the cost of the antenna is a significant portion of the total

cost of the tag. Consequently, there has been recent interest in investigating more

cost-effective antenna conductor materials at the expense of radiation efficiency [9].

The use of silver ink has been proposed as a low-cost alternative to copper

in UHF RFID tag design [8]. Despite the fact that silver ink is less conductive

than copper, a carefully designed silver ink antenna can offer similar performance

to a corresponding copper antenna [8]. In addition, silver ink antennas can be ap-

plied to an appropriate substrate via inkjet-printing technology, which is a cost- and

resource-efficient alternative to the wet-etching technique typical of copper RFID tag

antennas [113]. In a further effort to lower antenna costs, the effect of reducing the

thickness of the printed silver-ink antennas to a single skin depth was studied [114]

and the resulting performance degradation was found to be acceptable for some ap-
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plications.

Advanced carbon-fibre composites have also been introduced for the purpose

of antenna construction [9,115]. Along with conductivities of 103 to 104 S/m, carbon-

fibre composites exhibit more favourable structural properties than most metals such

as a high strength-to-weight ratio. Reduction in antenna radiation efficiency due to

the relatively low material conductivity can be mitigated by increasing the conductor

thickness [9].

Electrically conductive paper has recently been developed by Huang et al. [10,

11] as a low cost and eco-friendly material for applications such as electrostatic dis-

charge (ESD) packaging. The feasibility of constructing antennas using conductive

paper will be presented here, with a focus on application to UHF RFID systems. It

should be noted that this research is largely unrelated to that presented in Chapters 3

and 4, which dealt with improving in-room MIMO capacity using elevation-directional

access point antennas. Both sets of contributions involve the development of antennas

to meet specific goals relating to wireless communication systems, otherwise they are

independent.

5.1 Conductive Paper

Conductive paper consists of pulp in which the cellulose fibres have been mod-

ified with a conductive polymer [11]. The result is a conducting material which is

otherwise very similar to regular paper. For example, the tensile strength of conduc-

tive paper is very similar to that of regular paper. Since the conductive fibres are

realized using polymers as opposed to metals, conductive paper is still biodegradable

and can be recycled [11]. A conductive paper design can therefore be easily integrated

into a sheet of regular paper. In the case of UHF RFID tag design, an antenna made

of conductive paper could be built into the packaging of a product and recycled along
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with it. This would greatly increase the eco-friendliness of RFID systems, in addition

to reducing costs.

5.1.1 Conductivity Measurement

The conductivity of the paper was measured using the van der Pauw method.

It is a four-point conductivity measurement technique which can be applied to a flat

sample of arbitrary shape without knowledge of the associated current pattern so long

as the following conditions are met [116]:

• the measurement contacts are at the edge of the sample;

• the measurement contacts are very small relative to the surface area of the

sample;

• the sample is isotropic and homogeneous in both conductivity and thickness;

and

• the surface of the sample is singly connected, meaning that it does not have any

isolated holes.

A theoretical treatment of the van der Pauw method can be found in Appendix B.

The measurement set-up for determining the paper conductivity is depicted in

Figure 5.1. A sample was prepared by cutting a thin sheet of conductive paper into a

square as symmetrical sample geometries simplify the conductivity calculations [116].

Wires were connected to each corner using relatively small amounts of conductive

epoxy and the resulting test points were designated as A, B, C and D. A power

supply configured as a current source was used to drive a current through points A

and B, denoted by IAB, while the voltage appearing across points D and C, denoted by

VDC, was measured. The resistance RAB,CD was then obtained by dividing VDC by IAB.

In a similar manner, the resistance RBC,DA was obtained. The thickness of the paper
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sample was measured using a caliper. Care was taken to apply a minimal amount

of force to the paper to avoid any deformation. A variety of thickness measurements

were taken at different points on the sample and averaged. Given the symmetry of

the sample, the resistances RAB,CD and RBC,DA were similar, allowing the material

conductivity, σ, to be expressed as [116]

σ =
ln 2

πdt

(
2

RAB,CD +RBC,DA

)
, (5.1)

where dt is the thickness of the sample. This technique was applied to a 0.4 mm

thick paper sample and a 1 mm thick paper sample. The resulting conductivities

were 52.6 S/m and 45.5 S/m, respectively. The nominal conductivity of the paper is

therefore taken to be approximately 50 S/m.

VIAB VDCPaper Sample

A D

CB

Figure 5.1: Measurement set-up for determining the conductivity of a paper sample
using the van der Pauw method.

Since this conductivity is quite low, a dipole constructed using the conductive

paper is expected to be lossy. Lossy dipole antennas have been explored mathemat-

ically [117, 118] and numerically [119] and the resulting concepts have been applied
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to the development of semiconductor antennas [120] and carbon nanotube anten-

nas [121]. CST Microwave Studior will be used here to characterize the lossy nature

of a conductive-paper antenna.

5.1.2 Antenna Construction

A conductive-paper dipole antenna of rectangular conductor cross-section was

constructed. The basic dimensions of the prototype are shown in Figs. 5.2(a) and

5.2(b), while a photograph of the feed network is shown in Figure 5.2(c). A centre

frequency of 915 MHz was chosen; therefore, the length of the antenna was 164 mm,

or half of a free space wavelength. Although paper samples of thickness 0.4 mm and

1 mm were available, the 0.4 mm thickness is standard. The antenna was adhered

to an FR-4 board using epoxy for mechanical support. Thin wires were bonded to

the antenna using conductive epoxy and served to connect the antenna to an SMA

connector through a 2:1 balun (Mini-Circuitsr TCN2-122+).

5.2 Paper Antenna Modelling

The antenna was modelled using CST Microwave Studior. The geometry de-

picted in Figures 5.2(a) and 5.2(b) was implemented; the antenna was driven by a

discrete S-parameter port for simplicity. While all of the key results are evaluated

at the centre frequency of 915 MHz, the frequency range of the excitation signal was

configured to extend from 415 MHz to 1415 MHz. The FR-4 board upon which the

antenna conductors were adhered was simply modelled using the lossy FR-4 material

library entry; however, additional steps were required in order to effectively model

the conductors over the conductivity range of 1 S/m to 108 S/m due to the skin effect.

The lossy behaviour of the antenna conductors is characterized by the associ-

ated ohmic resistance per unit length, denoted by Rlo. While general formulations
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Figure 5.2: Paper antenna prototype construction details (dimensions are in mm).

are often difficult to obtain, the value of Rlo can be approximated based on whether

or not the conductor thickness is larger than the corresponding skin depth, δs, given

by [100]

δs =

√
1

πµσf
, (5.2)

where µ and σ are the material permeability and conductivity respectively. For

example, at 915 MHz the skin depth in conductive paper is approximately 2.4 mm,

while in copper—which exhibits a conductivity of approximately 5.8×107 S/m—it

is only 2.2 µm. If the thickness of a conductor is less than the corresponding skin

depth, it is assumed that the current density is uniform over the cross-section of

the conductor; this situation is depicted in Figure 5.3(a). In this case, Rlo can be

approximated as
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Rlo ≈
1

dwdtσ
, dt < δs, (5.3)

where dw and dt are the width and thickness of the conductor cross-section, respec-

tively. For conductors with thicknesses exceeding the skin depth, the current density

decreases exponentially as one moves from the edge of the cross-section to the centre.

This is considerably more complex to model; however, it is often a reasonable approx-

imation to assume that the current is uniformly distributed along the perimeter of the

conductor cross-section to a depth equal to δs [122]. This is depicted in Figure 5.3(b)

and the corresponding expression for Rlo is

Rlo ≈
1

2(dw + dt)δsσ
, dt > δs. (5.4)

If the width of the conductor is much larger than the thickness, dt can be dropped

from Equation 5.4, which effectively means that the three-dimensional conductor is

modelled as a two-dimensional conductive sheet. In any case, Rlo can be reduced by

increasing either the conductivity or the dimensions of the conductor cross-section.

Since increasing the cross-section dimensions results in a more expensive antenna,

only changes in conductivity will be considered.

dw

dt

(a) dt < δs.

δs 

dw

dt

(b) dt > δs.

Figure 5.3: Illustrations of the approximate current density distribution over the
cross-section of a rectangular conductor.

In CST Microwave Studior the midpoint between the approximations illus-

trated by Figures 5.3(a) and 5.3(b) occurs when the conductivity is approximately
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105 S/m. Below this threshold, the antenna conductors are modelled using the mate-

rial library entry for paper, with the electrical conductivity set to the desired value. In

an effort to properly model the skin effect for conductivities near 105 S/m, a local edge

refinement factor of 10 is applied to the conductors so that there is a much greater

concentration of mesh cells near their edges. Expert-system-based mesh adaptation is

applied, with the change in Rlo between successive mesh realizations acting as a metric

for convergence. In other words, the simulation results are deemed acceptable when

Rlo is found to be relatively insensitive to further mesh refinement. Unfortunately,

mesh convergence could not be achieved for conductivities below 500 S/m. This is

because the conductors become so lossy at these conductivities that the antenna be-

gins to resemble an open circuit. A mesh realization achieved via convergence for a

higher conductivity was therefore used for these conductivities; the associated results

are expected to be less accurate than those obtained for conductivities of 500 S/m

and above.

For conductivities above 105 S/m, the antenna conductors were modelled more

effectively using the lossy metal material type. Under normal conditions, accurately

modelling the current flow in a good conductor would require a huge number of mesh

cells as the skin depth would be very small. The lossy metal material type addresses

this issue by making similar assumptions as those associated with Figure 5.3(b) and

Equation 5.4; the three-dimensional conductor is modelled by a two-dimensional con-

ductive sheet based on the skin depth of the material. The sensitivity of Rlo to the

mesh was again used as a metric for convergence, but the energy-based mesh adap-

tation scheme was found to be more effective in this case. A local edge refinement

factor of 10 was applied to the antenna conductors as before.
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5.2.1 Current Distribution

The relevant properties of a dipole antenna are primarily derived from the

antenna current. Assume that to a first approximation the dipole can be considered

filamentary, which means that it resembles a conducting line as opposed to a three-

dimensional structure. If the antenna is oriented along the z-axis, the associated

current is expressed as [123]

i(z, t) = I0 I(z) exp(−j2πft), (5.5)

where i(z, t) is the antenna current, I0 is the peak current, I(z) is the normalized

current distribution.

For a half-wavelength dipole, it is typical to assume that I(z) is sinusoidal with

z, vanishing at the antenna end points [90]. However, this is not necessarily the case

for antennas which are lossy and non-filamentary. In general the current distribution

depends on the dimensions of the conductors and Rlo; a sinusoidal current distribu-

tion is observed only when the antenna is constructed using lossless and filamentary

conductors [117, 124]. Relatively little attention will be given to the non-filamentary

nature of the paper antenna conductors in the interest of focusing on the relationship

between conductivity and antenna performance.

The current distributions were computed in CST Microwave Studior by defin-

ing a set of curves upon which the magnetic field intensity could be evaluated. More

specifically, 25 loops encircling the conductors were defined along the length of the

antenna and the corresponding tangential components of the magnetic field intensity

were obtained for each in post processing. The total current passing a particular loop

could then be obtained by simply integrating the tangential magnetic field intensity

along its circumference. Performing this for every loop yielded a set of current values

which defined the antenna current distribution.
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Figure 5.4 shows the I(z) curves for a variety of conductivities. Above ap-

proximately 500 S/m the lossy nature of the conductor has little effect on the current

distribution; in terms of antenna properties only the radiation efficiency and therefore

the gain of the antenna would benefit from further increases in conductivity. The dis-

tribution is not perfectly sinusoidal for conductivities above 500 S/m due to fringing

electric fields at the conductor edges [125] and the presence of the dielectric mate-

rial, both of which serve to increase the electrical length of the conductor. For lower

conductivities, such as those exhibited by conductive paper, the current distribution

appears to be dampened by an exponential decay. As a result, the corresponding

current is relatively strong at the feed point but almost non-existent near the ends of

the antenna.
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Figure 5.4: Plots of I(z) along the antenna for a variety of paper conductivities. ◦:
σ = 1 S/m, �: σ = 10 S/m, ×: σ = 50 S/m, +: σ = 100 S/m, solid: σ ≥ 500 S/m.
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5.2.2 Input Impedance

The impedance at the input terminals of an antenna is of considerable practical

importance because the impedance of the source which drives the antenna must be

its complex conjugate in order to achieve maximum power transfer. Consider

Zin = Rin + jXin, (5.6)

where Rin is the input resistance and Xin is the input reactance. The input resistance

can be further expressed as the sum of the loss resistance, Rloss, and the radiation

resistance. In the context of the equivalent circuit model for an antenna, the loss

resistance accounts for the power dissipated by driving current through the lossy

antenna conductors. If the dipole is oriented along the z-axis and approximately

filamentary, the loss resistance can be expressed as [123]

Rloss = Rlo

∫ +l/2

−l/2
|I(z)|2 dz. (5.7)

As the antenna conductors become increasingly lossy, the result of the integral in

Equation 5.7 reduces due to the aforementioned dampening of I(z); however, the di-

rect proportionality between Rloss and Rlo outweighs this effect and an overall increase

in loss resistance is observed.

For a filamentary dipole antenna, Rrad can be expressed in terms of I(z) as

Rrad =
ηπ

2λ2

∫ π

0

∣∣∣∣∣
∫ +l/2

−l/2
I(z) exp

(
−j 2π

λ
z cos θ

)
dz

∣∣∣∣∣
2

sin3 θ dθ. (5.8)

Therefore, the radiation resistance is expected to decrease once the antenna conduc-

tors become lossy enough that I(z) is affected.

In CST Microwave Studior, the use of an S-parameter port to drive the an-

tenna allows the input impedance to be readily obtained in post processing. The

values of Rrad and Rloss can then be computed based on the antenna radiation effi-
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ciency, discussed in Section 5.2.3.

The antenna input and radiation resistances are plotted versus conductivity in

Figure 5.5. As expected, for low conductivities the input resistance is dominated by

Rloss, exhibiting very high values. It should be noted that the Rin curve begins to level

off unexpectedly for conductivities below 5 S/m; this is a result of the aforementioned

simulation inaccuracies arising due to the overly lossy nature of the antenna at low

conductivities. As the conductivity increases and Rloss decreases the input resistance

asymptotically approaches Rrad.
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Figure 5.5: The input and radiation resistances of the paper dipole antenna as a
function of paper conductivity. ◦: Rin and �: Rrad.

Since the current along the antenna diminishes for low conductivities, the asso-

ciated radiation resistance becomes very small. As the conductors approach the loss-

less case, Rrad quickly increases, reaching its final value of approximately 190 Ω near

104 S/m. A radiation resistance of 73 Ω is typically expected for a half-wavelength

dipole; however this quantity varies significantly based on the electrical size of the

conductor cross-section [117, 124]. The radiation resistance at 50 S/m is only 16 Ω,
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while at 500 S/m it is 141 Ω which is reasonable.

Where possible, it is common to design antennas such that they are resonant

at the centre frequency of interest; in other words, Xin = 0 Ω at the centre frequency.

For example, trimming the length of a lossless filamentary dipole antenna to 95 % of

one half-wavelength reduces the input impedance to approximately 70 + j0 Ω, which

matches well with the 75 Ω characteristic impedance typical of coaxial transmission

lines employed in telecommunication systems. Unfortunately, this is not always pos-

sible as the antenna conductors become increasingly lossy. Figure 5.6 shows the input

reactance as a function of frequency for a variety of conductivities. For conductivities

exceeding 500 S/m the curves cross the Xin = 0 Ω line, meaning that the resonance

condition can be met by adjusting the length of the antenna. Below 500 S/m, Xin

never reaches a value of 0 Ω, meaning that an external matching network would be

required to achieve resonance.
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Figure 5.6: Plots of Xin as a function of frequency for a variety of paper conductivities.
◦: σ = 10 S/m, �: σ = 50 S/m, ×: σ = 200 S/m, +: σ = 500 S/m, solid: σ = 108 S/m.
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5.2.3 Radiation Efficiency, Directivity and Gain

The value of Rlo has a significant impact on the radiation efficiency of the

antenna, erad, which is defined as the ratio of total radiated power to the total power

delivered to the antenna input terminals. It can be expressed in terms of Rrad and

Rloss as [90]

erad =
Rrad

Rrad +Rloss

. (5.9)

Based on Equation 5.9 and the fact that Rloss increases and Rrad diminishes as Rlo

grows large, it is evident that the radiation efficiency of an antenna degrades quickly

as the conductors become more lossy.

Antenna radiation efficiency can be obtained in CST Microwave Studior as

a far-field result in post processing; this is also the case for directivity and gain,

discussed later. Figure 5.7 shows a plot of erad at 915 MHz as a function of con-

ductivity. As expected, the radiation efficiency decreases from close to 100 % for

high conductivities to nearly 0 % for low conductivities. The radiation efficiency at

50 S/m is approximately 6.7 %, suggesting that an antenna constructed using the

current conductive paper technology would be a poor radiator. It is also interesting

to note that if the conductivity of the paper was 500 S/m the corresponding radiation

efficiency would be 56 %. Since the current distribution will have already reached its

final shape, increasing the conductivity beyond 500 S/m improves efficiency largely

by reducing Rloss.

In the context of antenna parameters which can be easily measured, the reduc-

tion of erad with increasing conductor losses most significantly impacts the maximum

gain of the antenna, G0, which is expressed as [90]

G0 = eradD0, (5.10)
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Figure 5.7: The radiation efficiency of the paper dipole antenna as a function of paper
conductivity.

where D0 is the maximum directivity of the antenna. It is evident that the maximum

gain also decreases rapidly as Rlo increases. The value of D0 is mildly impacted by Rlo

in that its value can be related to I(z). For example, a half-wavelength dipole with

a sinusoidal current distribution exhibits a maximum directivity of approximately

2.15 dBi, whereas the maximum directivity of a short dipole with an approximately

triangular current distribution is approximately 1.76 dBi [90].

Figure 5.8 shows a plot of both the maximum directivity and maximum gain

associated with the antenna as the conductivity is varied. The directivity is constant

at approximately +2.2 dBi above 100 S/m. Below 100 S/m the directivity decreases

to approximately +1.7 dBi. This is expected given the curves shown in Figure 5.4,

which indicate that the current distributions associated with these conductivities are

better approximated as triangular rather than sinusoidal.

As expected, the antenna gain closely matches the directivity for high conduc-

tivities where the radiation efficiency is close to unity and at low conductivities it
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Figure 5.8: The maximum directivity and maximum gain of the paper dipole antenna
as a function of paper conductivity. ◦: D0 and �: G0.

drops off considerably. For conductive paper at 50 S/m the gain of the antenna is

approximately −9.7 dBi; a gain penalty of roughly 12 dB is incurred due to conductor

losses. At 500 S/m the gain is approximately −0.2 dBi, which is slightly less than

the gain of an isotropic radiator and may be acceptable in some applications.

For a dipole antenna where l ≤ λ, the shape of the radiation pattern is directly

related to D0. Since conductor losses are expected to reduce the maximum directivity

by less than 1 dB, the impact of reducing conductivity on the radiation pattern is also

expected to be minor. Consequently, the full radiation pattern is not shown; however,

the familiar omnidirectional pattern is observed [90], with a slight broadening at low

conductivities corresponding to the associated reduction in directivity.

5.2.4 Application to UHF RFID

As mentioned in Section 2.2.1, the RFID read range is one of the most impor-

tant tag performance metrics. Both the gain of the tag antenna and the associated
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power transfer coefficient significantly impact this range. In order to assess the appli-

cability of the conductive paper to UHF RFID tag design, the relative read range is

defined as the ratio of the RFID read range associated with the use of a conductive-

paper dipole antenna to that of a perfectly conjugate-matched tag constructed using

a lossless isotropic radiator. Based on Equation 2.23, the RFID read range for this

idealized isotropic radiator case, denoted by rmax,isotropic, is given by

rmax,isotropic =
λ

4π

√
PEIRP

Pmin

. (5.11)

Consequently, the relative read range, rrel, can be written as

rrel =
rmax

rmax,isotropic

=
√
G0,tag κ, (5.12)

where in this case G0,tag is simply equal to G0.

The input impedance of a tag IC is dictated by the associated electronics and

it is the responsibility of the antenna designer to ensure that power transmission from

the tag antenna to the IC is optimized. Based on the results of Section 5.2.2, it is

evident that this task becomes much more difficult as conductor losses increase; the

input resistance is dominated by Rloss and Xin is always negative. However, it is

assumed that a perfect conjugate match has been achieved via some ideal matching

network, in which case κ = 1 and the relative read range is completely dictated by G0.

A plot of the relative read range as a function of conductivity is shown in Figure 5.9.

For a conductivity of 50 S/m, rrel is approximately 0.33. This would generally be

considered poor in terms of RFID tag antenna performance [77], and translates to

25 % of the read range obtained using copper. At 500 S/m rrel is approximately 0.97,

which translates to 73 % of that obtained with copper and may be acceptable for

some applications.
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Figure 5.9: The relative RFID read range associated with a UHF RFID tag featuring
a paper dipole antenna as a function of paper conductivity. It is assumed that κ = 1.

5.3 Experimental Results

While the results of Section 5.2 are valuable in terms of understanding the

relationship between the paper conductivity and the key antenna properties, they

must be validated experimentally. In order to achieve this, three additional antennas

were constructed: a 1 mm thick paper antenna and two identical antennas built

using copper tape of approximately 0.05 mm thickness. The construction details of

these antennas were similar to those presented in Section 5.1.2 with the exception

of conductor thickness and, in the case of the copper antennas, the feed wires were

soldered to the conductors. The 1 mm thick paper and copper tape antennas were

simulated and the gain results are shown in Table 5.1.

Figure 5.10 depicts the antenna gain measurement set-up. The antennas were

mounted approximately 2 m apart inside the ATC and were polarization-aligned. The

PNA was calibrated and used to measure the S-parameters of the set-up. In order

to reduce reflection losses, the lengths of the copper antennas were trimmed until the
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Table 5.1: Simulated and measured gain results for conductive-paper and copper
antennas.

Antenna
G0

Simulated (dBi) Measured (dBi) Error (dB)

Copper 1 (tape) +2.1 +1.8 0.3

Copper 2 (tape) +2.1 +1.7 0.4

Paper (0.4 mm) −9.7 −11 1.3

Paper (1 mm) −4.7 −6.6 1.9

magnitude of the input reactance was minimized at 915 MHz and the input VSWR

was below 2:1. For the paper antennas, this was achieved using single-stub matching

networks. The three antenna method [90] was executed in order to determine the

gains of the two copper antennas and the 0.4 mm paper antenna. The gain of the

1 mm paper antenna was then measured using the substitution method. These results

are also shown in Table 5.1.

PNA

2 m

Anechoic 

Test Chamber

Matching 

Network

Paper Copper

Figure 5.10: An illustration of the antenna gain measurement set-up.

Although the copper antennas are largely identical, the gain results differ by

approximately 0.1 dB; this gives an indication of the error tolerance associated with

the ATC measurements. Since the errors between the measured and simulated gains

are less than 0.5 dB, the results appear to be in agreement; discrepancies could be
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largely attributed to the insertion loss of the balun, which is stated to be as high as

1 dB.

For the conductive-paper antennas a higher degree of error is observed between

simulations and measurements. The baluns are expected to be a more significant

source of error for the paper antennas as they present a relatively poor impedance

match on the balanced side. The aforementioned difficulties associated with mesh con-

vergence in CST Microwave Studior for low paper conductivities may also contribute

some inaccuracy in the simulated paper gain results. Finally, the matching networks

employed with the paper antennas are expected to contribute some additional loss. In

any case, the measurements do show a significant performance improvement associ-

ated with increasing the thickness of the conductor, which is reflected in the simulated

results.

Based on the measured gain of −11 dBi associated with the 0.4 mm paper

antenna, the radiation efficiency is found to be 5.0 %. The corresponding relative

RFID read range is 0.28, which is only 22 % of that obtained using copper.

5.4 Summary

Electrically conductive paper has been presented as an alternative antenna

conductor to copper. Despite the low-cost and eco-friendly nature of conductive

paper, the relatively low conductivity of 50 S/m is prohibitive to its application in

wireless systems such as UHF RFID. Due to the lossy nature of the conductive paper,

the current distribution along the antenna is diminished. Consequently, the radiation

resistance is reduced and the loss resistance is greatly increased, resulting in a very

inefficient radiator. In other words, an antenna constructed using conductive paper

is shown to exhibit very low gain and therefore poor RFID read range performance.

Simulations suggested a gain of −9.7 dBi when the conductivity is 50 S/m, which
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corresponds to a relative RFID read range of 25 % of that achieved using copper.

Measurements revealed even lower values: −11 dBi and 22 %, respectively. In addi-

tion, the resonance condition would not be achievable without the use of an external

matching network, which may be undesirable.

A reasonable conductivity target for improved paper antenna performance was

found to be 500 S/m. At this conductivity, the resonance condition could be met

without external components, the current distribution would be roughly sinusoidal

meaning the radiation resistance would have nearly reached its maximum value for the

given geometry and the antenna gain would be just under 0 dBi. This would translate

into an RFID read range of just below that obtained with an isotropic radiator. The

most significant effect associated with improving the conductivity beyond this value

would be a reduction in Rlo and, consequently, the loss resistance, thereby improving

the overall efficiency of the radiator.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

Cellular base stations and WLAN APs employing MIMO are being installed

closer together in order to meet the increasing wireless capacity demands. This mo-

tivates the investigation of in-room MIMO communication. Simulation results as-

sociated with improving in-room MIMO capacity using θ-directional AP antennas

which emphasize wall-reflected NLOS components were presented in Chapter 3. It

was found that performance improvements could be achieved depending on the di-

rectivity and main lobe θ-direction associated with the AP antennas. In general, the

maximum room-averaged MIMO capacity was observed for main lobe θ-directions

falling between those which maximized the room-averaged relative MIMO gain and

received SNR results. Simultaneous improvements to both MIMO capacity and rela-

tive MIMO gain were obtained using AP antennas which were sufficiently directive to

emphasize wall-reflected NLOS components without also emphasizing LOS compo-

nents. The use of θ-directional AP antennas was shown to be most effective in larger

rooms which tend to be LOS-dominated.

Chapter 4 detailed an experimental investigation of the in-room MIMO re-

sults obtained through simulation. MIMO channel measurements collected in an un-

occupied classroom revealed a maximum improvement in the room-averaged MIMO
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capacity of approximately 5 % when θ-directional AP antennas were used. For the

same main-lobe θ-direction, a minor reduction in the room-averaged relative MIMO

gain was observed. These results were compared to simulations in which the asso-

ciated parameters were altered from those used in Chapter 3 to better match the

measurement conditions. Although a reasonable agreement between the measured

and simulated results was observed in terms of the qualitative behaviour of the asso-

ciated performance metrics, the simulated results suggested a room-averaged MIMO

capacity improvement on the order of 13 % coupled with a minor increase in the

room-averaged relative MIMO gain. Therefore, the measured performance improve-

ments were modest compared to those predicted through simulation. This is largely

due to the increased multipath richness associated with the real environment relative

to that exhibited by the idealized simulation environment. More significant improve-

ments may be possible for in-room environments exhibiting less multipath richness.

Alternative antenna conductor materials have recently been investigated in an

effort to reduce the cost of UHF RFID tags. An evaluation of the performance of

dipole antennas constructed using conductive paper was presented in Chapter 5. The

conductivity of a sample of the current paper technology was measured to be approx-

imately 50 S/m. Through both simulations and experimental measurements, this was

found to be prohibitively low in the context of antenna design. For example, gain

results associated with a conductive-paper dipole antenna were found to be −9.7 dBi

and −11 dBi through simulation and measurement, respectively. The performance of

the dipole as a function of paper conductivity was characterized via simulation. This

revealed a target conductivity of 500 S/m at which the properties of the resulting

antenna more closely resemble those of a copper antenna. The associated gain would

be close to 0 dBi in this case, making the antenna far more applicable to UHF RFID

systems.
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6.1 Future Work

There remain several avenues to explore in the context of improving in-room

MIMO capacity using θ-directional AP antennas. For example, the simulations as-

sumed that for M > 2 the MIMO antennas were arranged in UCAs. This may not be

possible in practice, especially at the PD. Consequently, the impact of changing the

antenna configurations and orientations on the resulting performance improvements

could be explored. The effect of using more practical performance metrics such as

mean squared error (MSE) and BER could also be examined. In addition, the sim-

ulation software could be altered such that the locations, orientations, directivities

and main lobe directions associated with AP antennas could be optimized using an

evolutionary algorithm.

The in-room MIMO measurements were obtained in a particular room and

for a very specific set of conditions. Since the measured results in the 2.4 GHz ISM

band suggested that the multipath exhibited by the room was relatively dense, it

would be interesting to perform the measurements in a higher frequency band. In

this case, the MIMO channels are expected to be more LOS-dominated and, as result,

the corresponding improvements associated with the application of θ-directional AP

antennas may be more significant. Performing measurements in a variety of rooms

with different geometries and construction materials would also add practical insight

into the resulting performance improvements.

Many opportunities for additional contributions also exist in the context of

developing conductive-paper UHF RFID tag antennas. Once paper exhibiting a con-

ductivity on the order of 500 S/m can be produced, the associated performance

predictions found in Chapter 5 should be verified experimentally. If the results are

acceptable, the practical considerations associated with designing a conductive-paper

tag antenna must be addressed. For example, the nature of the interface between the

paper antenna and the tag IC must be developed. An investigation of more complex
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antenna designs such as meander-line dipoles may be required. The behaviour of

such antennas as a function of paper conductivity would also have to be character-

ized. Once a functional conductive-paper UHF RFID tag has been developed, RFID

read range measurements conducted in the ATC would provide a final assessment of

their feasibility.
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Appendix A

MATLABr Code for In-room

MIMO Modelling

% The following code can be used to generate Figure 3.11 in the
% dissertation. The "matlabpool" command can be used on multicore
% machines to reduce simulation times. NOTE: If loops are to be used,
% the phased array element spacing and element orientation MUST be left
% at their default values, otherwise the mutual coupling calculations
% will be invalid.

clear;
clc;

simulationOptions = NewSimulationOptions();

wavelength = (3 * 10 ˆ8) / simulationOptions.centreFrequency;
theta 0 = (90:2.5:180)';
numPhasingAngles = length(theta 0);
N = [2,4,8];
M = 3;

simulationOptions.roomWidth = 8;
simulationOptions.roomLength = 8;
simulationOptions.roomHeight = 3;
simulationOptions.wallRelativePermittivity = 4;
simulationOptions.numReflections = 2;
simulationOptions.numEvaluationPointsPerSide = 30;

simulationOptions.accessPointAntennaType = AntennaType.Isotropic;
simulationOptions.accessPointAntennaSpacing = 2 * wavelength;
simulationOptions.accessPointArrayDistanceBelowCeiling = 2 * wavelength;
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simulationOptions.mobileAntennaType = AntennaType.Isotropic;
simulationOptions.mobileAntennaSpacing = 0.5 * wavelength;

simulationOptions.numAccessPointAntennas = 1;
simulationOptions.numMobileAntennas = 1;

accessPointArray = BuildAccessPointArray(simulationOptions);
[SISOCapacities, SISOSNRs] = EvaluateRoomCapacity(accessPointArray,

simulationOptions);

simulationOptions.numAccessPointAntennas = M;
simulationOptions.numMobileAntennas = M;

accessPointArray = BuildAccessPointArray(simulationOptions);
[MIMOCapacities, MIMOSNRs] = EvaluateRoomCapacity(accessPointArray,

simulationOptions);

meanSISOCapacity = mean(reshape(SISOCapacities, simulationOptions.
numEvaluationPointsPerSideˆ2, 1));

meanSISOSNRdB = mean(10*log10(reshape(SISOSNRs, simulationOptions.
numEvaluationPointsPerSideˆ2, 1)));

meanMIMOCapacity = mean(reshape(MIMOCapacities, simulationOptions.
numEvaluationPointsPerSideˆ2, 1));

meanMIMOSNRdB = mean(10*log10(reshape(MIMOSNRs, simulationOptions.
numEvaluationPointsPerSideˆ2, 1)));

simulationOptions.phasedArrays = true;

PASISOCapacities = cell(numPhasingAngles, length(N));
PASISOSNRs = cell(numPhasingAngles, length(N));
PAMIMOCapacities = cell(numPhasingAngles, length(N));
PAMIMOSNRs = cell(numPhasingAngles, length(N));

meanPASISOCapacity = zeros(numPhasingAngles, length(N));
meanPASISOSNRdB = zeros(numPhasingAngles, length(N));
meanPAMIMOCapacity = zeros(numPhasingAngles, length(N));
meanPAMIMOSNRdB = zeros(numPhasingAngles, length(N));

for J = 1 : length(N)

simulationOptions.phasedArrayNumElements = N(J);

if simulationOptions.accessPointAntennaType == AntennaType.Isotropic

beta = −pi*cos(theta 0*pi/180);

elseif simulationOptions.accessPointAntennaType == AntennaType.
Dipole

if simulationOptions.phasedArrayNumElements == 2

beta = 5*(theta 0−90)*pi/180;
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elseif simulationOptions.phasedArrayNumElements == 4

beta = 3.5*(theta 0−90)*pi/180;

else

beta = 2.875*(theta 0−90)*pi/180;

end

else

if simulationOptions.phasedArrayNumElements == 2

beta = (−0.0001619*theta 0.ˆ3+0.05498*theta 0.ˆ2−4.25*
theta 0+55.2)*pi/180;

elseif simulationOptions.phasedArrayNumElements == 4

beta = 169*sin((theta 0−90)*pi/180)*pi/180;

else

beta = 177*sin((theta 0−90)*pi/180)*pi/180;

end

end

for I = 1 : numPhasingAngles

simulationOptions.phasedArrayProgressivePhaseShift = beta(I);

simulationOptions.numAccessPointAntennas = 1;
simulationOptions.numMobileAntennas = 1;

PAAccessPointArray = BuildAccessPointArray(simulationOptions);
[PASISOCapacities{I, J}, PASISOSNRs{I, J}] =

EvaluateRoomCapacity(PAAccessPointArray, simulationOptions);

simulationOptions.numAccessPointAntennas = M;
simulationOptions.numMobileAntennas = M;

PAAccessPointArray = BuildAccessPointArray(simulationOptions);
[PAMIMOCapacities{I, J}, PAMIMOSNRs{I, J}] =

EvaluateRoomCapacity(PAAccessPointArray, simulationOptions);

end

for I = 1 : numPhasingAngles

meanPASISOCapacity(I, J) = mean(reshape(PASISOCapacities{I, J},
simulationOptions.numEvaluationPointsPerSideˆ2, 1));
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meanPASISOSNRdB(I, J) = mean(10*log10(reshape(PASISOSNRs{I, J},
simulationOptions.numEvaluationPointsPerSideˆ2, 1)));

meanPAMIMOCapacity(I, J) = mean(reshape(PAMIMOCapacities{I, J},
simulationOptions.numEvaluationPointsPerSideˆ2, 1));

meanPAMIMOSNRdB(I, J) = mean(10*log10(reshape(PAMIMOSNRs{I, J},
simulationOptions.numEvaluationPointsPerSideˆ2, 1)));

end

end

subplot(3,1,1)
plot(theta 0, ones(length(theta 0),1)*meanMIMOCapacity, 'k')
hold on
plot(theta 0, meanPAMIMOCapacity(:,1), 'ko−', 'MarkerSize', 4)
plot(theta 0, meanPAMIMOCapacity(:,2), 'ks−', 'MarkerSize', 4)
plot(theta 0, meanPAMIMOCapacity(:,3), 'k+−', 'MarkerSize', 4)
hold off
axis([90 180 14 26])
set(gca, 'XTick', 90:15:180, 'FontSize', 12, 'FontName', 'Times New

Roman');
set(gca, 'YTick', 14:3:26, 'FontSize', 12, 'FontName', 'Times New Roman'

);
xlabel('θ0 (◦)',...
'interpreter','latex',...
'FontSize',12)

ylabel('CMIMO (bps/Hz)',...
'interpreter','latex',...
'FontSize',12)
grid on

subplot(3,1,2)
plot(theta 0, ones(length(theta 0),1)*meanMIMOSNRdB, 'k')
hold on
plot(theta 0, meanPAMIMOSNRdB(:,1), 'ko−', 'MarkerSize', 4)
plot(theta 0, meanPAMIMOSNRdB(:,2), 'ks−', 'MarkerSize', 4)
plot(theta 0, meanPAMIMOSNRdB(:,3), 'k+−', 'MarkerSize', 4)
hold off
axis([90 180 23 35])
set(gca, 'XTick', 90:15:180, 'FontSize', 12, 'FontName', 'Times New

Roman');
set(gca, 'YTick', 23:3:35, 'FontSize', 12, 'FontName', 'Times New Roman'

);
xlabel('θ0 (◦)',...
'interpreter','latex',...
'FontSize',12)
ylabel('ρdB (dB)',...
'interpreter','latex',...
'FontSize',12)
grid on

subplot(3,1,3)
plot(theta 0, ones(length(theta 0),1)*meanMIMOCapacity/meanSISOCapacity,

'k')
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hold on
plot(theta 0, meanPAMIMOCapacity(:,1)./meanPASISOCapacity(:,1), 'ko−', '

MarkerSize', 4)
plot(theta 0, meanPAMIMOCapacity(:,2)./meanPASISOCapacity(:,2), 'ks−', '

MarkerSize', 4)
plot(theta 0, meanPAMIMOCapacity(:,3)./meanPASISOCapacity(:,3), 'k+−', '

MarkerSize', 4)
hold off
axis([90 180 1.7 2.9])
set(gca, 'XTick', 90:15:180, 'FontSize', 12, 'FontName', 'Times New

Roman');
set(gca, 'YTick', 1.7:0.3:2.9, 'FontSize', 12, 'FontName', 'Times New

Roman');
xlabel('θ0 (◦)',...
'interpreter','latex',...
'FontSize',12)
ylabel('gC (−)',...
'interpreter','latex',...
'FontSize',12)
grid on

function ray = AddBoundaryToRay(ray, boundaryNumber)
% This function accepts a ray structure and a number corresponding to a
% particular boundary and adds this number to the list of boundary
% numbers associated with the ray and increments the number of ray
% reflections by 1.

ray.numReflections = ray.numReflections + 1;
ray.reflectionBoundaries(ray.numReflections) = boundaryNumber;

function ray = AddPointToRay(ray, newPoint)
% This function accepts a ray structure and the coordinates of a
% particular point and adds the point to the list of points associated
% with the ray. As a result, the number of ray points is also
% incremented.

ray.numPoints = ray.numPoints + 1;
ray.points(:, ray.numPoints) = newPoint;

classdef Antenna
% This class definition describes an antenna object. The object is
% defined by the following instance variables:
%
% antennaType − The type of antenna under consideration. The
% possible values are defined by the AntennaType object.
%
% centrePosition − The location of the origin of the antenna's local
% coordinate system in metres.
%
% wavelength − The resonant wavelength of the antenna in metres.
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%
% orientation − A matrix of three column unit vectors which point in
% the directions of the x−, y− and z−axes of the antenna's local
% coordinate system.
%
% inputImpedance − The antenna input impedance at resonance.

properties
antennaType;
centrePosition;
wavelength;
orientation;
inputImpedance;

end

methods

function obj = Antenna(antennaType, centrePosition, wavelength,
orientation)

if ¬nargin

antennaType = AntennaType.Isotropic;
centrePosition = [0; 0; 0];
wavelength = 1;
orientation = [1, 0, 0; 0, 1, 0; 0, 0, 1];

end

obj.antennaType = antennaType;
obj.centrePosition = centrePosition;
obj.wavelength = wavelength;
obj.orientation = [UnitVector(orientation(:, 1)), UnitVector

(orientation(:, 2)), UnitVector(orientation(:,3))];

if antennaType == AntennaType.Isotropic

obj.inputImpedance = 377;

elseif antennaType == AntennaType.Dipole

obj.inputImpedance = 73;

elseif antennaType == AntennaType.Loop

obj.inputImpedance = 135;

else

sprintf('Invalid antenna type; isotropic is assumed.')
obj.inputImpedance = 377;

end
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end

end

end

classdef AntennaArray < Antenna
% This class definition describes an antenna array object. It inherits
% antenna element parameters from the antenna class. It is further
% defined by the following instance variables:
%
% numElements − The number of elements in the array. Note that
% unless the array is made of isotropic radiators, this value should
% not exceed 2 as the mutual impedances for arrays of realistic
% antennas with more than 2 elements has not been implemented.
%
% elementSpacing − The physical distance in meters which separates
% the elements.
%
% progressivePhaseShift − The progressive phase shift between
% elements in the array.
%
% mutualImpedances − The mutual impedance matrix for the array.
%
% NOTE: If loops are to be used, the default values for elementSpacing
% and orientation MUST be used. Otherwise the mutual resistances will
% be invalid.

properties
numElements;
elementSpacing;
progressivePhaseShift;
mutualImpedances;

end

methods

function obj = AntennaArray(antennaType, centrePosition,
wavelength, orientation, numElements, elementSpacing,
progressivePhaseShift)

if ¬nargin

antennaType = AntennaType.Isotropic;
centrePosition = [0; 0; 0];
wavelength = 0.122;
orientation = [1, 0, 0; 0, 1, 0; 0, 0, 1];
numElements = 2;
elementSpacing = wavelength / 2 + eps;
progressivePhaseShift = 0;

end
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obj = obj@Antenna(antennaType, centrePosition, wavelength,
orientation);

obj.numElements = numElements;
obj.elementSpacing = elementSpacing;
obj.progressivePhaseShift = progressivePhaseShift;
obj.mutualImpedances = real(ComputeMutualImpedance(obj));

end

end

end

classdef(Enumeration) AntennaType < int32
% This class definition assigns a numerical value to each of the three
% antenna types under consideration. For example, the type of antenna
% can be addressed as "AntennaType.Isotropic", making the code more
% readable.

enumeration

Isotropic(0)
Dipole(1)
Loop(2)

end

end

function antennas = BuildAccessPointArray(simulationOptions)
% This function returns a vector of antenna or phased antenna array
% objects which comprise the access point array based on the input
% simulation options. The positions of the individual antennas are
% first determined based on the global coordinate system. They are then
% translated to the coordinate system of the access point. Finally, the
% antenna or antenna array objects are defined.

arrayPosition = [0; 0; simulationOptions.roomHeight/2 −
simulationOptions.accessPointArrayDistanceBelowCeiling];

if simulationOptions.numAccessPointAntennas > 1

if simulationOptions.accessPointMIMOArrayGeometry ==
MIMOArrayGeometry.Linear

relativeElementPositions = [zeros(2, simulationOptions.
numAccessPointAntennas); linspace(−simulationOptions.
numAccessPointAntennas / 2, simulationOptions.
numAccessPointAntennas / 2, simulationOptions.
numAccessPointAntennas)] * simulationOptions.
accessPointAntennaSpacing;
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elseif simulationOptions.accessPointMIMOArrayGeometry ==
MIMOArrayGeometry.Circular

arrayRadius = simulationOptions.accessPointAntennaSpacing / (
sqrt(2 * (1 − cos(2 * pi / simulationOptions.
numAccessPointAntennas))));

elementThetas = (0 : (simulationOptions.numAccessPointAntennas
−1)) * (2 * pi / simulationOptions.numAccessPointAntennas);

relativeElementPositions = [arrayRadius * cos(elementThetas);
arrayRadius * sin(elementThetas); zeros(1, simulationOptions
.numAccessPointAntennas)];

end

rotationMatrix = EulerRotation(simulationOptions.
accessPointArrayOrientation);

elementPositions = rotationMatrix * (relativeElementPositions +
repmat(arrayPosition, 1, simulationOptions.
numAccessPointAntennas));

if ¬simulationOptions.phasedArrays

antennas(simulationOptions.numAccessPointAntennas) = Antenna(
simulationOptions.accessPointAntennaType, elementPositions
(:, simulationOptions.numAccessPointAntennas), (3 * 10ˆ8 /
simulationOptions.centreFrequency), simulationOptions.
accessPointAntennaOrientation);

for nAccessPointAntenna = 1 : simulationOptions.
numAccessPointAntennas − 1

antennas(nAccessPointAntenna) = Antenna(simulationOptions.
accessPointAntennaType, elementPositions(:,
nAccessPointAntenna), (3 * 10ˆ8 / simulationOptions.
centreFrequency), simulationOptions.
accessPointAntennaOrientation);

end

else

antennas(simulationOptions.numAccessPointAntennas) =
AntennaArray(simulationOptions.accessPointAntennaType,
elementPositions(:, simulationOptions.numAccessPointAntennas
), (3 * 10ˆ8 / simulationOptions.centreFrequency),
simulationOptions.accessPointAntennaOrientation,
simulationOptions.phasedArrayNumElements, simulationOptions.
phasedArrayElementSpacing, simulationOptions.
phasedArrayProgressivePhaseShift);

for nAccessPointAntenna = 1 : simulationOptions.
numAccessPointAntennas − 1

antennas(nAccessPointAntenna) = AntennaArray(
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simulationOptions.accessPointAntennaType,
elementPositions(:, nAccessPointAntenna), (3 * 10ˆ8 /
simulationOptions.centreFrequency), simulationOptions.
accessPointAntennaOrientation, simulationOptions.
phasedArrayNumElements, simulationOptions.
phasedArrayElementSpacing, simulationOptions.
phasedArrayProgressivePhaseShift);

end

end

else

if ¬simulationOptions.phasedArrays

antennas = Antenna(simulationOptions.accessPointAntennaType,
arrayPosition, (3 * 10ˆ8 / simulationOptions.centreFrequency
), simulationOptions.accessPointAntennaOrientation);

else

antennas = AntennaArray(simulationOptions.accessPointAntennaType
, arrayPosition, (3 * 10ˆ8 / simulationOptions.
centreFrequency), simulationOptions.
accessPointAntennaOrientation, simulationOptions.
phasedArrayNumElements, simulationOptions.
phasedArrayElementSpacing, simulationOptions.
phasedArrayProgressivePhaseShift);

end

end

function mobileArray = BuildMobileArray(position, simulationOptions)
% This function is largely similar to "BuildAccessPointArray" but is
% intended for the mobile unit. As a result, there are no provisions
% for the antennas being phased arrays.

if simulationOptions.numMobileAntennas > 1

if simulationOptions.mobileMIMOArrayGeometry == MIMOArrayGeometry.
Linear

relativeElementPositions = [zeros(2, simulationOptions.
numMobileAntennas); linspace(−simulationOptions.
numMobileAntennas / 2, simulationOptions.numMobileAntennas /
2, simulationOptions.numMobileAntennas)] *

simulationOptions.mobileAntennaSpacing;

elseif simulationOptions.mobileMIMOArrayGeometry ==
MIMOArrayGeometry.Circular
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arrayRadius = simulationOptions.mobileAntennaSpacing / (sqrt(2 *
(1 − cos(2 * pi / simulationOptions.numMobileAntennas))));

elementThetas = (0 : (simulationOptions.numMobileAntennas − 1))

* (2 * pi / simulationOptions.numMobileAntennas);
relativeElementPositions = [arrayRadius * cos(elementThetas);

arrayRadius * sin(elementThetas); zeros(1, simulationOptions
.numMobileAntennas)];

end

rotationMatrix = EulerRotation(simulationOptions.
mobileArrayOrientation);

elementPositions = rotationMatrix * (relativeElementPositions +
repmat(position, 1, simulationOptions.numMobileAntennas));

mobileArray(simulationOptions.numMobileAntennas) = Antenna(
simulationOptions.mobileAntennaType, elementPositions(:,
simulationOptions.numMobileAntennas), (3 * 10ˆ8 /
simulationOptions.centreFrequency), simulationOptions.
mobileAntennaOrientation);

for nMobileAntenna = 1 : simulationOptions.numMobileAntennas − 1

mobileArray(nMobileAntenna) = Antenna(simulationOptions.
mobileAntennaType, elementPositions(:, nMobileAntenna), (3 *
10ˆ8 / simulationOptions.centreFrequency),

simulationOptions.mobileAntennaOrientation);

end

else

mobileArray = Antenna(simulationOptions.mobileAntennaType, position,
(3 * 10ˆ8 / simulationOptions.centreFrequency),
simulationOptions.mobileAntennaOrientation);

end

function roomWalls = BuildRoom( simulationOptions )
% This functions returns a vector containing wall objects associated
% with a room defined by the simulation options. The "front" wall is
% defined by y = roomLength/2 and the "right" wall is defined by x =
% roomWidth/2. The other wall names are therefore self−evident.

frontWall = Wall([0; 0.5 * simulationOptions.roomLength; 0],
simulationOptions.wallRelativePermittivity, [1, 0, 0; 0, 0, 1; 0,
−1, 0]', simulationOptions.roomWidth, simulationOptions.roomHeight);

rightWall = Wall([0.5 * simulationOptions.roomWidth; 0; 0],
simulationOptions.wallRelativePermittivity, [0, 0, 1; 0, 1, 0; −1,
0, 0]', simulationOptions.roomHeight, simulationOptions.roomLength);

backWall = Wall([0; −0.5 * simulationOptions.roomLength; 0],
simulationOptions.wallRelativePermittivity, [−1, 0, 0; 0, 0, 1; 0,
1, 0]', simulationOptions.roomWidth, simulationOptions.roomHeight);

leftWall = Wall([−0.5 * simulationOptions.roomWidth; 0; 0],
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simulationOptions.wallRelativePermittivity, [0, 0, −1; 0, −1, 0; 1,
0, 0]', simulationOptions.roomHeight, simulationOptions.roomLength);

ceiling = Wall([0; 0; 0.5 * simulationOptions.roomHeight],
simulationOptions.wallRelativePermittivity, [−1, 0, 0; 0, 1, 0; 0,
0, −1]', simulationOptions.roomWidth, simulationOptions.roomLength);

floor = Wall([0; 0; −0.5 * simulationOptions.roomHeight],
simulationOptions.wallRelativePermittivity, [1, 0, 0; 0, 1, 0; 0, 0,
1]', simulationOptions.roomWidth, simulationOptions.roomLength);

roomWalls = [frontWall; rightWall; backWall; leftWall; ceiling; floor];

function reflectionCoefficient = CalculateReflectionCoefficient(
incidentTheta, boundary )

% This function accepts an angle of incidence and an electromagnetic
% boundary object and returns a structure of reflection coefficients
% associated with electric field components which are perpendicular and
% parallel to the plane of incidence.

boundaryRefractiveIndex = sqrt(boundary.relativePermittivity);
transmitTheta = asin(sin(incidentTheta) / boundaryRefractiveIndex);

reflectionCoefficient.perpendicular = (cos(incidentTheta) −
boundaryRefractiveIndex * cos(transmitTheta)) / (cos(incidentTheta)
+ boundaryRefractiveIndex * cos(transmitTheta));

reflectionCoefficient.parallel = (cos(transmitTheta) −
boundaryRefractiveIndex * cos(incidentTheta)) / (cos(transmitTheta)
+ boundaryRefractiveIndex * cos(incidentTheta));

function [channelCapacity, SNR] = ChannelCapacity(
channelTransferFunctions, transmittedSNR, room)

% This function accepts a column matrix of the transfer functions
% associated with a MIMO channel, the transmitted SNR and a room object.
% It returns the frequency−averaged channel capacity and received SNR.

numFrequencySamples = size(channelTransferFunctions, 1);
channelCapacity = 0;
SNR = 0;

for nFrequencySample = 1 : numFrequencySamples

channelMatrix = reshape(channelTransferFunctions(nFrequencySample,
:), room.numAccessPointAntennas, room.numMobileAntennas);

channelCapacity = channelCapacity + log2(det(eye(room.
numAccessPointAntennas) + ( transmittedSNR / room.
numMobileAntennas ) * (channelMatrix * channelMatrix'))) /
numFrequencySamples;

SNR = SNR + (transmittedSNR * norm(channelMatrix, 'fro')ˆ2 / (room.
numAccessPointAntennas * room.numMobileAntennas)) /
numFrequencySamples;

end
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channelCapacity = real(channelCapacity);

function impulseResponses = ChannelImpulseResponses(rays, room,
simulationOptions)

% This function computes the channel impulse responses associated with
% each of the rays computed for the communication situation. This is
% accomplished by computing the complex gain and propagation delay
% associated with each ray. It returns an array of impulse response
% structures.

c = 3 * 10ˆ8;

numMultipathComponents = size(rays, 1);
numAntennaPairs = room.numMobileAntennas * room.numAccessPointAntennas;
impulseResponses(numAntennaPairs) = NewImpulseResponse(

numMultipathComponents);

for nAntennaPair = 1 : numAntennaPairs

impulseResponse = NewImpulseResponse(numMultipathComponents);

for nMultipathComponent = 1 : numMultipathComponents

ray = rays(nMultipathComponent, nAntennaPair);
gain = 0;
delay = 0;

if ray.isValid

gain = ComputeRayGain(ray, room, simulationOptions);
delay = ray.totalLength / c;

end

impulseResponse.gains(nMultipathComponent) = gain;
impulseResponse.delays(nMultipathComponent) = delay;

end

impulseResponses(nAntennaPair) = impulseResponse;

end

function transferFunctions = ChannelTransferFunctions(
complexBasebandImpulseResponses)

% This function accepts a column matrix of complex baseband channel
% impulse responses and returns a column matrix of the corresponding
% channel transfer functions.

nfft = 2ˆ(nextpow2(size(complexBasebandImpulseResponses, 1)));
transferFunctions = fft(complexBasebandImpulseResponses, nfft, 1);
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function Z matrix = ComputeMutualImpedance(antennaArray)
% This function computes the impedance matrix associated with the input
% antenna array. The diagonal elements of the matrix are the antenna
% self−impedances while the off−diagonal entries are the associated
% mutual impedances. The impedances are assumed to be purely real; each
% antenna has been individually tuned for resonance. NOTE: The mutual
% resistances for loops were calculated manually for the default array
% element spacing and element orientation settings; the resistances will
% NOT be valid for any other arrangment.

if antennaArray.antennaType == AntennaType.Isotropic

k = 2 * pi / antennaArray.wavelength;
Z1n = [antennaArray.inputImpedance; zeros(antennaArray.numElements −

1, 1)];

for nCoupling = 2 : (antennaArray.numElements)

d = antennaArray.elementSpacing * (nCoupling − 1);
R mutual = real(antennaArray.inputImpedance) * sin(k * d) / (k *

d);
Z1n(nCoupling) = R mutual * cos((nCoupling − 1) * antennaArray.

progressivePhaseShift);

end

Z matrix = toeplitz(Z1n, Z1n);

elseif antennaArray.antennaType == AntennaType.Dipole

L = antennaArray.wavelength / 2;
k = 2 * pi / antennaArray.wavelength;
Z1n = [antennaArray.inputImpedance; zeros(antennaArray.numElements −

1, 1)];

for nCoupling = 2 : (antennaArray.numElements)

d = antennaArray.elementSpacing * (nCoupling − 1);
s = d − L;
h = L + s;

R mutual = −15*cos(k*h)*(−2*cosint(2*k*h)+cosint(2*k*(h−L))+
cosint(2*k*(h+L))−log((hˆ2 − Lˆ2)/hˆ2)) ...

+15*sin(k*h)*(+2*sinint(2*k*h)−sinint(2*k*(h−L))−
sinint(2*k*(h+L)));

Z1n(nCoupling) = R mutual * cos((nCoupling − 1) * antennaArray.
progressivePhaseShift);

end

Z matrix = toeplitz(Z1n, Z1n);

elseif antennaArray.antennaType == AntennaType.Loop
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R mutuals = [−44.57, +13.66, −6.466, +3.681, −2.373, +1.645,
−1.196];

Z1n = [antennaArray.inputImpedance; zeros(antennaArray.numElements −
1, 1)];

for nCoupling = 2 : (antennaArray.numElements)

R mutual = R mutuals(nCoupling − 1);
Z1n(nCoupling) = R mutual * cos((nCoupling − 1) * antennaArray.

progressivePhaseShift);

end

Z matrix = toeplitz(Z1n, Z1n);

end

function signalGain = ComputeRayGain( ray, room, simulationOptions )
% This function computes the complex gain associated with a particular
% ray in the room subject to the simulation options. The transmitted
% electric (without the effects of the propagation) is first computed.
% Then, effects of all of the reflections are accounted for in order.
% Finally the effects of propagation over the total length of the ray
% are included, and the resulting output voltage is computed. Note: in
% the case of different transmit and receive antennas, the gain is
% scaled by the square root ratio of the transmitter input impedance to
% the receiver input impedance.

c = 3 * 10ˆ8;

transmittingAntenna = room.mobileAntennas(ray.mobileAntenna);
receivingAntenna = room.accessPointAntennas(ray.accessPointAntenna);

electricField = SignalTransmission(transmittingAntenna, ray.points(:, 2)
);

waveNumber = 2 * pi * simulationOptions.centreFrequency / c;

for nReflection = 1 : ray.numReflections

rayOrigin = ray.points(:, nReflection);
rayReflectionPoint = ray.points(:, nReflection + 1);
boundary = room.walls(ray.reflectionBoundaries(nReflection));
electricField = EvaluateReflection(electricField, rayOrigin,

rayReflectionPoint, boundary);

end

outputVoltage = SignalReception(electricField, ray.points(:, ray.
numPoints − 1), receivingAntenna) * exp(−1i * waveNumber * ray.
totalLength) / ray.totalLength;

signalGain = outputVoltage * sqrt(transmittingAntenna.inputImpedance /
receivingAntenna.inputImpedance);
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classdef ElectromagneticBoundary
% This class definition describes an electromagnetic boundary object.
% It is defined by the following instance variables:
%
% centrePosition − The location of the origin of the boundary's local
% coordinate system in metres.
%
% relativePermittivity − The relative permittivity associated with
% the boundary. It is assumed that these boundaries
% are non−magnetic.
%
% orientation − A matrix of unit vectors which point in x−, y− and
% z−directions of the boundary's local coordinate system.
%
% normalVector − The normal vector associated with the boundary.
%
% planeEquation − The coefficients of the boundary plane equation
% in the global coordinate system.

properties
centrePosition;
relativePermittivity;
orientation;
normalVector;
planeEquation;

end

methods

function obj = ElectromagneticBoundary(centrePosition,
relativePermittivity, orientation)
obj.centrePosition = centrePosition;
obj.relativePermittivity = relativePermittivity;
obj.orientation = [UnitVector(orientation(:, 1)), UnitVector

(orientation(:, 2)), UnitVector(orientation(:, 3))];
obj.normalVector = obj.orientation(:,3);
obj.planeEquation = [obj.normalVector; −dot(obj.normalVector

, centrePosition)];
end

end

end

function rotationMatrix = EulerRotation( Orientation )
% This function accepts an orientation matrix whose rows contain the
% unit vectors of a desired coordinate system in terms of the standard
% cartesian coordinate system. It returns a rotation matrix which can
% be used to convert a point or vector expressed in the global
% coordinate system to one expressed in the desired coordinate system.

ux = [1;0;0];
uz = [0;0;1];
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Ox = Orientation(:,1);
Oz = Orientation(:,3);

V = cross(uz, Oz);

alpha = 0;
beta = acos(dot(Oz, uz));
gamma = 0;

if norm(V) 6= 0;

V = UnitVector(V);
alpha = atan2(V(2), V(1));

if norm(Ox) 6= 0

gamma = acos(dot(V, Ox));

end

else

if norm(Ox) 6= 0

gamma = acos(dot(ux, Ox));

end

end

rotationMatrix alpha = [ cos(alpha) sin(alpha) 0 ;
−sin(alpha) cos(alpha) 0 ;

0 0 1 ];

rotationMatrix beta = [ 1 0 0 ;
0 cos(beta) sin(beta) ;
0 −sin(beta) cos(beta) ;];

rotationMatrix gamma = [ cos(gamma) sin(gamma) 0 ;
−sin(gamma) cos(gamma) 0 ;

0 0 1 ];

rotationMatrix = rotationMatrix gamma * rotationMatrix beta *
rotationMatrix alpha;

function ray = EvaluateNLOSRay(ray, finalRayDestination,
boundaryCombination, room)

% This function modifies and returns an input ray structure based on the
% final destination of the ray, the combination of boundaries upon which
% it must reflect and the room object associated with the simulation.
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numBoundaries = length(boundaryCombination);
numRaySegments = numBoundaries + 1;
currentRayDestination = finalRayDestination;
rayDestinations = [zeros(3, numBoundaries), finalRayDestination];

for nBoundary = numBoundaries : −1 : 1

boundaryNumber = boundaryCombination(nBoundary);
planeEquation = room.walls(boundaryNumber).planeEquation;
currentRayDestination = MirrorPoint(currentRayDestination,

planeEquation);
rayDestinations(:, nBoundary) = currentRayDestination;

end

for nRaySegment = 1 : numRaySegments

if ray.isValid

if nRaySegment ≤ numBoundaries

ray = EvaluateRayReflection(ray, rayDestinations(:,
nRaySegment), boundaryCombination(nRaySegment), room);

else

ray = EvaluateRaySegment(ray, rayDestinations(:, nRaySegment
));

end

end

end

function ray = EvaluateRayReflection( ray, rayDestination,
boundaryNumber, room )

% This function modifies and returns a ray structure based on the
% destination of the ray (usually a point that is mirrored about a
% particular boundary), the number associated with the boundary and the
% correseponding room object. If, on its way to its (mirrored)
% destination, the ray intersects the intended boundary, this associated
% information is added to the ray structure. Otherwise, the ray is
% deemed invalid.

rayOrigin = ray.points(:, ray.numPoints);
rayDirection = UnitVector(rayDestination − rayOrigin);
t destination = dot(rayDirection, rayDestination − rayOrigin);

boundary = room.walls(boundaryNumber);

if dot(rayDirection, boundary.planeEquation(1:3)) 6= 0
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t boundary = −(dot(boundary.planeEquation(1:3), rayOrigin) +
boundary.planeEquation(4)) / (dot(boundary.planeEquation(1:3),
rayDirection));

else

t boundary = 10ˆ6;

end

if t boundary ≤ 0 | | t boundary ≥ t destination

ray.isValid = false;

else

planeIntersectionPoint = rayOrigin + rayDirection * t boundary;

if IsPointOnWall(planeIntersectionPoint, boundary)

ray = EvaluateRaySegment(ray, planeIntersectionPoint);
ray = AddBoundaryToRay(ray, boundaryNumber);

else

ray.isValid = false;

end

end

function ray = EvaluateRaySegment(ray, rayDestination)
% This function modifies and returns an input ray sructure based on the
% current destination of the ray.

raySegmentOrigin = ray.points(:, ray.numPoints);
ray.totalLength = ray.totalLength + norm(rayDestination −

raySegmentOrigin);
ray = AddPointToRay(ray, rayDestination);

function reflectedElectricField = EvaluateReflection(
incidentElectricField, rayOrigin, rayReflectionPoint, boundary)

% This function computes the electric field vector resulting from the
% reflection of an input electric field vector off a particular boundary
% based on the origin and reflection point associated with a given ray.
% The majority of the computations are performed relative to the local
% coordinate system of the boundary. The normal vector associated with
% the plane of incidence of the ray upon the boundary is first computed;
% if it is the zero vector, we have normal incidence and the calculation
% is simple. Otherwise, more complex operations must be carried out
% based on the theory of wave reflections at oblique incidence.
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boundaryRotationMatrix = EulerRotation(boundary.orientation);
boundaryRayOrigin = boundaryRotationMatrix * (rayOrigin −

rayReflectionPoint);
boundaryNormalVector = boundary.planeEquation(1:3);

rayPropagationVector = rayReflectionPoint − rayOrigin;
incidencePlaneNormalVector = UnitVector(cross(rayPropagationVector,

boundaryNormalVector));

if any(incidencePlaneNormalVector 6= zeros(3, 1))

boundaryIncidentTheta = acos(boundaryRayOrigin(3) / norm(
boundaryRayOrigin));

reflectionCoefficient = CalculateReflectionCoefficient(
boundaryIncidentTheta, boundary);

boundaryIncidentElectricField = boundaryRotationMatrix *
incidentElectricField;

boundaryRotatedIncidentElectricField = boundaryIncidentElectricField
.* [+1; +1; −1];

rotatedIncidentElectricField = boundaryRotationMatrix' *
boundaryRotatedIncidentElectricField;

rotatedIncidentElectricFieldPerpendicular = dot(
incidencePlaneNormalVector, rotatedIncidentElectricField) *
incidencePlaneNormalVector;

rotatedIncidentElectricFieldParallel = rotatedIncidentElectricField
− rotatedIncidentElectricFieldPerpendicular;

reflectedElectricField = rotatedIncidentElectricFieldPerpendicular *
reflectionCoefficient.perpendicular +

rotatedIncidentElectricFieldParallel * reflectionCoefficient.
parallel;

else

boundaryRefractiveIndex = sqrt(boundary.relativePermittivity);
reflectionCoefficient = (1 − boundaryRefractiveIndex) / (1 +

boundaryRefractiveIndex);
reflectedElectricField = reflectionCoefficient *

incidentElectricField;

end

function [capacities, SNRs] = EvaluateRoomCapacity(accessPointAntennas,
simulationOptions)

% This function returns the capacity and SNR results associated with the
% simulation subject to a particular access point array and the desired
% simulation options. This is done by first defining the room and the
% mobile device, then performing the required calculations.
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if nargin < 2

simulationOptions = NewSimulationOptions();

end

roomWalls = BuildRoom(simulationOptions);

roomCapacityEvaluationWidth = simulationOptions.roomWidth − (4 + sqrt(8)
) * (3 * 10ˆ8) / simulationOptions.centreFrequency;

roomCapacityEvaluationLength = simulationOptions.roomLength − (4 + sqrt
(8)) * (3 * 10ˆ8) / simulationOptions.centreFrequency;

roomCapacityEvaluationHeight = 1 − simulationOptions.roomHeight / 2;
numEvaluationPoints = simulationOptions.numEvaluationPointsPerSideˆ2;

xLocations = 0;
yLocations = 0;

if numEvaluationPoints > 1

xLocations = linspace(−roomCapacityEvaluationWidth / 2,
roomCapacityEvaluationWidth / 2, simulationOptions.
numEvaluationPointsPerSide);

yLocations = linspace(−roomCapacityEvaluationLength / 2,
roomCapacityEvaluationLength / 2, simulationOptions.
numEvaluationPointsPerSide);

end

[mobileXLocations, mobileYLocations] = meshgrid(xLocations, yLocations);
mobileZLocations = roomCapacityEvaluationHeight * ones(simulationOptions

.numEvaluationPointsPerSide, simulationOptions.
numEvaluationPointsPerSide);

capacities = zeros(simulationOptions.numEvaluationPointsPerSide,
simulationOptions.numEvaluationPointsPerSide);

SNRs = zeros(simulationOptions.numEvaluationPointsPerSide,
simulationOptions.numEvaluationPointsPerSide);

parfor nLocation = 1 : numEvaluationPoints

mobilePosition = [mobileXLocations(nLocation); mobileYLocations(
nLocation); mobileZLocations(nLocation)];

mobileAntennas = BuildMobileArray(mobilePosition, simulationOptions)
;

room = Room(roomWalls, mobileAntennas, accessPointAntennas);

rays = RayTracing(room, simulationOptions.numReflections);
impulseResponses = ChannelImpulseResponses(rays, room,

simulationOptions);
complexBasebandImpulseResponses = ImpulseResponseSampling(

simulationOptions.bandwidth, impulseResponses);
transferFunctions = ChannelTransferFunctions(
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complexBasebandImpulseResponses);
[capacities(nLocation), SNRs(nLocation)] = ChannelCapacity(

transferFunctions, simulationOptions.transmittedSNR, room);

end

function reflectionBoundaryCombinations =
GenerateReflectionBoundaryCombinations(numBoundaries, numReflections
)

% This function creates a matrix containing row vectors of 1s and 0s
% which express the possible combinations of boundaries which a ray may
% reflect off of, subject to the total number of boundaries and the
% number of reflections under consideration. Since nchoosek is used,
% there is a chance that some of the combinations will be repeated;
% these are removed using the "unique" command. Furthermore, it is
% impossible for a ray to bounce off of the same boundary twice in a
% row; any combination which indicates that this occurring is
% subsequently removed.

reflectionBoundaryCombinations = unique(nchoosek(repmat(1 :
numBoundaries, 1, numReflections), numReflections), 'rows');

if numReflections > 1

shiftedBoundaryCombinations = circshift(
reflectionBoundaryCombinations, [0, −1]);

[validRows, ¬] = find(reflectionBoundaryCombinations(:, 1 : end − 1)
6= shiftedBoundaryCombinations(:, 1 : end − 1));

reflectionBoundaryCombinations = reflectionBoundaryCombinations(
validRows, :);

end

function complexBasebandImpulseResponses = ImpulseResponseSampling(
bandwidth, impulseResponses )

% This function accepts a communication system single−sided baseband
% channel bandwidth and an array of impulse response structures and
% returns a matrix, the columns of which are the complex baseband
% channel impulse responses associated with the room. A 0 % excess
% bandwidth is assumed. The impulse responses are 10 samples longer than
% would be required for the maximum observed propagation delay.

samplePeriod = 1 / (2 * bandwidth);
numAntennaPairs = length(impulseResponses);
maximumChannelDelay = max(max([impulseResponses.delays]));
sampleIndices = (0 : 1 : (ceil(maximumChannelDelay / samplePeriod) + 10)

)';
complexBasebandImpulseResponses = zeros(length(sampleIndices),

numAntennaPairs);

for nAntennaPair = 1 : numAntennaPairs
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numMultipathComponents = length(impulseResponses(nAntennaPair).
delays);

for nMultipathComponent = 1 : numMultipathComponents

componentGain = impulseResponses(nAntennaPair).gains(
nMultipathComponent);

componentDelay = impulseResponses(nAntennaPair).delays(
nMultipathComponent);

complexBasebandImpulseResponses(:, nAntennaPair) =
complexBasebandImpulseResponses(:, nAntennaPair) +
componentGain * sinc(sampleIndices − componentDelay /
samplePeriod);

end

end

classdef(Enumeration) MIMOArrayGeometry < int32
% This class definition assigns a numerical value to the two types of
% MIMO array geometries under consideration. For example, the type of
% array geometry can be addressed as "MIMOArrayGeometry.Linear", making
% the code more readable.

enumeration

Linear(0)
Circular(1)

end

end

function Am = MirrorPoint(A, equation)
% This function accepts the coordinates of a point and the equation
% of a plane in vector form and returns the coordinates of the mirror
% image of the point about the plane.

u = UnitVector(equation(1:(length(equation)−1)));
d ab = PointPlaneDistance(A, equation);
Am = A − 2*d ab*u;

function impulseResponse = NewImpulseResponse(numComponents)
% This function defines a structure of impulse response propagation
% delays and complex gains based on the anticipated number of multipath
% components.

impulseResponse.delays = zeros(numComponents, 1);
impulseResponse.gains = zeros(numComponents, 1);
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function ray = NewRay(startPoint, maxNumReflections, nMobileAntenna,
nAccessPointAntenna)

% This function creates a ray structure based on a number of default
% values along with input starting point coordinates, the maximum number
% of reflections the ray is to undergo and the associated mobile and
% access point antenna numbers.

ray.isValid = true;
ray.numPoints = 0;
ray.points = [];
ray.numReflections = 0;
ray.reflectionBoundaries = [];
ray.totalLength = 0;
ray.transmittingAntenna = 1;
ray.mobileAntenna = 1;
ray.accessPointAntenna = 1;

if nargin > 0

ray.points = [startPoint, zeros(3, 1 + maxNumReflections)];
ray.numPoints = 1;
ray.reflectionBoundaries = zeros(1, maxNumReflections);
ray.mobileAntenna = nMobileAntenna;
ray.accessPointAntenna = nAccessPointAntenna;

end

function simulationOptions = NewSimulationOptions( centreFrequency )
% This function accepts a centre frequency at which the system is
% intended to operate and returns a structure containing the resulting
% default simulation options. The structure, "simulationOptions", can
% then be modified to adjust the parameters of the simulation.

if nargin == 0

centreFrequency = 2.44175 * 10ˆ9;

end

simulationOptions.centreFrequency = centreFrequency;
simulationOptions.bandwidth = 41.75 * 10ˆ6;

simulationOptions.roomWidth = 8;
simulationOptions.roomLength = 8;
simulationOptions.roomHeight = 3;
simulationOptions.wallRelativePermittivity = 4;

simulationOptions.numReflections = 2;
simulationOptions.numEvaluationPointsPerSide = 30;

simulationOptions.numAccessPointAntennas = 3;
simulationOptions.accessPointAntennaType = AntennaType.Isotropic;
simulationOptions.accessPointMIMOArrayGeometry = MIMOArrayGeometry.
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Circular;
simulationOptions.accessPointAntennaSpacing = 2 * (3 * 10ˆ8) /

centreFrequency;
simulationOptions.accessPointAntennaOrientation = [ 1, 0, 0 ; 0, 1, 0 ;

0, 0, 1 ];
simulationOptions.accessPointArrayOrientation = [ 1, 0, 0 ; 0, 1, 0 ; 0,

0, 1 ];
simulationOptions.accessPointArrayDistanceBelowCeiling = 2 * (3 * 10ˆ8)

/ centreFrequency;

simulationOptions.phasedArrays = false;
simulationOptions.phasedArrayNumElements = 2;
simulationOptions.phasedArrayElementSpacing = 0.5 * 3 * 10ˆ8 /

simulationOptions.centreFrequency + eps;
simulationOptions.phasedArrayProgressivePhaseShift = 0;

simulationOptions.numMobileAntennas = 3;
simulationOptions.mobileAntennaType = AntennaType.Isotropic;
simulationOptions.mobileMIMOArrayGeometry = MIMOArrayGeometry.Circular;
simulationOptions.mobileAntennaSpacing = 0.5 * (3 * 10ˆ8) /

centreFrequency;
simulationOptions.mobileAntennaOrientation = [ 1, 0, 0 ; 0, 1, 0 ; 0, 0,

1 ];
simulationOptions.mobileArrayOrientation = [ 1, 0, 0 ; 0, 1, 0 ; 0, 0, 1

];

simulationOptions.transmittedSNR = 10ˆ8;

function d = PointPlaneDistance(A, equation)
% This function accepts the (x,y,z) coordinates of a point and the
% equation of a plane in vector form and returns the distance between
% the point and plane.

u = UnitVector(equation(1:(length(equation)−1)));
p = equation(length(equation));
d = dot(A, u) + p;

end

function rays = RayTracing( room, numReflections )
% This function returns a vector of ray structures corresponding to ray
% tracing in a room defined by the input room object and the desired
% number of reflections. First, an array containing list of the
% possible boundary reflection combinations is created. Then, ray
% structures associated with the LOS and NLOS paths for each antenna
% combination are created and stored in "rays".

reflectionBoundaryCombinationArray = cell(numReflections, 1);
numReflectionBoundaryCombinations = zeros(numReflections, 1);

for nReflection = 1 : numReflections
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reflectionBoundaryCombinationArray{nReflection} =
GenerateReflectionBoundaryCombinations(room.numWalls,
nReflection);

numReflectionBoundaryCombinations(nReflection) = length(
reflectionBoundaryCombinationArray{nReflection});

end

numRays = 1 + sum(numReflectionBoundaryCombinations);
rays(numRays, room.numMobileAntennas * room.numAccessPointAntennas) =

NewRay();

for nMobileAntenna = 1 : room.numMobileAntennas

for nAccessPointAntenna = 1 : room.numAccessPointAntennas

nAntennaPair = nAccessPointAntenna + (nMobileAntenna − 1) * room
.numAccessPointAntennas;

nRay = 1;
ray = NewRay(room.mobileAntennas(nMobileAntenna).centrePosition,

0, nMobileAntenna, nAccessPointAntenna);
rays(nRay, nAntennaPair) = EvaluateRaySegment(ray, room.

accessPointAntennas(nAccessPointAntenna).centrePosition);

for nReflection = 1 : numReflections

reflectionBoundaryCombinations =
reflectionBoundaryCombinationArray{nReflection};

for nReflectionBoundaryCombination = 1 :
numReflectionBoundaryCombinations(nReflection)

nRay = nRay + 1;
ray = NewRay(room.mobileAntennas(nMobileAntenna).

centrePosition, nReflection, nMobileAntenna,
nAccessPointAntenna);

rays(nRay, nAntennaPair) = EvaluateNLOSRay(ray, room.
accessPointAntennas(nAccessPointAntenna).
centrePosition, reflectionBoundaryCombinations(
nReflectionBoundaryCombination, :), room);

end

end

end

end

function sphericalVector = RectangularToSpherical( rectangularVector,
pointOfInterest )

% This function accepts a vector in rectangular coordinates along with a
% point of interest and returns the corresponsing vector in spherical
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% coordinates.

phi = atan2(pointOfInterest(2), pointOfInterest(1));
theta = acos(pointOfInterest(3) / norm(pointOfInterest));

conversionMatrix = [sin(theta)*cos(phi),cos(theta)*cos(phi),−sin(phi);
sin(theta)*sin(phi),cos(theta)*sin(phi), cos(phi);

cos(theta) , −sin(theta) , 0 ]';

sphericalVector = conversionMatrix * rectangularVector;

classdef Room
% This class definition describes a room object. It is defined by the
% following instance variables:
%
% walls − an array of wall objects which enclose the room.
%
% numWalls − the number of wall objects in walls.
%
% mobileAntennas − an array of mobile antenna objects.
%
% numMobileAntennas − the number of antenna objects in mobileAntennas.
%
% accessPointAntennas − an array of access point antenna or antenna
% array objects.
%
% numAccessPointAntennas − the number of antenna or antenna array
% objects in accessPointAntennas.

properties
walls;
numWalls;
mobileAntennas;
numMobileAntennas;
accessPointAntennas;
numAccessPointAntennas;

end

methods

function obj = Room(walls, mobileAntennas, accessPointAntennas)

obj.walls = walls;
obj.numWalls = length(walls);
obj.mobileAntennas = mobileAntennas;
obj.numMobileAntennas = length(mobileAntennas);
obj.accessPointAntennas = accessPointAntennas;
obj.numAccessPointAntennas = length(accessPointAntennas);

end

end
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end

function output = SignalReception( electricField, rayOrigin,
receivingAntenna )

% This function computes the output voltage due to an input electric
% field incident from a particular origin point upon an input receiving
% antenna. The associated elevation and azimuth angles relative to the
% receiving antenna's coordinate system are computed and the electric
% field is converted to spherical receiver coordinates. The dot product
% of the result with the receiving antenna's vector effective length
% gives the open circuit voltage, half of which corresponds to the
% output voltage assuming conjugate matching.

receiverRotationMatrix = EulerRotation(receivingAntenna.orientation);
receiverRayOrigin = receiverRotationMatrix * (rayOrigin −

receivingAntenna.centrePosition);

receiverRayTheta = acos(receiverRayOrigin(3) / norm(receiverRayOrigin));
receiverRayPhi = atan2(receiverRayOrigin(2), receiverRayOrigin(1));

receiverElectricField = RectangularToSpherical((receiverRotationMatrix'

* electricField), receiverRayOrigin);

effectiveLength = VectorEffectiveLength(receivingAntenna,
receiverRayTheta, receiverRayPhi);

output = dot(receiverElectricField, effectiveLength) / 2;

function electricField = SignalTransmission( transmittingAntenna,
rayDestination )

% This function computes the electric field emitted from a transmitting
% antenna in the direction of a particular ray destination. This is
% done by first calculating the elevation and azimuth angles associated
% with the destination relative the local coordinate system of the
% transmitting antenna. The electric field is then computed based on
% the vector effective length of the antenna; note the the effects of
% propagation are not included, as they will be incorporated after
% reception using the total length of the ray.

transmitterRotationMatrix = EulerRotation(transmittingAntenna.
orientation);

transmitterRayDestination = transmitterRotationMatrix * (rayDestination
− transmittingAntenna.centrePosition);

transmitterRayTheta = acos(transmitterRayDestination(3) / norm(
transmitterRayDestination));

transmitterRayPhi = atan2(transmitterRayDestination(2),
transmitterRayDestination(1));

inputVoltage = 1;
inputCurrent = inputVoltage / transmittingAntenna.inputImpedance;
waveImpedance = 377;
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waveNumber = 2 * pi / transmittingAntenna.wavelength;
effectiveLength = VectorEffectiveLength(transmittingAntenna,

transmitterRayTheta, transmitterRayPhi);
transmitterElectricField = −1i * waveImpedance * waveNumber *

inputCurrent * effectiveLength / (4 * pi);

electricField = transmitterRotationMatrix' * SphericalToRectangular(
transmitterElectricField, transmitterRayDestination);

function rectangularVector = SphericalToRectangular( sphericalVector,
pointOfInterest )

% This function accepts a vector in spherical coordinates and a
% particular point of interest and returns the resulting vector in
% rectangular coordinates.

phi = atan2(pointOfInterest(2), pointOfInterest(1));
theta = acos(pointOfInterest(3) / norm(pointOfInterest));

conversionMatrix = [sin(theta)*cos(phi),cos(theta)*cos(phi),−sin(phi);
sin(theta)*sin(phi),cos(theta)*sin(phi), cos(phi);

cos(theta) , −sin(theta) , 0 ];

rectangularVector = conversionMatrix * sphericalVector;

function u = UnitVector(A)
% This function accepts a vector and returns the associated unit vector.

if norm(A) == 0;
u = zeros(size(A));

else
u = A / norm(A);

end

end

function vectorEffectiveLength = VectorEffectiveLength(obj, theta, phi)
% This function returns the vector effective length of the input obj
% subject to the input theta and phi angles. In the case of a phased
% array, the array factor is calculated and incorporated into the vector
% effective length.

if obj.antennaType == AntennaType.Isotropic

effectiveLengthPhi = 0;
effectiveLengthTheta = obj.wavelength / sqrt(pi);

elseif obj.antennaType == AntennaType.Dipole

effectiveLengthPhi = 0;
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if mod(theta, 2*pi) < 0.02

effectiveLengthTheta = − ( obj.wavelength / pi ) * sqrt( sin(
theta) ˆ 3 );

else

effectiveLengthTheta = − ( obj.wavelength / pi ) * cos((pi/2) *
cos(theta)) / sin(theta);

end

elseif obj.antennaType == AntennaType.Loop

if theta < eps
effectiveLengthTheta = obj.wavelength * cot(eps) * sin(phi) *

besselj(1, sin(eps));
else

effectiveLengthTheta = obj.wavelength * cot(theta) * sin(phi) *
besselj(1, sin(theta));

end

effectiveLengthPhi = 0.5 * obj.wavelength * cos(phi) * (besselj(0,
sin(theta)) − besselj(2, sin(theta)));

else

effectiveLengthPhi = 0;
effectiveLengthTheta = obj.wavelength / sqrt(pi);

end

vectorEffectiveLength = [ 0; effectiveLengthTheta; effectiveLengthPhi ];

if isa(obj, 'AntennaArray')

N = obj.numElements;
if N > 1

k = 2 * pi / obj.wavelength;
d = obj.elementSpacing;
beta = obj.progressivePhaseShift;
psi = k * d * cos(theta) + beta;
arrayFactor = 0;
Z = obj.mutualImpedances;
N = obj.numElements;

for n = 1 : N

arrayFactor = arrayFactor + sqrt((Z(n, n) / N) / sum(Z(n, :)
)) * exp((n − 1) * 1i * psi);

end
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vectorEffectiveLength = vectorEffectiveLength * arrayFactor;

end

end

classdef Wall < ElectromagneticBoundary
% This class definiation describes a wall object, which inherits several
% properties from the ElectromagneticBoundary class. It is further
% defined by the following additional instance variables:
%
% xDim − The dimension of the (rectangular) wall in the x−direction.
% yDim − The dimension of the (rectangular) wall in the y−direction.

properties
xDim;
yDim;

end

methods

function obj = Wall(centrePosition, relativePermittivity,
orientation, xDim, yDim)

obj = obj@ElectromagneticBoundary(centrePosition,
relativePermittivity, orientation);

obj.xDim = xDim;
obj.yDim = yDim;

end

function result = IsPointOnWall(point, obj)

rotationMatrix = EulerRotation(obj.orientation);
relativePoint = rotationMatrix * (point − obj.centrePosition

);

if any(abs(relativePoint) > [0.5 * obj.xDim ; 0.5 * obj.yDim
; 100 * eps])

result = 0;

else

result = 1;

end

end

end

end
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Appendix B

The van der Pauw Method

A theoretical treatment of the van der Pauw method will be presented. It is

based on the original papers published by van der Pauw [116, 126] and a supporting

text which covers the concept of conformal mapping [127]. A justification for the use of

Equation 5.1 in order to determine the conductivity of the square conductive-paper

sample will be given. The assumptions associated with the van der Pauw method

which were summarized in Section 5.1.1 will be invoked throughout the treatment as

needed.

B.1 Derivation of the van der Pauw Formula

Consider a sample defined as a semi-infinite plane in the xy-plane, which is

depicted in Figure B.1. Test points denoted by P, Q, R and S are located at arbitrary

positions along the edge of the sample, which is also the x-axis in this case. Adjacent

test points are separated by distances denoted by sPQ, sQR and sRS. As shown in

Figure B.1, a current source drives a current of IPQ into P and out of Q on the

semi-infinite sample, while the potential difference between S and R on the sample is

measured using a voltmeter.

Due to the semi-infinite nature of the sample, the principle of superposition
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Figure B.1: Semi-infinite sample with the van der Pauw set-up in order to determine
the value of RPQ,RS.

can be applied to the current source; the effects of driving current into P can be

considered independently from those associated with drawing current from Q. First,

consider the case of driving a current equal to IPQ into P while Q is left unconnected.

If it can be assumed that the sample material is isotropic, homogeneous in both

conductivity and thickness and that the test point contacts are infinitesimally small,

then the charges disperse from P evenly in every direction within the sample. In other

words, the associated current density is obtained by assuming that IPQ is distributed

uniformly along the edge of a semi-circular disc of thickness dt which is centred on P.

This current density, denoted by ~JP, can therefore be expressed as

~JP =
IPQ
πrdt

r̂, (B.1)

where r is taken from P to the point of interest. Let V ′SR denote the voltage appearing

across S and R due solely to the injection of current into P; it can be expressed in

terms of ~JP as
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V ′SR = − 1

σ

∫
R→S

~JP • ~dl, (B.2)

where ~dl is the tangential differential length vector associated with an arbitrary path

from R to S. Since no current can flow across the x-axis, the simplest path to choose

would be a straight line from S to R. In this case, r̂ and ~dl would be parallel and the

integration could simply be performed over r. The voltage can therefore be expressed

as

V ′SR = − IPQ
πdtσ

∫ sPQ+sQR+sRS

sPQ+sQR

1

r
dr, (B.3)

the result of which gives

V ′SR =
IPQ
πdtσ

ln

(
sPQ + sQR

sPQ + sQR + sRS

)
. (B.4)

Now suppose that P is left unconnected and a current equal to IPQ is drawn

from Q. Using a similar procedure, the resulting voltage across S and R, denoted by

V ′′SR, can be expressed as

V ′′SR =
IPQ
πdtσ

ln

(
sQR + sRS

sQR

)
. (B.5)

Combining V ′SR and V ′′SR gives the value of VSR associated with the set-up

depicted in Figure B.1. The result is

VSR =
IPQ
πdtσ

ln

(
(sPQ + sQR)(sQR + sRS)

sQR(sPQ + sQR + sRS)

)
. (B.6)

Define RPQ,RS to be the result of dividing VSR by IPQ. It can therefore be

expressed as

RPQ,RS =
1

πdtσ
ln

(
(sPQ + sQR)(sQR + sRS)

sQR(sPQ + sQR + sRS)

)
. (B.7)
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Alternatively,

sQR(sPQ + sQR + sRS)

(sPQ + sQR)(sQR + sRS)
= exp(−πdtσRPQ,RS). (B.8)

If the current source is instead connected such that current is driven into Q

and out of R while the voltmeter is connected such that it is measuring the potential

difference between P and S, the associated value of RQR,SP can be obtained by the

same procedure. This situation is depicted in Figure B.2. The resulting expression is

RQR,SP =
1

πdtσ
ln

(
(sQR + sRS)(sPQ + sQR)

sPQsRS

)
. (B.9)

which can be re-written as

sPQsRS

(sQR + sRS)(sPQ + sQR)
= exp(−πdtσRQR,SP). (B.10)

The q-plane
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Figure B.2: Semi-infinite sample with the van der Pauw set-up in order to determine
the value of RQR,SP.

Summing Equations B.8 and B.10 gives
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sQR(sPQ + sQR + sRS) + sPQsRS

(sPQ + sQR)(sQR + sRS)
= exp(−πdtσRPQ,RS) + exp(−πdtσRQR,SP). (B.11)

Note that sQR(sPQ+sQR+sRS)+sPQsRS = (sPQ+sQR)(sQR+sRS). Thus Equation B.11

can be re-written as what is known as the van der Pauw formula:

1 = exp(−πdtσRPQ,RS) + exp(−πdtσRQR,SP). (B.12)

First, Equation 5.1 will derived from the van der Pauw formula, validating its use for

the case of a semi-infinite sample. The concept of conformal mapping will then be

applied in order to prove the generality of the van der Pauw formula for flat samples

of arbitrary shape.

B.2 Derivation of Equation 5.1

Let a = πdtRPQ,RS and b = πdtRQR,SP. Note that a =
1

2
[(a+ b) + (a− b)] and

b =
1

2
[(a+ b)− (a− b)]. The van der Pauw formula can therefore be re-written as

1 = exp
(
−σ

2
(a+ b)

) [
exp

(
−σ

2
(a− b)

)
+ exp

(
+
σ

2
(a− b)

)]
. (B.13)

Invoking the hyperbolic cosine identity yields

1

2
= exp

(
−σ

2
(a+ b)

)
cosh

(σ
2

(a− b)
)
. (B.14)

Now, suppose

ln 2

p
=
σ

2
(a+ b) =

πdtσ

2
(RPQ,RS +RQR,SP) , (B.15)
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where p is a parameter between 0 and 1 which satisfies Equation B.14. Re-arranging

this expression for conductivity yields

σ =
ln 2

πdt

(
2

RPQ,RS +RQR,SP

)
1

p
, (B.16)

which is analogous to Equation 5.1 except for the presence of p. Using Equation B.15

and some algebraic manipulation, the van der Pauw formula can be re-written as

1

2
= exp

(
− ln 2

p

)
cosh

([
RPQ,RS −RQR,SP

RPQ,RS +RQR,SP

]
ln 2

p

)
. (B.17)

This expression can be solved numerically in order to determine the relation-

ship between p and the ratio of RPQ,RS and RQR,SP; a plot of the resulting curve can

be found in the paper by van der Pauw [116]. For this treatment, it is sufficient to

note that as long as

1

2
≤ RPQ,RS

RQR,SP

≤ 2, (B.18)

the value of p is very close to unity and its impact on Equation B.16 can be ignored.

This condition can be met by choosing the locations of the test points such that there

is a degree of symmetry between measurement set-ups for determining RPQ,RS and

RQR,SP. As long as this is the case, the validity of Equation 5.1 has been proven for

determining the conductivity of a semi-infinite sample. The generality of the van der

Pauw formula must now be proven for a flat sample of arbitrary shape.

B.3 Generality of the van der Pauw Formula

The semi-infinite sample depicted in Figures B.1 and B.2 occupies the y > 0

portion of the xy-plane. Another way to treat this situation is to define q = x + jy

and instead describe the semi-infinite sample as occupying a portion of the q-plane.
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In general, a two-dimensional field within the sample, denoted by w(q), is described

by

w(q) = u(x, y) + jv(x, y), (B.19)

where u(x, y) and v(x, y) are real functions. Most practical fields are analytic, mean-

ing that over the region of interest w(q) can be meaningfully differentiated with

respect of q. It will be assumed here that w(q) is analytic, which also means that the

field obeys the Cauchy-Riemann equations:

∂u(x, y)

∂x
=
∂v(x, y)

∂y
; (B.20)

∂u(x, y)

∂y
= −∂v(x, y)

∂x
. (B.21)

A consequence of the Cauchy-Riemann equations is that the curves u(x, y) = c1 and

v(x, y) = c2 are always orthogonal to each other, where c1 and c2 are constants.

Therefore, u(x, y) and v(x, y) can be defined as the potential and the lines of force

associated with the field, respectively. For example, the curve u(x, y) = c1 plotted in

the q-plane, would fully describe the c1 equipotential line.

The net current traversing an arbitrary surface, S, defined on the semi-infinite

sample in the q-plane is to be determined. Assume that this surface is comprised of

an arbitrary line connecting the arbitrary points T1 and T2 which has simply been

extended from z = −dt/2 to z = dt/2. Figure B.3 illustrates this situation.

The surface can be defined parametrically in terms of two variables: χ, which

indicates the position between T1 and T2 along the arbitrary line, and ψ, which

indicates the height within the sample. The x and y coordinates associated with

the surface are both functions of χ, while ψ is simply equal to z since the sample is

assumed to be very thin, precluding variations in the shape of the surface along the z
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Figure B.3: Illustration of the arbitrary surface in the semi-infinite sample through
which the net current is to be determined.

direction. The surface normal vector can be evaluated based on the surface tangent

vectors associated with χ and ψ, denoted by ~Tχ and ~Tψ, respectively. These are given

by

~Tχ =
∂x

∂χ
x̂+

∂y

∂χ
ŷ + 0ẑ (B.22)

and

~Tψ = 0x̂+ 0ŷ + 1ẑ (B.23)

where x̂, ŷ and ẑ are the x, y and z unit vectors, respectively. The surface normal

vector, ~nS is therefore given by the cross product of ~Tχ and ~Tψ:

~nS = ~Tχ × ~Tψ =
∂y

∂χ
x̂− ∂x

∂χ
ŷ + 0ẑ. (B.24)

Since the range of values which χ can assume has not been specified, the condition

|~nS| = 1 can be asserted without loss of generality.
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The net current passing through the surface S, denoted by IS, can be expressed

as

IS = σ

∫
S

~E • ~dS, (B.25)

where ~E = Exx̂ + Eyŷ + Ez ẑ and ~dS is the differential surface normal vector. Using

the parametric definition of the surface, this can be re-written as

IS = σ

∫ +dt/2

−dt/2

∫ χ2

χ1

(
~E • ~nS

)
dχ dψ, (B.26)

where χ1 and χ2 are the χ-values associated with T1 and T2, respectively. Employing

Equation B.24 gives

IS = σ

∫ +dt/2

−dt/2

∫ χ2

χ1

(
Ex

∂y

∂χ
− Ey

∂x

∂χ

)
dχ dψ. (B.27)

Since the integrand is independent of ψ, this reduces to

IS = σdt

∫ χ2

χ1

(
Ex

∂y

∂χ
− Ey

∂x

∂χ

)
dχ. (B.28)

Now, if u(x, y) is assumed to be the potential associated with the field within the

sample, let:

Ex =
∂u(x, y)

∂x
; (B.29)

Ey =
∂u(x, y)

∂y
. (B.30)

Applying these expressions to Equation B.28 allows the integral to be re-written in

terms of x and y:
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IS = σdt

∫ T2

T1

(
∂u(x, y)

∂x
dy − ∂u(x, y)

∂y
dx

)
. (B.31)

Employing the Cauchy-Riemann equations gives

IS = σdt

∫ T2

T1

(
∂v(x, y)

∂y
dy +

∂v(x, y)

∂x
dx

)
, (B.32)

which can be further simplified to

IS = σdt

∫ v2

v1

dv(x, y), (B.33)

where v1 and v2 are the values of v(x, y) occurring at T1 and T2, respectively. Finally,

IS = σdt(v2 − v1), (B.34)

which can be re-arranged as

v2 − v1 =
IS
σdt

. (B.35)

This result is interesting in that the sample need not be semi-infinite in order to

obtain it. In fact, Equation B.35 applies for an arbitrary surface located anywhere

within a flat sample of arbitrary shape.

For now, consider the semi-infinite sample as depicted in Figures B.1 and B.2.

Equation B.35 is only useful if the surface S is defined such that the behaviour of IS

is known. This occurs most conveniently along the x-axis since current only traverses

the edge of the sample at the test points which are connected to the current source.

Taking the set-up depicted in Figure B.1 as an example, IS will only be non-zero for

a surface defined along the x-axis if the surface passes through P and not Q, or vice

versa. Figure B.4 illustrates each of these situations from a top view of the q-plane.

The solutions to Equation B.35 for the situations in Figures B.4(a) and B.4(b) are
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v2 − v1 = +
IPQ
σdt

(B.36)

and

v2 − v1 = −IPQ
σdt

, (B.37)

respectively. Although these results may seem initially vague from a practical stand-

point, they imply that the behaviour of the field within the semi-infinite sample is

known along the x-axis.

xP
IPQ

The q-plane

T1T2
S

(a) The surface passes through P.

xQ
IPQ

The q-plane

T1T2
S

(b) The surface passes through Q.

Figure B.4: Surface definitions along the x-axis which give non-zero results for Equa-
tion B.35.

Now consider a flat sample of arbitrary shape defined in the q′-plane, where

q′ = x′ + jy′. Figure B.5 illustrates an example of such a sample. The field within

the sample will be defined as w′(q′) = u′(x′, y′) + jv′(x′, y′), which is similar to w(q)

for the semi-infinite sample in the q-plane.

As previously mentioned, the derivation of Equation B.35 is applicable any-

where within a flat sample of any shape. Consequently, the result can be used to

characterize the field within the arbitrary sample in the q′-plane. This can be most

effectively done along the edge of the sample as the result will only be non-zero for a

surface passing through A and not B, or vice versa. The solutions for each case are
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The q'-plane

0 x'

y'

V

C

D

B

A

VDCIAB
Arbitrary 

Sample

Figure B.5: Arbitrary sample with the van der Pauw set-up in order to determine the
value of RAB,CD.

v′2 − v′1 = +
IAB

σdt
(B.38)

and

v′2 − v′1 = −IAB

σdt
, (B.39)

respectively. As long as IAB = IPQ, it can be concluded that the field along the edge

of the arbitrary sample in the q′-plane is equivalent to the field along the x-axis for

the semi-infinite sample in the q-plane.

Assuming the arbitrary sample to be singly connected, meaning that it contains

no isolated holes, it can be equated to the semi-infinite sample via conformal mapping.

More specifically, the edge of the arbitrary sample in the q′-plane can be mapped to

the x-axis in the q-plane. The space within the arbitrary sample in the q′-plane would

therefore be mapped to y > 0 in the q-plane while the space outside the arbitrary

sample is mapped to y < 0. If A, B, C and D in the q′-plane are images of P, Q,
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R and S in the q-plane, it can be concluded that VDC = VSR and VAD = VPS since

w′(q′) behaves exactly the same along the edge of the arbitrary sample as w(q) does

along the x-axis. If IAB = IPQ and IBC = IQR, it is clear that RAB,CD = RPQ,RS and

RBC,DA = RQR,SP. Consequently, the van der Pauw formula is equally valid for a flat

sample of arbitrary shape as it is for a semi-infinite sample.

The generality of the van der Pauw formula permits the application of Equa-

tion 5.1 to the set-up depicted in Figure 5.1.
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